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IAbstract
Textile reinforced concrete (TRC) has emerged in the last decade as a new composite
material combining the textile reinforcement with cementitious matrix. Its appealing
feature is the possibility to produce filigree high-performance structural elements that are
not prone to corrosion as it is the case for steel reinforced concrete.
In comparison with other composite materials, TRC exhibits a high degree of heterogene-
ity and imperfections that requires special treatment in the development of numerical
models. In particular, the material structure at the micro scale shows a high amount of
irregularities and imperfections in the geometrical layout of the basic components and in
the quality of local bindings between them. As a result, the damage localization process
of TRC exhibits interactions between elementary failure mechanisms in the matrix, in the
reinforcement and in the bond.
The objective of the work at hand is the development of a framework for the detailed
description of the heterogeneity in the material structure of TRC under uniaxial loading
including the micro, meso, and macro scale. The framework is constituted by three
consecutive models:
 Fiber Interface Model (FIM)
 Crack Bridge Model (CBM)
 Stochastic Cracking Model (SCM)
The Fiber Interface Model (FIM) is the basic model component on the micro level. In this
model the material- and the bond-characteristics of a single fiber are represented. FIM
can be used as a building block in more complex models by parallel and serial coupling.
The compound formulation of the material model for the fiber and its interface to the
matrix combines plasticity and damage providing the possibility of constructing damage
laws including both the fiber strain and the slip between fiber and matrix.
The Crack Bridge Model (CBM) employs the FIM for the representation of single fila-
ment or groups of filaments with similar properties. Two different approaches are intro-
duced to describe the variation of the material properties. The Statistical Crack Bridge
Model (SCBM) reflects the heterogeneity in form of statistical distributions, with the
possibility to derive the statistical moments of the response. The Deterministic Crack
Bridge Model (DCBM) uses cross-sectional profiles to represent the spatial variability of
the material parameters and enables the reproduction of complex interactions and loading
histories.
The Stochastic Cracking Model (SCM) enables a direct evaluation of the tension stiffening
effect during the multiple cracking under uniaxial tensile loading. The combination with
the Crack Bridge model (CBM) completes the multi-scale framework by providing an
efficient method to transfer the micromechanical characterization of the material structure
into the prediction of the tensile behavior on the macro level.
Keywords: Textile Reinforced Concrete, Micro Scale, Crack Bridge, Multi-scale Simu-
lation
II
Kurzfassung
Textilbewehrter Beton ist ein in den letzten zehn Jahren entwickelter, neuartiger Ver-
bundwerkstoff. Die Verwendung textiler Bewehrungsgelege aus korrosionsbeständigen
Fasermaterialien in einer Betonmatrix ermöglicht die Erstellung von sehr filigranen Bau-
teilen.
Im Vergleich mit anderen Verbundwerkstoffen kennzeichnet den Textilbeton eine aus-
geprägte Heterogenität von Bewehrung und Betonmatrix. Insbesondere auf der Mikro-
ebene weisen die Materialkomponenten große Abweichungen in ihrem geometrischen Auf-
bau, in ihren lokalen Eigenschaften und in der Qualität ihrer lokalen Bindungen unter-
einander auf. Die Schädigungslokalisierung beim textilbewehrten Beton weist deshalb
eine gegenseitige Beeinflussung der wesentlichen Versagensmechanismen der Matrix, der
Bewehrung und des Verbundes auf.
Ziel der vorliegenden Arbeit ist die Entwicklung eines Rahmens für die detaillierte Beschrei-
bung der Heterogenität in der Materialstruktur des textilbewehrten Betons unter einaxi-
aler Belastung. Dieser wird gebildet durch drei aufeinander aufbauende Modelle:
 Faser-Interface-Modell (FIM)
 Rissüberbrückungsmodell (RBM)
 Stochastisches Rissüberbrückungsmodell (SRM)
Das Faser-Interface-Modell (FIM) ist die Basis-Modellkomponente auf der Mikroebene.
In diesem Model werden die Material- und Verbundcharakteristika einer einzelnen Faser
abgebildet. Das Modell ermöglicht sowohl die parallele Kopplung an die Matrix als auch
eine serielle Kopplung der FIM untereinander. Die Formulierung des gemeinsamen Ma-
terialmodells für die Faser und ihren Verbund zur Matrix unter Kombination von Plas-
tizität und Schädigung ermöglicht die Erstellung von Schädigungsfunktionen, die neben
der Dehnung der Faser auch den Schlupf zwischen Faser und Matrix berücksichtigen.
Das Rissüberbrückungsmodell (RBM) verwendet das FIM sowohl zur Abbildung individu-
eller Filamente als auch repräsentativer Gruppen von Filamenten mit ähnlichen Eigen-
schaften. Zwei verschiedene Ansätze werden vorgestellt: Das Statistische Rissüberbrück-
ungsmodell (SRBM) repräsentiert die Heterogenität in Form von statistischen Verteilun-
gen und gestattet die Ableitung der statistischen Momente der Materialantwort. Das De-
terministische Rissüberbrückungsmodell (DRBM) verwendet Querschnittsprofile zur Ab-
bildung der räumlichen Veränderlichkeit der Materialeigenschaften und ermöglicht so die
Reproduktion von komplexen Interaktionen und Lastgeschichten.
Das Stochastische Rissbildungsmodel (SRM) erlaubt eine direkte Auswertung des tension-
stiffening-Effektes während der multiplen Rissbildung unter einaxialer Belastung. Die
Kombination mit dem Rissüberbrückungsmodell (RBM) vervollständigt den mehrskaligen
Rahmen, indem sie eine effiziente Methode zur Übertragung der mikromechanischen Ma-
terialcharakterisierung auf die Beschreibung des Bauteilverhaltens zur Verfügung stellt.
Schlüsselwörter: Textilbewehrter Beton, Mikroebene, Rissüberbrückung, Mehrskalen-
simulation
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The most successful composite material in civil engineering is steel reinforced concrete.
Concrete excels with an almost arbitrary formability and a very cheap transmission of
compressive forces compared to other materials. The tensile strength of standard con-
cretes ranges between only 5-10% of the compressive strength. In order to make concrete
applicable to components under tensile or flexural loading it has to be combined with
a material with a high tensile strength in a composite material. Steel reinforcement
combines high tensile strength with high ductility. The protection of the reinforcement
against corrosion makes a concrete cover of several centimeters necessary. The request for
thin walled structural elements demands for the application of non-metallic reinforcement
materials.
The use of fibers as reinforcement is not a new concept. Historically, horsehair was
used in mortar and straw in mud bricks in ancient times. Asbestos fibers have been
used in concrete since the early 1900s. In the 1950s the concept of composite materials
came into being and fiber reinforced concrete (FRC) was one of the topics of interest.
Once the health risks associated with asbestos were discovered there was a need to find a
replacement. By the 1960s, steel, glass (GFRC) and synthetic fibers such as polypropylene
were used. In the 1990s optimization of fiber lengths and matrix composition led to the
development of very ductile FRC named Engineered Cementitious Composite (ECC).
High volume fractions of discontinuous random fibers cause mixing problems and a poor
workability. Therefore, the volume fraction is limited to 6%. Furthermore, due to the
random orientation of the fibers only a fraction of the fibers contributes on the load
transfer for tensile loading with a certain direction.
The effectivity of the reinforcement can be substantially increased if all fibers are oriented
in the direction of the loading. The textile processing of multifilament yarns provided an
effective realization of this idea. Textile reinforced concrete (TRC) has emerged in the last
decade as a new composite material combining the textile reinforcement with cementitious
matrix. In contrast to steel reinforced concrete, the usual protective concrete cover of 30 to
50 mm can be omitted since the textile reinforcement is usually not affected by corrosion.
As a consequence, very slim and light-weight structures become possible opening new
fields of application for concrete based materials.
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In comparison with other composite materials, textile reinforced concrete exhibits a high
degree of heterogeneity and imperfections that requires special treatment in the devel-
opment of numerical models. In particular, the material structure at the micro scale
exhibits high amount of irregularities and imperfections in the geometrical layout of the
basic components and in the quality of local bindings between them.
As an example, these imperfections may be represented by non-parallel orientation of
filaments within the bundle or by varying bond quality between filaments and matrix
across the bundle. As a result, the damage localization process of textile reinforced
concrete exhibits interactions between elementary failure mechanisms in the matrix, in
the reinforcement and in the bond.
The presence of imperfections in the yarn and in the bond structure makes it necessary to
account for the effect of scatter in the material properties on the performance of the crack
bridges. The crack bridges are the hot-spots of deformation and interaction of damage
with localized damage at the material interfaces of matrix and reinforcement.
1.1 Motivation for detailed modeling of the bond layer
In order to motivate the detailed modeling of the crack bridge behavior we shall have
a closer look at the yarn behavior in two different contexts, namely in a double sided
pull-out test and in the yarn tensile test. The test series presented in Fig. 1.1 have been
performed at the DWI1 (Weichold and Möller [2008]) and showing the effect of yarn linear
mass density (given in tex2) on its performance in the two different loading conditions.
The results are expressed in terms of the tensile roving strength σmax and effectivity
(Φ = σmax,DPO/σmax,TT) and are summarized in Tab. 1.1.
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Figure 1.1: Comparison of the tensile roving strength σmax in tensile tests (TT) and double
sided pull-out tests (DPO) (Weichold and Möller [2008]).
1Chair of Textile Chemistry and Macromolecular Chemistry, RWTH Aachen University
2tex is a unit of measure for the linear mass density of fibers and is defined as the mass in grams per
1000 meters.
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Table 1.1: Results of tensile tests (TT) and double-sided pull-out tests (DPO) of AR-glass
rovings with different linear mass density (Weichold and Möller [2008]).
tex tensile roving strength σmax effectivity Φ
TT DPO
320 1075 ± 71 972 ± 133 0.93 ± 0.15
640 1026 ± 56 891 ± 62 0.85 ± 0.09
1200 1090 ± 112 656 ± 52 0.63 ± 0.07
2400 989 ± 53 300 ± 39 0.32 ± 0.05
In the tensile tests, the influence of the fineness on the tensile strength is not significant
compared to the scatter. The double-sided pull-out tests on the other hand show a
substantial reduction of strength with increasing linear mass density of the roving. The
effectivity of a roving with 2400 tex is about 70 % smaller that the effectivity of a roving
with 640 tex. The results indicate that the linear mass density of the roving influences
the penetration of the matrix.
In order to characterize the penetration Weichold and Möller [2008] studied micrographs
Figure 1.2: Scanning electron micrographs of cross sections of AR-glass rovings embedded into
cementitious matrix A) 320 tex B) 640 tex C) 1200 tex D) 2400 tex (Weichold and Möller [2008]).
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obtained using the scanning electron microscope (SEM) of cross sections of AR-glass
rovings with different linear mass density expressed in tex. The micrographs illustrate
that none of the rovings is completely penetrated and that there are filaments with a very
good bond and filaments without bond. The latter ones are found in regions with a very
dense packing of the filaments.
Analyzing the intensity of the SEM3 Weichold states that the compactness of the matrix
decreases towards the center of the roving. The pore solution that is drawn into inner
parts of the roving due to capillary forces crystallizes in absence of clinker into a porous
material.
Figure 1.3: Scanning electron micrographs of splitted specimen with a AR-glass roving with
320 tex (A,B) and with 2400 tex (C,D) (Weichold and Möller [2008]).
To get more information about the quality of the material inside the roving Weichold has
conducted splitting of reinforced specimens in fiber direction (Fig. 1.3). In the case of the
320 tex roving the splitting leaves filaments on both halves of the specimen (Fig. 1.3A).
The surface of the groove shaped impressions (Fig. 1.3B), originally enclosing the filaments
that are now on the counterpart of the splitted specimen, is very smooth. These surfaces
represent the former boundary layer between filament and matrix.
In the case of the 2400 tex roving (Fig. 1.3D) the surface of the impressions is very rough
3In the backscatter mode of the SEM the intensity of the image is defined by the density (or compact-
ness) of the material
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and porous. While the smooth surface of the boundary layer of the 320 tex rovings
indicates an adhesive failure of the interface the rough surface of the 2400 tex roving
indicates a cohesive failure. The cohesive failure takes place if the filament matrix adhesion
is stronger than the cohesion of the material surrounding the filament.
The present results illustrate that the penetration of the cementitious matrix into the
roving and the quality of the penetrated material is very heterogeneous. While the het-
erogeneity is increasing with increasing linear mass density of the yarn, the crack bridging
performance decreases.
Obviously, the key to the interpretation of the crack bridging behavior of the multifilament
yarn is the description of the heterogeneity in the material structure. In the present work
a framework for the detailed description of the material structure on the micro level shall
be introduced. The framework is constituted by three consecutive models:
 Fiber Interface Model (FIM)
 Crack Bridge Model (CBM)
 Stochastic Cracking Model (SCM)
In the Fiber Interface Model (FIM) the material- and the bond-characteristics of a single
fiber are represented. This model is the basic component for the modeling on the micro
level. The numerical interface allows both the parallel coupling with the matrix and the
serial coupling of FIM with each other.
The Crack Bridge Model (CBM) utilizes the FIM for the representation of single fila-
ments or groups of filaments with similar properties. The heterogeneity in the material
structure is reflected in the Statistical Crack Bridge Model (S-CBM) in form of statistical
distributions, while in the Deterministic Crack Bridge Model (D-CBM) it is represented
by cross-sectional profiles.
The transfer of the micromechanical material- and bond-characteristics to the meso and
macro level is carried out by coupling the CBM with an analytical crack propagation
model. The Stochastic Cracking Model (SCM) can be seen as a fast track to the macro level
allowing a direct evaluation of the tension stiffening effect during the multiple cracking of
a one dimensional specimen under tensile loading.
These models shall enhance the understanding of the failure process and help to interpret
the measured response in terms of the assumed heterogeneity in the bond micro-structure.
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1.2 Overview of dissertation
The remainder of this work is organized as follows:
In Chapter 2 the ingredients of textile reinforced concrete, namely the filaments, yarns,
textiles and concrete mixtures, are described and an overview of the available production
technologies is given.
The state-of-the-art in numerical modeling or textile reinforced concrete is introduced in
Chapter 3. Then the modeling strategy of the collaborative research center 532 (SFB 532)
is presented. It decribes the framework for the models that are presented in this work.
The material structure in the vicinity of the fiber is described in Chapter 4 and the
concept of a zero thickness interface is introduced. The description of the interface using
the shear lag theory is presented as well as the analytical methods used to solve the shear
lag problem. Then the finite element method is utilized to solve the presented differential
equations numerically and the Fiber Interface Model (FIM) is introduced.
Chapter 5 focuses on the construction of material models to be associated with the two
material components and with the interface layer. The material model for the interface
between filament-matrix is formulated combining plasticity and damage. The possible
interactions between debonding and damage of the fiber are considered in a compound
formulation enabling the construction of damage laws including both the fiber strain and
the slip between fiber and matrix.
The elementary effects in the bond layer of multifilament yarn and the parameters describ-
ing the heterogeneity will be discussed in Chapter 6. Two different numerical approaches
are introduced: The Statistical Crack Bridge Model (S-CBM) represents the heterogene-
ity in form of statistical distributions, providing the possibility to derive the statistical
moments of the response. The Deterministic Crack Bridge Model (D-CBM) considers the
heterogeneity in form of cross-sectional profiles, with the aim to enable the analysis of
more complex interactions and loading histories.
The cyclic behavior of a single crack bridge is studied in Chapter 7. Starting with the
example of a single fiber the influence of the damage process of the bond and of the fiber
is demonstrated. Then the influence of the heterogeneity represented by the bond-free
length and bond quality is discussed on the example of the multifilament crack bridge.
In Chapter 8 the application deterministic crack bridge model is demonstrated on the
example of impregnated yarns. The comparison of the detailed crack bridge model with
a single fiber idealization is utilized to demonstrate the limited validity of homogenized
parameters.
Chapter 9 introduces a numerical framework for evaluating the influence of local imperfec-
tions in the material structure on the multiple-cracking performance. The micromechan-
ical Crack Bridge Model (CBM) is combined with the Stochastic Cracking Model (SCM)
capturing the chained evolution of cracks in the reinforced tensile test specimen.
Chapter 10 concludes the work and gives an outlook on future research tasks.
Chapter 2
Textile reinforced Concrete
Textile reinforced concrete (TRC) combines technical textiles consisting of multifilament
yarns and a high strength fine grained cementitious matrix. The key benefit of the textile
reinforcement is that it is not prone to corrosion. Thus only minimal concrete coverage
compared to steel reinforced concrete is required and very slender and filigree structural
elements become feasible. The possibility to orient the textile in the direction of the main
tensile stresses and to produce three dimensional textiles that already include spacers
enable a higher efficiency of the reinforcement compared to fiber reinforced concrete.
TRC is currently investigated in two collaborative research centers (SFB). The SFB 532
at the RWTH Aachen University is focused on the development of new structural ele-
ments, while the SFB 528 at the Technical University Dresden aims at the structural
strengthening and retrofitting of existing structures. Furthermore, TRC is under investi-
gation in Belgium (Cuypers et al. [2003]), Great Britain (Purnell and Beddows [2005]),
Israel (Peled [2005]), Greece (Papanicolaou et al. [2005]), USA (Dubey [2006]) and Canada
(Aldea et al. [2001])
2.1 Material components
Starting with the basic components, the filaments and their assembling to rovings the
production of the technical textiles is described in this section. Finally the cementitious
matrix is introduced.
The terms fiber, filament, roving and yarn are used in literature in various contexts
partially with very similar meaning. In this work the term filament will be used when
referring to the constitutive threads of a reinforcing bundle. The term fiber will be used
in the modeling context as a representation of a reinforcement that is assumed to be
homogeneous (a single filament, a group of filaments with similar properties or a yarn
with effective properties).
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2.1.1 Filaments
The standard materials for the production of textile reinforcements are alkali resistant
glass (AR-glass), carbon and aramid. These materials fullfill the principal requirements
on textiles applicable as reinforcement of concrete (Curbach [1998]) on different degree:
 high tensile strength
 high Young's modulus
 sufficient fracture strain
 small relaxation under constant tension
 resistance in alkaline media and durability
Besides the mentioned properties the availability of sufficient amounts for acceptable
costs is very important. The properties of some of the commercially available filaments
are presented in Tab. 2.1
Table 2.1: Filament properties according to manufacturer information.
density diameter tensile strength Young's modulus fracture strain
dimension g/cm3 µm kN/mm2 kN/mm2 %
AR-glassa 2.68 27 1.7 72 2.4
Carbonb 1.79 7 4.0 240 1.5
Aramidc 1.39 12 3.5 78.5 4.6
aSaint-Gobain Vetrotex®
bTenax-Fibers®
cTejin Twaron®
2.1.1.1 AR-glass
The world market for AR-glass filaments is dominated by two manufacturers: Nippon
Electric Glass (NEG) and Saint Gobain Vetrotex (product name Cem-Fil). The main
advantage of AR-glass is the high tensile strength1 at comparably low material costs. In
contrast, the notch sensitivity has a negative impact on the load bearing capacity.
Although AR-glass has (due to the addition of zirconium) a much better resistance against
the alkaline attack of the pore water than E-glass, a reduction of the strength of the
1According to manufacturer information the tensile strength is ft = 1700N/mm2. No information
about the testing method is available. Tests on multifilament yarns impregnated with epoxy resin pro-
duced similar results. Due to the notch sensitivity the tensile strength of untreated rovings embedded
into cementitious matrix is lower.
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filaments has been observed (Litherland et al. [1981], Purnell et al. [2001], Orlowsky et al.
[2005]). Concurrently with the chemical attack a protective layer develops on the filament
surface slowing down the damage process in the long term (Orlowsky et al. [2005]).
2.1.1.2 Carbon
Carbon has a three times higher Young's modulus compared to AR-glass and aramid,
leading to smaller deformations of textile reinforced structures. The tensile strength is
significantly higher as well. However, the smaller diameters lead to a worse penetration
of the matrix into the roving. Carbon fibers have a low creeping disposition and excellent
constant load and fatigue strength. They have a negative thermal expansion coefficient.
In alkaline environment they can be considered durable. The limited availability of low
priced carbon rovings due to the high demand of the aircraft and automobile industry
prevents the application of carbon on a large scale in TRC.
2.1.1.3 Aramid
Aramid is a synthetically produced polymer filament. The aramid filaments used as
reinforcement are very well known by their trademarks, e.g. Kevlar (Du Pond) or Twaron
(Enka). Aramid excels in a low sensitivity for lateral stresses. Therefore, aramid, know
by the Trademark Kevlar, is used to produce ballistic vests. The tensile strength is of the
same order of magnitude as for carbon. However, as the Young's modulus is much lower
the tensile strength can not be exploited for textile reinforced members due to restrictions
on the deformation.
2.1.2 Rovings
During the production process several hundreds or up to thousands of filaments are as-
sembled into rovings. In the following the production process of a roving is described for
the example of AR-glass.
Glass is an amorphous solid obtained by cooling a melt quickly with a rate that avoids
crystallization. The molten glass is extruded to the bushing to be formed into filaments.
The bushing plate is a small metal furnace containing nozzles for the filament to be formed
through. The filaments are drawn down and cooled rapidly as they exit the bushing. The
attenuation rate and therefore the final filament diameter is controlled by the take-up
device. The filament diameter is also affected by the bushing temperature, glass viscosity
and the pressure head over the bushing. The number of nozzles ranges from 200 to 4000
in multiples of 200.
In the continuous filament production process a seizing is applied after the filament is
drawn. This size helps to protect the filament as it is wound onto a bobbin. Glass
filaments are highly abrasive to each other. Size coatings or binders are therefore applied
before the strand is gathered to minimize degradation of filament strength that would
otherwise be caused by filament-to-filament abrasion (Wallenberger [1994]). The size
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improves the roving properties as well as the adhesion and the stress transfer between
filaments and matrix.
Rovings can be processed directly to fabrics. Furthermore, there are various possibilities
to produce yarn structures with additional features. Those modifications are targeted on
the improvement of the bond between the roving and the matrix and inner bond between
the filaments. In Fig. 2.1 several of the modifications are depicted (Gries and Kolkmann
[2001], Gries et al. [2002], Gries and Kolkmann [2003]).
Twisting, applied to achieve more compact cross sections, can improve the tensile strength
of a dry yarn but the decreasing matrix penetration results in poor bond behavior. Cabling
means to use a core yarn and wind an additional yarn around it for better adhesion to
the concrete. Friction spinning denotes a process where AR-thermoplastics are attached
as a mantle material around a core yarn made of AR-glass or carbon (Kolkmann et al.
[2005],Hanisch et al. [2006]). Polymer-impregnation is currently investigated with the goal
of a more homogeneous cross section (Dilthey et al. [2006b]).
(a) Twisting (b) Cabling (c) Friction spinning (d) Impregnation
Figure 2.1: Yarn modifications.
2.1.3 Textiles
Technical textiles are usually two-dimensional laminar structures. There is a great variety
of processes available to produce these structures. The application as reinforcement in
concrete leads to certain limitations. The most important requirements on the production
of technical textiles are:
 the possibility to produce open structures to enable a good penetration of the cemen-
titious matrix into the textile, even if a larger number of textile layers is necessary
 high displacement stability of the threads to ensure satisfactory handling of the
textile
 minimum damage of the yarns to ensure maximum load capacity
Only woven fabrics and laid scrims are of relevance for the use as reinforcement (Roye
[2007]). In woven fabrics the elevation of the threads alternates from the warp to the
weft. The alternating elevation introduces thrust forces due to turning momentum at the
crossing points and can lead to damage of the filaments. Therefore, the largest amount of
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technical textiles are bi- or multiaxial warp knits. The main advantage is that the threads
are presented in straight form. There is a high flexibility concerning the reinforcement
degrees in the different directions and the orientation of the threads.
(a) Fringe (b) Tricot
Figure 2.2: Binding types (Roye [2007]).
Two different binding types are used, fringe and tricot (Fig. 2.2). The fringe binding leads
to a round compact cross-section of the roving and a high displacement stability. The
inner friction between the filaments is increasing with increasing stress in the knitting
thread, while the penetration of the cementitious matrix into the roving is decreasing.
The tricot binding leads to almost no compaction of the roving and to a much better
penetration of the matrix, while the deformation stability is lower.
New possibilities opens the development of three dimensional textiles. They offer the
possibility to produce tailor made reinforcement cages for certain applications (e.g. spacer
fabrics).
Figure 2.3: Spacer fabric (Roye [2007]).
2.1.4 Cementitious matrix
A cementitious matrix for textile reinforced concrete has to meet special demands:
 good penetration into the roving
 high strength
 consistency adapted to the production technique
 low alkalinity if glass filaments are used
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In order to meet these demands a matrix composition has to be used that differs signifi-
cantly from standard concrete mixtures regarding the maximum grain size and the binder
content. In order to ensure the penetration of the matrix trough meshes of the fabric,
a sufficient bond and a good workability the mixture should have a high fineness and
flowability.
2.2 Production technologies
Depending on the application and the component geometry the following production
techniques are available (Fig. 2.4):
 casting
 injecting
 laminating
 spraying
(a) Casting (b) Injecting (c) Laminating (d) Spraying
Figure 2.4: Production techniques.
The casting and the injecting are especially suitable for complex component geometries.
The reinforcement has to be fixed in the desired position in the formwork. If impregnated
fabrics with low stability are used they have to be slightly prestressed so that they don't
leave the assigned position, when the concrete is flowing in.
In the production process using lamination fabric and matrix layers are applied alternately.
The matrix layers are rolled into the fabric layers to produce a good bonding. In the
lamination process higher reinforcement degrees can be realized compared to casting or
injecting. Alternatively, the matrix layer can be sprayed onto the fabrics. Lamination
and spraying is preferable for planar specimens.
For the production of three dimensional structured profiles an appropriate production
machine was developed at the Fraunhofer Institute for Production (Hegger et al. [2004]).
With the proposed quasi continuous production process an endless U-shaped profile could
be produced and cut down to the desired length. In the machine concrete is injected into
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the mold, then high pressure is applied to the concrete for dehydration. By the pressing
process an appropriate form stability is gained and the profile can be unmoulded so that
the next part can be produced.
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Chapter 3
Numerical Modeling
Textile reinforced concrete exhibits a high degree of heterogeneity, both in the matrix
and in the reinforcement. The damage localization in the crack leads to interactions of
the failure mechanism of the matrix, the reinforcement and the bond between them at
overlapping scales of resolution. Due to the high amount of damage interactions, existing
models for concrete and composites are not directly applicable for the textile reinforced
concrete.
Furthermore, the interaction takes place on different length scales which makes the devel-
opment of classical multi-scale-models using representative volume elements very difficult.
In the following the different scales of resolution and the representation of the material
structure on the specific scales will be classified. Then the existing models of textile rein-
forced concrete will be reviewed in the context of this classification. Finally, the modeling
strategy of the collaborative research center 532 (SFB 532) will be presented. It represents
the framework for the models introduced in this work.
Figure 3.1: Scales of the material structure.
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3.1 Scales of the material structure
In the SFB 532 the following correspondence between the scales and the observable compo-
nents of the material structure and their interactions is specified (Chudoba et al. [2005b]):
 Micro level - The filaments and their interactions with the matrix are explicitly
distinguished.
 Meso level - The yarn is idealized as homogeneous or decomposed into inner and
outer filaments.
 Macro level - Smeared representation of the textile as a layer within the idealized
representation of the composite.
3.2 State-of-the-art
3.2.1 Micro level
The models on this level are able to reproduce the failure mechanism of the filaments in
the range of micrometers. The dominant mechanisms in textile reinforced concrete are
filament failure, filament debonding and their sequential evolution in various arrangements
in the yarn and in the bond layer. A representative resolution on the micro level is reached
if the effective behavior of the model does not change in a significant way if the resolution
of the model is increased further. In other words, it is not always necessary to consider
single filaments to reproduce the essential behavior of the filaments.
The fiber bundle models (FBM) provide the stepping stone for robust modeling of the
failure process in the bond layer between the multifilament yarn and the cementitious
matrix. The concept of the FBM has been originally introduced by Daniels [1945] and
Coleman [1958]. The FBMs are constructed as a parallel set of fibers, which break if the
acting load exceeds their local strength. The statistical basis for this concept is provided
by the weakest-link model established by Fisher and Tippett [1928] and Weibull [1939].
Strength based formulations considering a Weibull distribution of strength for each fiber
have been provided by Phoenix [1978]
Phoenix and Taylor [1973] have modified the strength based formulation of the FBM
into a strain based formulation. Utilizing this more flexible formulation it is possible to
evaluate the mean response of the bundle under tensile loading considering the variations
of additional material parameters besides the strength:
µθ (e) =
∫
θ
qe (e; θ) dGθ (θ) . (3.1)
Where qe(e, θ) represents the filament constitutive law with global strain e and the vector
of material parameters θ and Gθ (θ) is the cumulative probability distribution function of
the parameter(s) θ.
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Various authors have presented models for cracks bridged by fiber bundles, that can be
identified as variations or enhancements of the strain based FBM. In the following these
models shall be classified based on the considered variability of material parameters.
The adhesive cross linkage model introduced by Schorn [2003] represents the effect of the
irregular bond structure on the performance of the crack bridge by a distribution of the
effective filament lengths. In Möller et al. [2003] the fuzzy representation of this distribu-
tion has been numerically obtained with the help of fuzzy random variables (filaments)
and fuzzy-functions (effective filament length). In Lepenies et al. [2006] the plug model
using the same representation of the material structure is utilized to identify the param-
eters for a distribution leading to quasi-ductile behavior, e.g. load increase after the first
filament failure.
A thorough study of the sources of randomness/disorder in the multi-filament yarn that
are relevant for its performance in textile reinforced concrete has been presented in Chu-
doba et al. [2006b]. By refining the kinematic assumption, in order to reflect the corre-
spondence between the local strains in filaments and the global strain in the yarn correctly,
the strain based FBM has been used for the context of crack bridges. The considered dis-
tributions of material properties include both the variations of parameters from filament
to filament and the variations of local strength and material stiffness across the bundle.
In the companion paper (Vo°echovský and Chudoba [2006]) the variations of material
properties over the length are considered. The scatter of filament stiffness parameters
leads to a reduced strength of a bundle with a very short length. In a crack bridge
the strength reduction is in particular caused by the scatter of filament lengths and their
delayed activation (slack). Besides that, the scatter of filament strength across the bundle
leads to a further reduction of the bundle peak force (Smith and Phoenix [1981]).
In these models the debonding of the filaments and its influence on the stress transfer
length is completely neglected. Banholzer [2004] additionally considers a finite bond and
the abrasion of the filaments during the debonding.
In Lin et al. [1999] a micromechanical model has been developed to characterize the
interfacial properties at single fiber pull-out. The effect of fiber alignment on the pull-out
load was investigated in Li [1992]. The influence of fiber alignment on in-situ strength
has been characterized in Kanda and Li [1998]. In Lin et al. [1999] Eqn. (3.1) has been
used to derive the crack bridging stress versus crack opening relation by averaging over
the contributions of the filaments.
This class of models is limited to the global load sharing between filaments upon filament
break. In other words, the load of the broken filament gets uniformly distributed across the
bundle. Based on the experimental evidence of low friction between filaments presented in
Chudoba et al. [2005a] the interaction effect between the filaments with effective lengths
in the range of several millimeters as they occur in the crack bridge can be neglected.
The interaction load redistribution over the surrounding matrix depends on the relation
of matrix stiffness to reinforcement stiffness. In the case of pull-out specimen the redistri-
bution can be neglected due to the small deformations in the matrix. In a typical crack
bridge the reinforcement ratio is much higher leading to larger deformations in the matrix
and to a significant stress redistribution upon filament failure. In order to capture these
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effects and to study more complex loading histories discrete deterministic models have
been developed.
Lepenies et al. [2007] introduced such a model based on the adhesive cross linkage ap-
proach. The model divides the bond layer into a number of layers. The outer layer is
connected to the matrix, the other layers are connected to layers above and below by
discontinuous bond elements with a specific failure threshold. The bond elements repre-
sent the adhesive cross linkages. The distance between the bond elements is defined by a
distribution describing the percentage of cross-linkages per interface length and increases
towards the center of the roving .
While the FBM represent a parallel coupling of the filaments or groups of filaments, the
model provided by Lepenies represents a serial coupling of the layers. This topic will be
discussed in detail in Sec. 6.1
3.2.2 Meso level
The models on the meso level represent the yarn and the bond layer in a smeared form,
the cracks are represented explicitly. The simulations are limited to test specimen or
representative details of structural elements. While the models on the micro level are
focused on the local effects in the crack bridge, the models on the meso level study the
interactions between the crack propagation and debonding.
Bruckermann [2007] subdivides the yarn into two groups, the sleeve and the core filaments,
in order to capture the short range effect of the yarn between two cracks and the long
range effect of the yarn acting across several cracks. The bond laws for the two groups
are evaluated by scaling the bond laws derived from single filament pull-out test.
The quantification of filament fractions for the sleeve and core filaments with the different
bond qualities is done by using models on the micro scale (Hegger et al. [2006]).
Häußler-Combe and Hartig [2007] divide the roving into several layers and each layer into
several uniaxial segments. Generally this approach could be used for a representation of
effects on the micro level, but the published results have been achieved using one or two
layers with one segment. Which makes the model similar to the model of Bruckermann
[2007]. The main difference is that the core group is coupled to the sleeve group and not
to the matrix.
The interaction between the crack evolution and debonding in the two dimensional case
has been studied by Mombartz et al. [2005a]. The quantification of the crack edge dis-
placements is done using the extended finite element method (XFEM) (Moes et al. [1999],
Dolbow et al. [2000]) with enriched jump functions in the elements adjacent to the crack.
In combination with an h-adaptive refinement of the mesh in the fracture process zone,
this method serves for the detailed tracing of the failure process under bi-axial load-
ing. Utilizing photogrammetry (Lange et al. [2006]), the method can be coupled with
the surface measurement of the deformation field (Mombartz et al. [2005b]). This model
provides a basis for micromechanical description of the damage in the bond layer in the
two-dimensional state, including the interactions between crack bridges during the further
crack propagation.
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Chudoba et al. [2007] describe the crack centered enrichment of the debonding between
matrix and textile reinforcement. The basic fields are formulated with additional terms
representing the discontinuity in matrix displacement as well as in the bond. In the
approach presented here, the discontinuity enrichment is extended by an explicit repre-
sentation of the debonding between the matrix and reinforcement. A two scale variational
form of the equilibrium conditions is used to couple the macro- and mesoscopic scales of
resolution. The enrichment framework is implemented in an hierarchic way so that it is
possible to resolve the structure of the crack bridge at the finer scale. The aim is to couple
the mesoscopic enrichment with a micro crack bridge representation.
3.2.3 Macro level
The models on the macro level represent the composite in a smeared form. Various authors
have developed analytical models to describe the behavior of brittle matrix composites
loaded in tension. Under tensile load, cracks initiate an propagate at very low stress
levels, leading to nonlinear stress strain behavior.
The ACK-Model according to Aveston, Cooper, and Kelly [1971] divides the nonlinear
stress strain behavior into three zones : (1) the pre-cracking zone, where the composite
behaves linear elastically, (2) the multiple cracking zone where the cracks develop on
a constant stress level, and (3) the post cracking zone, where only the reinforcement
contributes to the composite stiffness. The reinforcement is represented by a single fiber
with a frictional interface to the matrix. If the matrix cracks debonding takes place until
the stress transfer to the matrix is finished and the strains in matrix and reinforcement
are equal. The stress transfer length can be evaluated analytically due to the constant
friction interface. In Aveston and Kelly [1973] an alternative formulation is presented
considering an elastic interface.
The following authors have developed modifications of the original ACK-Theory in order
to overcome the following deficits:
 the influence of the reinforcement-ratio on the load at first crack is not considered
(crack preventing influence of the reinforcement)
 the constant stress level during the multiple cracking is in contrast to the experi-
mental observations
 the stiffness after the multiple cracking and the failure stress are overestimated
In Ohno and Hannant [1994] the reinforcement is divided to two groups of fibers. The
fibers that have a direct contact to the matrix (sleeve fibers) and the fibers without direct
contact (core fibers). The interface between sleeve fibers and matrix is analogous to
ACK-theory assumed to be frictional. The interface between sleeve and core fibers is also
described by a constant frictional stress, but the stress level is lower than in the sleeve
fiber matrix interface. According to the separation into two groups the stress-strain curve
during the multiple cracking is divided into two zones: An initial horizontal zone and a
second increasing zone with a lower stiffness than the final stiffness.
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Other authors modify the ACK-theory using empirical parameters. Jesse [2004] suggested
considering the crack suppression effect of the reinforcement using the stress at first crack
derived from experiments and to determine the corresponding strain using the effective
composite stiffness. The increasing stress level during the multiple cracking is considered
by a factor kR varying between 1.0 and 1.3. The reduced post cracking stiffness is repro-
duced by a so called bundle factor kb that considers a reduced fiber content due to fiber
failure during multiple cracking.
Molter [2005] has developed a semi-empirical model that, similar to the previous models,
describes the behavior under tensile loading with a tri-linear law defining several empir-
ical reduction factors. The average textile strain is evaluated utilizing the approach of
Schießl [1989] which is extended by a factor keff considering the reduction of the effective
reinforcement cross section during the multiple cracking.
Cuypers [2002] replaced the assumption of a constant matrix cracking stress level with
a two parameter Weibull model (with zero threshold stress) in order to consider the
heterogeneity in the matrix. In contrast to Curtin et. al (Curtin et al. [1998]; Curtin
[1999]) the Weibull parameters are not determined on matrix specimen without fibers,
but using a fitting procedure with results of reinforced specimen. This model will be
discussed in more detail in sec 9.1.2
A frequently used approach to provide a correct reproduction of the deformation field of
three-dimensional thin TRC specimen, are multi-layered shell elements with layered-wise
kinematics with continuity constraints at the layer interfaces. Holler et al. [2004] present
a multi-layered assumed strain finite element based on the Reissner-Mindlin shell theory
for finite rotations. An orthotropic material law has been associated with each layer in
order to represent the bi-axial stress state.
In Möller et al. [2005] an extended layered model is formulated as Multi-Reference-Plane
Model (MRM). The physical nonlinear computational model is based on layered hybrid
finite elements with assumed stress distribution, which are extended by the introduction
of an arbitrary number of discrete, coupled parallel reference planes in such a way that
deformations perpendicular to the reference planes and shear deformations along the
interfaces between the layers may be taken into account on a discrete basis.
The shell formulation introduced by Schlebusch [2005] is focused on the simulation of
concrete structures retrofitted with a thin layer of TRC. The bond behavior between the
existing construction and the additional reinforcement layer is described with considera-
tion of the three-dimensional stress state. The outer surface of the existing concrete is
taken as reference surface. The delamination is taken into account in the framework of
continuum mechanics by modification of the shell kinematics. The load-bearing behavior
after the delamination is described by considering the adhesion between the layers in a
contact model.
Richter [2005] describes the macroscopical behavior of TRC utilizing the concept of rep-
resentative volume elements (RVE). While the RVEs are representative for the material
structure on the mesoscopic level, the macroscopic behavior is obtained by means of
homogenization. The model describes the material behavior of the multi-directional rein-
forced composite based on Eshelby [1957].
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3.3 Modeling strategy
The special aspects of the load bearing and failure behavior of textile reinforced concrete
result from the heterogeneity in matrix and reinforcement. In order to reproduce the
specific aspects on three scales of resolution (micro-, meso-, macro-level) a tripartite chain
of models has been conceived in the SFB 532:
 The Crack Bridge Model (CBM) with a detailed resolution of the material structure
(micro-level)
 The Discrete Crack Model (DCM) with discrete representation of the cracks (meso
level)
 The Composite Microplane Damage Model (C-MDM) with initial anisotropy and
anisotropic development of the damage (macro level)
Based on these models specialized simulation tools for specific numerical studies are de-
rived. These simulation tools can be exported as independent executable programs to
support the design of experiments or the dimensioning of structural elements. Fig. 3.2
illustrates the relation between the models and the specialized simulation tools in the
context of the scale of resolution of the material structure.
The basic model component for the reproduction of the interaction between a single
fiber or fiber bundles and the matrix is the Fiber Interface Model (FIM, Chapter 4).
The coupling of the FIM allows the reproduction of very complex bond structures in
the framework of the Crack-Bridge-Model (CBM, Chapter 6). At this point, both the
parallel and the serial coupling of the bond layers (FIM) can be realized. Equipped with
appropriate boundary conditions die FIM can be utilized to simulate yarn tensile tests
and pull-out tests. It is also used for the simulation of tensile tests on TRC-composites,
using a rough discretization of the reinforcement.
A more efficient and detailed simulation of tensile tests on composites under monotonic
loading is possible using a serial coupling of Crack Bridge Models (CBM) in the framework
of the Stochastic Cracking Model (SCM, Chapter 9). This Model is equivalent to a coupled
semi-analytic micro-macro scale representation of the tension stiffening effect.
For the analysis of the two-dimensional load bearing behavior both discrete and smeared
approaches are utilized. On the one hand the approximation of the displacements is ex-
tended by discontinuities in the framework of an XFEM based Debonding Model (X-DM).
On the other hand the microplane approach is utilized, to describe the interactions be-
tween the initial anisotropy of the composite material and the anisotropic damage in the
framework of the Composite Microplane Damage Model (C-MDM).
In the discrete approach (X-DM) single cracks are reproduced including crack opening
and crack off-set, in order to capture the damage process in the two dimensional loaded
crack bridges in areas with few dominant cracks (shear zones, structural details). In
the second case (C-MDM) the crack propagation is reproduced in a smeared form. This
approach is suitable for a macro scale analysis of structural members with a fine, regular
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Figure 3.2: Modeling strategy of the SFB 532.
crack pattern. This model component is utilized in applications to analyze bending test
specimen and shell structures.
In this work the models of the micro scale will be introduced in detail, beginning with
the fiber interface model in the next chapter.
Chapter 4
Fiber Interface Model
This chapter describes the analytical and numerical methods used to solve the shear lag
problem with a zero-thickness interface between a fiber and the matrix. First the material
structure of the matrix in the vicinity of the fiber is described and the concept of a zero
thickness interface is introduced. The analytical description of the interface using the
shear lag theory is presented. Then the numerical solution of the presented differential
equations using the finite element method will be demonstrated. Four different finite
elements shall be introduced, verified and their performance shall be compared in the
example of a fiber pull-out.
4.1 Structure of the fiber matrix interface
The microstructure of the paste matrix in the vicinity of the fiber (referred to as interface
transition zone (ITZ)) is considerably different to the microstructure of the bulk matrix
away from the interface. The size and the quality of this ITZ depend on the type of fiber,
on the production technology and in some instances on time. The microstructure of the
ITZ is the result of the particulate nature of the matrix. The matrix consists in the fresh
mix of discrete cement particles from 1 to 100 µm, which react during the hydration to
calcium-silicate-hydrate (CSH) particles and larger calcium hydroxide (CH) crystals. In
the fresh mix the particulate nature of the matrix leads to the formation of water-filled
spaces around the fibers. According to Bentur and Mindess [1990] these spaces are the
result of the following related effects:
 bleeding and entrapment of water around the reinforcing inclusion
 inefficient packing of the cement grains (∼ 10µm) in the zone around the fiber
surface (20 - 40µm)
The microstructure of the ITZ with mono-filament fibers has been studied primarily in
steel fiber reinforced cement pastes (Pinchin and Tabor [1978], Igarashia et al. [1996],
Bentur et al. [1985]). As illustrated in Fig. 4.1 the microstructure of the ITZ consists of a
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Figure 4.1: Interface transition zone of a steel fiber (Banholzer [2004]).
duplex film, a CH layer and a porous layer consisting of CSH and ettringite. The layered
structure indicates that the weak link between the fiber and the matrix is not necessarily
the actual fiber matrix interface. It can also be the porous layer that extends to a distance
from the fiber surface of about 50 µm. Microhardness tests have shown that the strength
of this layer is up to 30% less than that of the bulk matrix (Wei et al. [1986], Bentur et al.
[1986]).
If the stiffness of the ITZ is smaller than that of matrix and fiber, its deformation is of
greater order. This deformation can be expressed by the deformation difference between
the fiber and the reinforcement, the slip s = uf − um. The shear stress at any point x is
a function of the slip at that segment dx. This function is called the bond stress versus
slip relation (BSR). (Banholzer [2004])
4.2 Analytical models - Shear lag theory
The first analytical model to describe the stress transfer between the fiber and the matrix
was developed by Cox [1952]. Most of the later developed models are based on similar
concepts and differ only in some of their numerical parameters. These models are usually
referred to as shear lag theories (Nairn [1997]). They are based on the analysis of the
stress field of a discontinuous fiber embedded in an elastic matrix.
Stang et al. [1990] have developed a simplified shear lag model based on the assumption
of a very stiff matrix compared to the stiffness of the fiber. The plane model for a single
elastic fiber with constant cross section embedded in a stiff matrix on the length L is
shown in Fig. 4.2. Assuming that the axial displacement uf is constant over the cross
section the constitutive relation is derived as follows:
F = EfAf
duf
dx
(4.1)
Introducing a constant shear flow T = τ ·Pf acting over the circumference Pf of the fiber
in the interface between fiber and matrix the equilibrium can be written as follows:
duf
dx
− T = 0 (4.2)
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Figure 4.2: Shear lag model by Stang et al. [1990].
Introducing Eq. (4.1) into Eq. (4.2) reads:
EfAf
d2uf
dx2
− T = 0 (4.3)
The matrix is modeled as shear lag with shear stiffness G for small deformations on a rigid
support. Assuming that the debonding has occurred over a given length a, the relation
between the shear flow acting at the interface and the displacement in the shear lag at
the interface is defined by:
T =
{
G ·Pf ·uf (x) for 0 < x < (L− a)
τmax ·Pf for (L− a) < x < L
(4.4)
The interface conditions can be written as follows:
um = uf for 0 < x < (L− a)
τ = τmax for (L− a) < x < L
(4.5)
Introducing the interface conditions into Eq. (4.3) leads to the following differential equa-
tions for the axial displacement of the fiber:
d2uf
dx2
− ωuf = 0 for 0 < x < (L− a)
d2uf
dx2
− τmax
EfAf
= 0 for (L− a) < x < L
(4.6)
with ω defined as:
ω =
√
G
Ef Af
(4.7)
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Introducing FL as the tensile force at the position x = L the boundary conditions can be
defined as:
duf (0)
dx
= 0
Ef Af
duf (L)
dx
= FL
(4.8)
Considering the continuity condition for the filament displacement and the equilibrium
condition for the filament force at x = L− a:
uf (L− a)− = uf (L− a)+
duf (L− a)−
dx
=
duf (L− a)+
dx
(4.9)
the following analytical solution for the axial displacement of the filament can be found:
uf (x) =
FL − τmax a
EfAfω
cosh (ωx)
sinh (ω (L− a)) for 0 < x < (L− a)
uf (x) =
FL − τmax a
EfAfω
coth (ωx) + τmax a
2EfAf
x
− τmax a
2EfAf
(L− a)2 + FL − τmax a
EfAf
x
−FL − τmax a
EfAf
(L− a) for (L− a) < x < L
(4.10)
Based on Eq. (4.10) the fiber strain εf (x), the fiber stress σf (x) and the bond stress τ (x)
along the fiber axis can be derived as follows:
εf (x) =
duf
dx
σf (x) = Ef
duf
dx
τ (x) =
EfAf
Pf
duf
dx
(4.11)
These analytical solutions shall be utilized to verify the finite elements introduced in the
next section. The presented solution is only valid for a bi-linear BSR. Analytical solutions
for piecewise linear BSR have been introduced by Banholzer et al. [2005] and Zastrau et al.
[2003].
However, these analytical models are limited to the chosen boundary conditions and
cannot capture the interactions between filaments in a complex bond structure. The
effects reflecting the stress redistribution in a heterogeneous bond and yarn require a
more flexible numerical representation that shall be constructed using the finite-element
approximation.
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Figure 4.3: Fiber Interface Model (FIM).
The Fiber Interface Model (FIM) reflects the interaction between two layers connected via
an interface within a single material point. This combination enables the consideration
of the interaction of the fiber and the bond during the failure process on material point
level.
For the numerical evaluation of the stress transfer between the single fiber and the cemen-
titious matrix a finite element type has been developed that represents the fiber and its
interface to the matrix. In the following sections four different elements of this type are
derived and their ability to reproduce the crack bridging behavior of a single fiber shall
be assessed.
The material points of these elements are associated with a distinct material model that
describes both the nonlinear behavior of the interface and the brittle failure of the fiber.
The evaluation in a single material model enables the consideration of interactions between
failure process of the interface and the damage of the fiber. These interactions will be
described in detail in Sec. 5.1.3 for monotonic loading and in Sec. 7.1.2 for cyclic loading.
4.3.1 Linear element
This element is based on the zero thickness interface element introduced by Goodmann,
Tylor, and Brekke [1968] for the simulation of jointed rock masses. Therefore, it is referred
to in the following as GTB-Linear. As illustrated in Fig 4.4 the element has four degrees
of freedom, the two displacements of the fiber nodes and the two displacements that can
be connected with the nodes of an element representing the matrix or another fiber.
4.3.1.1 Element definition
The vector of nodal displacements with respect to the local coordinate x is given by:
u =
[
u1 u2 u3 u4
]T
(4.12)
where the superscript T denotes the matrix transposition.
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Figure 4.4: GTB-Linear.
The matrix of the linear shape functions is defined as follows:
N =
[
0 0 1
2
(1 + r) 1
2
(1− r)
1
2
(1− r) 1
2
(1 + r) 0 0
]
(4.13)
The relevant deformations are the slip s between matrix and fiber and the fiber strain εf .
ε =
{
s
εf
}
(4.14)
The corresponding stresses are the bond stress τ and the fiber stress σf .
σ =
{
τ
σf
}
(4.15)
The first derivatives of the shape function with respect to the local coordinate x are
computed using the Jacobian transformation (J = [L]) between x and r.
d
dx
= J−1
d
dr
(4.16)
The matrix of differential operators S that converts displacements to deformations is
given by:
S =
[ − 1 1
0 ∂
∂x
]
(4.17)
The strain-displacement matrix B that transforms nodal displacements u to strains at
any point in the element is derived as follows:
B = SN =
 12 (1− r) 12 (1 + r) −12 (1− r) −12 (1 + r)
−L−1 L−1 0 0
 (4.18)
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The stiffness matrix can be evaluated as:
K =
∫
V
BT DB dV (4.19)
Using a one point Gauss integration scheme it is explicitly obtained as:
K =
1∑
i=1
BT DB wi det (J) =

kb + kf kb − kf −kb −kb
kb − kf kb + kf −kb −kb
−kb −kb kb kb
−kb −kb kb kb

(4.20)
with
kf =
Ef Af
L
, kb =
LGPf
4
(4.21)
4.3.1.2 Verification
For the verification of the element the analytical model of the single fiber interface intro-
duced in Sec. 4.2 is used. The analytical solution shall be compared with the results of
the finite element solution for an increasing number of elements (ne ∈ {2, 4, 8, 16}). For
the verification of the element the following paramater combination has been chosen:
Table 4.1: Parameter combination for the verification of the element.
Parameter Symbol Value
length L 1.0 mm
cross-section of the fiber Af 1.0 mm2
Young's modulus of the fiber Ef 1.0 N/mm2
tensile strength of the fiber σf,t 0.5 N/mm2
maximum bond stress τmax 0.1 N/mm2
bond stiffness G 100 N/mm2
Fig. 4.5 shows the progression of the fiber displacement along the x-axis. The analytical
solution (thick line) is compared to the FE-solution. The comparison shows that with
increasing number of elements the FE-solution converges towards the analytical solution.
For a discretization with less than eight elements the FE-solution shows oscillations of the
displacement. This is a known deficiency of the interface element proposed by Goodmann
et al. [1968] and has been described by Kaliakin and Li [1995].
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Figure 4.5: GTB-Linear - Progression of the fiber displacement uf (x) along the x-axis.
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Figure 4.6: GTB-Linear - Progression of the fiber stress σf (x) along the x-axis.
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Figure 4.7: GTB-Linear - Progression of the bond stress τ (x) along the x-axis.
The convergence towards the analytical solution can be also assessed for the progression
of the fiber stress (Fig. 4.6) and for the progression of the bond stress (Fig. 4.7), but the
convergence is much slower than it is the case for the displacement. Furthermore, for
discretizations with a low number of elements the bond stress shows oscillations similar
to the ones that have been observed for the displacements.
Considering only the reproduction of the displacement the discretization with eight ele-
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ments would be sufficient. This would lead to an underestimation of the maximum fiber
stress of about 20 %.
Fig. 4.8 shows the stress displacement diagrams for a displacement-controlled pull-out of
the fiber. When the strength of the fiber is reached the fiber breaks and the stress drops
to zero. Due to the underestimation of the stress in the fiber the pull-out displacement
at which the fiber fails is overestimated. The comparison with the analytical solution
shows that even with sixteen elements the failure displacement is still underestimated by
approximately 10%.
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Figure 4.8: GTB-Linear - Stress-displacement diagrams for a displacement-controlled pull-out
of the fiber.
4.3.2 Linear element with two independent slip fields
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Figure 4.9: LRH-Linear.
Kaliakin and Li [1995] have described the deficiencies of the GTB-elements and demon-
strated that the interface element proposed by Herrmann [1978] (LRH-element) does not
show the displacement oscillations that have been described in the previous section. The
essential difference to the GTB-element is the representation of strains.
While in the GTB-element the slip of the left node is coupled with the slip of the right
node through components of the stiffness matrix, they are completely uncoupled in the
LRH-element. The element introduced in this section is based on the LRH-element.
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4.3.2.1 Element definition
The uncoupling of the end nodes is achieved by separating the slip into two independent
fields.
ε =

sl
sr
εf
 (4.22)
The resulting strain-displacement matrix B that transforms the nodal displacements u
to strains at any point of the element is described by:
B =

1 0 0 −1
0 1 −1 0
−L−1 L−1 0 0
 (4.23)
The stiffness matrix evaluated by using a one point Gauss integration scheme demonstrates
that the displacements of the left nodes (u1,u4) and the displacements of the right nodes
(u3,u2) are completely uncoupled. The uncoupling can be interpreted as a representation
of the bond by two independent springs in the nodes of the element.
K =
∑1
i=1B
T DB wi det (J)
=

kb + kf −kf 0 −kb
−kf kb + kf −kb 0
0 −kb kb 0
−kb 0 0 kb

(4.24)
with
kf =
Ef Af
L
, kb =
LGPf
2
(4.25)
4.3.2.2 Verification
For the verification the element is compared with the analytical model using the para-
mater combination presented in Tab. 4.1. Fig. 4.10 shows the progression of the fiber
displacement along the x-axis. The FE-solution converges towards the analytical solution
with increasing number of elements. The oscillations which could be seen in the results
of the GTB-element are successfully avoided.
Fig. 4.11 shows the progression of the fiber stress. The quality of the approximation and
the rate of convergence towards the analytical solution is comparable to the GTB-element.
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Figure 4.10: Linear-LRH - Progression of the fiber displacement uf (x) along the x-axis.
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Figure 4.11: LRH-Linear - Progression of the fiber stress σf (x) along the x-axis.
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Figure 4.12: LRH-Linear - Progression of the bond stress τ (x) along the x-axis.
The approximation of the bond stress is shown in Fig. 4.12. Likewise to the approximation
of the displacement the appearance of bond stress oscillations has been prevented.
Fig. 4.13 shows the stress displacement diagrams for a displacement-controlled pull-out of
the fiber. Compared to the GTB-element, the LRH-element does only improve estimation
of the failure displacement for very rough discretizations.
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Figure 4.13: LRH-Linear - Stress displacement diagrams for a displacement controlled pull-out
of the fiber.
Although the LRH-element successfully prevents oscillations in the displacement and bond
stress field for rough discretizations, the approximation for smooth discretizations is not
significantly improved. In order to achieve a better approximation a quadratic version of
the GTB-element has been derived which is presented in the next section.
4.3.3 Quadratic element
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Figure 4.14: GTB-Quadratic.
4.3.3.1 Definition
In order to achieve a better approximation of the stress field the quadratic element has
two additional nodes in the middle (x = L/2) with two additional displacements (u5, u6).
The vector of nodal displacements with respect to the local coordinate x is given by:
u =
[
u1 u2 u3 u4 u5 u6
]T
(4.26)
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The Langrange shape functions for a three node quadratic 1-D element are given as:
N1 =
r
2
(r + 1)
N2 =
r
2
(r − 1)
N3 = (1− r2)
(4.27)
The matrix of the linear shape functions is defined in the form:
N =
[
0 0 N1 N2 0 N3
N2 N1 0 0 N3 0
]
(4.28)
Applying the matrix of differential operators S given in Eq. (4.17) this leads to the
following strain-displacement matrix B for the transformation of nodal displacements u
to strains ε at any point in the element:
B =
 r2 (r − 1) r2 (r + 1) − r2 (r + 1) − r2 (r − 1) 1− r2 r2 − 1
2r − 1
L
2r + 1
L
0 0 − 4r
L
0
 (4.29)
The stiffness matrix is evaluated using a two point Gauss integration scheme.
K =
2∑
i=1
BT DB wi det (J) (4.30)
4.3.3.2 Verification
Fig. 4.15 shows that compared to the linear elements the convergence of the displacement
representation towards the analytical solution is much faster. Nevertheless, for rough
discretizations the quadratic GTB-element shows displacement oscillations similar to the
ones that have been observed for the linear element. Due to the faster convergence these
oscillations fade away much faster with increasing number of elements.
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Figure 4.15: GTB-Quadratic - Progression of the fiber displacement uf (x) along the x-axis.
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Fig. 4.16 showing the progression of the fiber stress and Fig. 4.17 showing the progression
of the bond stress, verify the faster convergence of the quadratic element. In contrast to
the linear GTB-element the quadratic element shows no oscillations for the bond stress
even for the very rough discretization.
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Figure 4.16: GTB-Quadratic - Progression of the fiber stress σf (x) along the x-axis.
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Figure 4.17: GTB-Quadratic - Progression of the bond stress τ (x) along the x-axis.
Fig. 4.18 shows the stress displacement diagrams for a displacement controlled pull-out
of the fiber. Compared to the linear element the quadratic element needs only half of the
elements to achieve the same precision in the reproduction of the displacement at fiber
failure. In terms of degrees of freedom, this corresponds to a reduction of 33 %. The error
for the approximation with 16 elements is reduced to about 5 %.
Although the convergence has been successfully improved using a quadratic approximation
of the displacement field the element still suffers from displacement oscillations. In order
to prevent these oscillations, in the next section the approach introduced for the linear
LRH-element shall be combined with a quadratic approximation of the displacement field.
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Figure 4.18: GTB-Quadratic - Stress-displacement diagrams for a displacement controlled
pull-out of the fiber.
4.3.4 Quadratic element with three independent slip fields
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Figure 4.19: LRH-Quadratic.
The quadratic LRH-element combines the quadratic approximation of the displacement
field with the approach of uncoupling the slip fields of the three nodes.
4.3.4.1 Definition
The uncoupling is achieved by separating the slip into three independent fields.
ε =

sl
sr
sm
εf
 (4.31)
The resulting strain-displacement matrix B that transforms nodal displacements u to
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strains at any point in the element is derived as follows:
B =

1 0 0 −1 0 0
0 1 −1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 −1
2r − 1
L
2r + 1
L
0 0 − 4r
L
0

(4.32)
The stiffness matrix is evaluated using a three point Lobatto integration scheme.
K =
3∑
i=1
BT DBωi detJ (4.33)
4.3.4.2 Verification
Fig. 4.20 demonstrates that already with two elements a suitable approximation of the
displacement field can be achieved. Furthermore, quadratic version of the LRH-element
prevents the displacement oscillations observed for both versions of the GTB-element.
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Figure 4.20: LRH-Quadratic - Progression of the fiber displacement uf (x) along the x-axis.
Fig. 4.21 and Fig. 4.22 demonstrate that the approximation of the filament and of the bond
stress is much better compared to the quadratic GTB-element. For the approximation
with sixten elements there is almost no difference to the analytical solution.
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Figure 4.21: LRH-Quadratic - Progression of the fiber stress σf (x) along the x-axis.
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Figure 4.22: LRH-Quadratic - Progression of the bond stress τ (x) along the x-axis.
Fig. 4.23 showing the stress displacement diagram of a displacement controlled pull-out
demonstrates that this good reproduction of the stress fields results in a very good es-
timation of the failure strain. The difference between the analytical solution and the
FE-solution using a discretization with sixten elements is less than 2%.
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Figure 4.23: LRH-Quadratic - Stress displacement diagrams for a displacement controlled
pull-out of the fiber.
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4.3.5 Assessment of the element performance
The performed comparative examples have demonstrated the superior performance of
the quadratic finite elements. It has been demonstrated that the quadratic elements
show a better convergence to the analytical solution with increasing number of elements.
Furthermore, the elements based on the approach presented by Herrmann [1978] prevent
oscillations of the displacements or strains. In order to assess the efficiency of the proposed
elements, in this section the computational cost of the solution shall be compared.
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Figure 4.24: Comparison of the relative error of the failure displacement.
Fig. 4.24 shows the relative error in the failure displacement depending on the number of
degrees of freedom (DOF). It demonstrates that using the linear elements (GTB-Linear,
LRH-Linear) about 560 DOF are necessary to reduce the error in the critical displacement
to one percent. In the case of the quadratic elements only 420 DOF (GTB-Quadratic) or
even 210 DOF (LRH-Quadratic) are necessary to achieve the same precision.
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Figure 4.25: Comparison of computation time.
Fig. 4.25 illustrates the computational cost in terms of computational time needed to
achieve the required level of precision depending on the relative error. The GTB-elements
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(GTB-Linear, GTB-Quadratic) show oscillations in the computational cost, which are not
limited to the rough discretizations. Obviously the deficiencies of these elements can lead
to numerical difficulties even for fine discretizations.
Considering the computational costs the LRH-elements (LRH-Linear, LRH-Quadratic)
are more efficient. The numerical solution with the relative error of the failure displace-
ment of about 1 % can be achieved in about 70 % of the time, which is needed using a
GTB-element. For higher precisions the LRH-elements are even more efficient. Consid-
ering the computational cost the linear and the quadratic elements seem to be equally
efficient.
The decision between the linear or the quadratic version of the LRH-element depends on
the geometrical requirements of the model. The detailed crack bridge models which shall
be introduced in Chapter 6 use a constant element size. Therefore, accurate reproduction
of the cross-sectional profile of the bond-free length will make higher demands on the
precision of the discretization than the precision of the numerical solution.
For the simulation of larger specimens with a large number of elements the quadratic
element would be the right choice in order to achieve the necessary precision. In the
following chapters dealing primarily with the moderate-size crack bridge discretizations
the linear LRH-element (LRH-Linear) has been used.
4.4 Summary
In this chapter the Fiber Interface Model (FIM) has been introduced which combines
the fiber and its interface to the matrix. Four different elements have been introduced
and verified. While the GTB-elements based on the interface element introduced by
Goodmann et al. [1968] suffer from displacement oscillations, the LRH-elements based
on the interface element proposed by Herrmann [1978] successfully avoid them. Using
quadratic approaches both the LRH-elements and the GTB-elements achieve a higher
precision with the same number of degrees of freedom. The assessment of the numerical
cost has demonstrated that the LRH-elements are more efficient and more robust.
The FIM using the presented elements can be utilized to reproduce the behavior of a
single filament or of a yarn represented as monofilament. Equipped with the corresponding
boundary conditions fiber pull-out, single crack bridges and even tensile tests on reinforced
composites including the multiple cracking can be reproduced.
The coupling of multiple FIM enables the representation of complex interactions between
the filaments of a bundle. The FIM are either coupled parallel to the matrix or serial
to each other, depending on the dominating type of interaction. The appropriate choice
depends on the dominating form of interaction (fiber-matrix or filament-filament). Fur-
thermore, a combination of serial an parallel coupling can be used to reproduce the gradual
transition from the interaction filament-matrix towards filament-filament interaction.
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Chapter 5
Material model for the fiber interface
The previous chapter described the methods chosen for solving the boundary value prob-
lems involving two materials connected via an interface layer. The primary aspect dis-
cussed and tested there was the choice of a suitable discretization.
This chapter shall be focused on the construction of material models to be associated with
the two material components and with the interface layer. The material model must be
in a position to reflect the basic failure mechanisms, namely cracking of the components,
debonding, bond damage and abrasion of the filaments.
In the following sections, the material model for the interface between filament-matrix
shall be formulated combining plasticity and damage. The possible interactions between
the named effects (e.g. abrasion) call for a compound formulation allowing to construct
damage laws including both the filament strain and the slip between filament and matrix.
This interaction shall be studied next using three different damage hypotheses. Finally,
the influence of the material parameters on the performance of the fiber interface will be
illustrated in parametric studies using the example of a mono-filament crack bridge.
In the examples shown in the previous chapter the boundary conditions of a pull-out
test have been chosen in order to allow a comparison with the analytical model. In this
chapter all examples will be using the boundary conditions of a single crack bridge, as this
work is focused on the crack bridge behavior. Assuming a periodic crack pattern with the
average crack spacing 〈cs〉 and neglecting any boundary effects the stress evolution along
the yarn is symmetric to the crack and to the center line between two cracks. A single
crack bridge can be reproduced by fixing both matrix and yarn at the center between two
cracks applying one half of the control displacement at the crack (Fig. 5.1).
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<cs>
u = u m
u = u f
u = u/2 f
u = 0 m
u = 0 f
s
Figure 5.1: Crack bridge boundary conditions.
5.1 Formulation of the material model
5.1.1 Yield function and return-mapping algorithm
The failure process in the bond layer involves both filaments and the bond between the
filaments and the matrix. The degradation of the bond between matrix and filament
includes both damage and plastic deformation (slip). Therefore, the material model com-
bines plastic softening with damage evolution. The Kuhn-Tucker conditions defining the
transition between the elastic and inelastic domain are defined in the standard form:
f (τ, κs) ≤ 0, κ˙s ≥ 0, κ˙sf (τ, κs) = 0 (5.1)
Here κs is specifying the inelastic slip accumulated during the loading history. The damage
evolution of the bond stiffness G is controlled by the damage function gb (κs) describing
the dependency between the damage factor ω and κs.
gb (κ
s) =
(
1−
(
(τY + β ·κsGT)scrit
(β ·κs + scrit) τY
))
(5.2)
The damage function introduced in Eq. (5.2) is characterized by tangential bond stiffness
GT and the damage ratio β ∈ [0.0, 1.0]. The two extreme cases are depicted in Fig. 5.2
showing an inelastic state with unloading for different values of β. For β = 1.0 we obtain
a pure damage model unloading to the origin. For β = 0.0 a purely plastic model is
obtained.
The return mapping algorithm (Simo and Hughes [1998]) for this material model is
presented in Tab. 5.1. The algorithm is illustrated in Fig. 5.3 for a slip increment
4s = sn+1 − sn. It starts with an elastic (trial) step considering the damage state at
the last load step (Gn = (1− ωb (κsn))G). If the trial step satisfies the loading/unloading
conditions (f trialn+1 ≤ 0 and 4κs = 0) the step is elastic and no damage takes place. If the
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Figure 5.2: Damage in bond.
step is inelastic (f trialn+1 > 0 and 4κs > 0) the actual stress is evaluated by projecting the
trial stress onto the yield surface and the damage state gets updated. The plastic slip
spn+1 is evaluated using the updated damage state (Gn+1 =
(
1− ωb
(
κsn+1
))
G).
Figure 5.3: Return mapping.
5.1.2 Discussion of the extreme model configurations
The amount of plastic deformation in the interface depends on the damage ratio β (see
Fig. 5.2a). The influence of the damage ratio is demonstrated in Fig. 5.4 showing the
progression of fiber stress and of the bond stress at the crack face for various damage
ratios β between 0.0 and 1.0.
As expected, the monotonic behavior is completely independent on the damage ratio and
the curves are completely identical. The damage ratio becomes relevant in the case of
non-monotonic loading (cyclic loading, unloading of existing crack bridges).
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1. Database at x ∈ B : {spn, κsn}
2. Given strain field at x ∈ B : sn+1 = sn +∆sn
3. Compute elastic stress and test for inelastic loading
Gn := G (1− gb (κsn))
τ trialn+1 := Gn · (sn+1 − spn)
f trialn+1 := |τ trialn+1 | − [τY +GT ·κsn]
IF f trialn+1 < 0 THEN
Elastic Step: set (•)n+1 = (•)trialn+1 & EXIT
ELSE
Plastic Step: Proceed to step 4
4. Return mapping:
4κs := f
trial
n+1
Gn
> 0
κsn+1 := κ
s
n +4κs
Gn+1 := G
(
1− gb
(
κsn+1
))
4γ := 4κs
(
1− Gn −GT
Gn
)
τn+1 := τ
trial
n+1 −4γ G sign
(
τ trialn+1
)
spn+1 := s
p
n +4γ sign
(
τ trialn+1
)− τn+1 (Gn −Gn+1
Gn Gn+1
)
Table 5.1: Return-mapping algorithm for 1D plasticity coupled with damage.
The evolution of bond stress in Fig. 5.4 demonstrates that the reduction of the unloading
stiffness is proportional to the damage ratio β, while the plastic deformation is propor-
tional to 1−β. For example a damage ratio of 25 % leads to 75% of the plastic deformation
of a plastic model, while the stiffness reduction is equal to 25 % of the reduction for the
damage model. The influence for cyclic loading will be studied in detail in Sec. 7.1.1.
The presented return mapping algorithm is not limited to the reproduction of linear soft-
ening branches but can also reproduce the change in the tangential stiffness of a piecewise
linear softening function. In this case an additional return mapping step considering the
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Figure 5.4: Crack Bridge - Variation of the damage ratio β.
new tangential stiffness is necessary if a change in the tangential stiffness is detected.
Furthermore, the algorithm can reproduce a jump in the bond law, which results in a
jump in the plastic slip sp or the damage factor ωb depending on the damage ratio β.
This ability enables the reproduction of the discontinuous transition between adhesional
and frictional bond, which will be discussed in Sec. 5.2.6.
5.1.3 Integration of the fiber damage into the material model
The slip in the interface can introduce damage to the fiber (Banholzer [2004]). Therefore,
an inelastic framework is needed for the material model of the fiber as well. The fiber
response is linked with accumulated slip κs via the loading function.
The loading function f (ε, κε, κs) and the damage function gf (κs, κε) are functions of the
maximum strain level reached by the filaments κε and of the accumulated inelastic slip
between filament and matrix κs.
f (ε, κε, κs) ≤ 0, κ˙ε ≥ 0 (5.3)
σ (ε) = (1− gf (κs, κε))Efε (5.4)
There are two possible mechanisms leading to filament damage:
 Accumulation of additional notches: The contact with sharp edged matrix particles
produces additional notches in the fiber surface leading to a reduced strength.
 Abrasion: The surface of the fiber gets abraded while the filament is pulled out of
the matrix reducing both stiffness and strength.
In the following the described damage mechanisms are studied in detail, starting with the
elastic-brittle behavior as reference.
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(a) damage law (b) stress-strain relation (c) crack bridge response
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Figure 5.5: Comparison of damage hypotheses.
5.1.3.1 Elastic-brittle behavior
Neglecting any damage due to the debonding the fiber behaves linear elastically until the
maximum fiber strain κε reaches its critical value κεcr and brittle failure takes place. The
damage law is defined as follows:
gf (κ
ε, κs) =
{
0 for κε < κεcr
1 else
(5.5)
The damage law gf and the corresponding stress-strain relation are depicted in Fig. 5.5 (1a
and 1b). It illustrates that independent from the accumulated inelastic slip κs the damage
factor ωf jumps from zero to one when the critical fiber strain κεcr is reached. The stress-
strain relation increases with constant gradient from zero to σmax and drops to zero when
the strain ε is equal to κεcr.
The influence of the critical fiber strain κεcr on the behavior of a single crack bridge is
illustrated in Fig. 5.5-1c. With decreasing κεcr the fiber fails at smaller control displace-
ments and the maximum load of the crack bridge decreases. The stiffness of the crack
bridge is not influenced.
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5.1.3.2 Accumulation of additional notches
The introduction of additional notches to the fiber during the debonding leads to a re-
duction of the fiber strength while the stiffness of the fiber is not influenced. In order to
illustrate the mechanism it shall be assumed that the relation between damage caused by
the introduced notches and the accumulated inelastic slip κs is linear. This means that
the fiber gets completely destroyed (gf (κs, κε) = 1.0) when the accumulated inelastic slip
reaches a critical value κscr. The resulting damage law gf (κs, κε) is described by Eq. (5.6)
and illustrated in Fig. 5.5-2a.
gf (κ
ε, κs) =
{
0 for κε < (1− κs/κscr) κεcr
1
(5.6)
The effect of the accumulated inelastic slip κs on the fiber strength is illustrated in
Fig. 5.5-2b. With increasing κs the fiber strength and the failure strain get reduced
proportionally so that the fiber stiffness is not influenced.
Fig. 5.5-2c illuminates the influence on the crack bridging performance of a single fiber.
The fiber fails when the reduced strength attains the current stress level. As the stiffness
is not influenced by this mechanism the five curves are identical until fiber failure.
5.1.3.3 Abrasion of the filament surface
The abrasion of the filament surface by sharp edged aggregate particles leads to a reduc-
tion of the filament cross section. The effective strength and the stiffness decrease with
increasing damage. The associated reduction of the fiber perimeter has to be considered
by the damage law of the bond.
Analogical to the first mechanism it shall be assumed that there is a linear relation between
the damage and the accumulated slip κs. The resulting damage law gf (κs, κε) is described
by Eq. (5.7) and is depicted in Fig. 5.5-3a.
gf (κ
ε, κs) =
{
κs/κscr forκs < κscr andκε < κεcr
1
(5.7)
The influence of the abrasion on the evolution of the stiffness is illustrated in Fig. 5.5-3b.
With increasing accumulated slip the stiffness and the effective strength decrease while
the critical strain is assumed to be constant.
The effect of the abrasion on the crack bridging performance of a single fiber is shown in
Fig. 5.5-2c. The fiber fails when the stress in the reduced cross section reaches the fiber
strength. The reduction of the stiffness leads to larger crack openings.
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5.2 Parametric studies of the mono-fiber idealization of
the crack bridge
In this section the influence of the model parameters on the performance of a single
mono-fiber idealization of the crack bridge shall be studied. The embedding length is 1
mm corresponding to an average crack spacing 〈cs〉 of 2 mm. The crack bridge has been
discretized with 50 elements of the type LRH-Linear (Sec. 4.3.2). Fig. 5.6 illustrates the
boundary conditions of the single-fiber crack bridge and the response variables that are
used to describe the crack bridging behavior:
a) The matrix force at the clamping Fm (symmetry condition at the center between two
cracks) represents the maximum contribution of the matrix between the cracks.
b) The fiber force at the crack face Ff is equivalent to the composite load as the matrix
does not contribute in the crack.
c) The slip at the crack face s is the difference between the matrix displacement and the
fiber displacement. The crack opening is equal to two times the slip at the crack face.
d) The stress transfer length δ0 is the distance between the crack face and the point where
the displacement equilibrium between matrix and fiber reached.
<cs>/2
u = u/2 
f
u = 0 
m
u = 0 
f
s
u 
s
F
u 
f
u 
u 
mF
x 
s
F
F
a)
d)c)
b)
Figure 5.6: Mono-fiber idealization of the crack bridge - boundary conditions and traced re-
sponses.
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5.2.1 Specification of material parameters
The elastic behavior of the matrix is described by its cross-sectional area Am and its
Young's modulus Em.
Fm = km εm = EmAm εm (5.8)
The fiber behavior is assumed elastic and can be described by the fiber cross-sectional
area Af the Young's modulus of the fiber Ef . The influence of the three different failure
hypotheses has been already presented in Sec. 5.1.3. In the following study linear elastic
fiber behavior will be considered.
Ff(εf) = kf εf = EfAf εf (5.9)
The stress transfer between the matrix and the filaments is described by a bond-stress
slip relation (BSR). Various authors have suggested BSR for specific fiber and matrix
combinations (Abrishami and Mitchell [1996], Naaman et al. [1991], Focacci et al. [2000],
Zastrau et al. [2003]). Banholzer et al. [2006] has developed an algorithm that allows the
inverse evaluation of a multi linear BSR from single fiber pull-out experiments.
All these BSR have in common that after an initial elastic behavior a successive dete-
rioration of the bond is assumed. Some authors assume an initial adhesion that is lost
abruptly when a maximum stress level is reached. In order to study the qualitative effects
on the bond behavior the following BSR shall be assumed (Fig. 5.7).
τ(s) =
{
Gs s <= τmax/G
τfr +GT (s− τmax/G) else
(5.10)
At the beginning of the loading the bond stress increases with the stiffness G until the
maximum bond stress τmax is reached. Then, the adhesion is lost and the bond stress
drops abruptly to the frictional bond stress τfr. The deterioration of the frictional bond
stress with increasing slip is described by the tangential stiffness GT.
fr
max
s
cr
G
G
T
Figure 5.7: Bond stress slip relation (BSR).
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Using the described BSR, the force per unit length that is transferred between the fiber
and the matrix is evaluated by multiplication of the bond stress τ with the circumference
of the fiber (perimeter) Pf .
T (s) = τ(s)Pf (5.11)
The following studies will be based on the parameter set presented in Tab. 5.2. The
material parameters are varied on a one-at-a-time basis. Initially, a bi-linear bond law
will be assumed for the evaluation of the influence of fiber and matrix stiffness. Then,
the influence of the bond law shall be discussed in the following sections.
Table 5.2: Reference parameters used in the parametric study.
matrix filament bond
km = AmEm kf = AfEf kb = PfG, kbT = PfGT
1 N 0.1 N 100 N, 0 N
Am Em Af Ef Pf G GT
1 mm2 1N/mm2 0.1mm2 1 N/mm2 1mm2 100 N/mm2 0 N/mm2
5.2.2 Effect of matrix stiffness km
The stiffness of the matrix km is the product of the matrix cross section Am and the
Young's modulus Em of the matrix.
Fig. 5.8a illustrates that the force that can be transferred to the matrix along the crack
bridge has an upper limit that is not influenced by the matrix stiffness km. For the
given bi-linear bond law the maximum force that can be transferred to the matrix is
reached when the fiber has debonded completely. The maximum force in the matrix can
be evaluated as follows:
Fm,max = τmax ·Pf
〈cs〉
2
(5.12)
where τmax is the maximum shear stress of the bi-linear bond law, Pf is the circumference
of the fiber and 〈cs〉 is the crack distance (equivalent to average crack spacing of a multiply
cracked tensile specimen).
With decreasing matrix stiffness the initial composite stiffness decreases (Fig. 5.8b) and
stress transfer from the fiber to the matrix gets slower (Fig. 5.8c). Therefore, the initial
contribution of the matrix between the cracks decreases. The final contribution of the
matrix, when the fiber is completely debonded is not influenced, as the upper limit of the
transferable force only depends on the fiber circumference and the maximum bond stress
level. With decreasing stiffness of the matrix the strain of the matrix increases and the
crack opening decreases (Fig. 5.8d).
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Figure 5.8: Variation of the matrix stiffness.
5.2.3 Effect of fiber stiffness kf
The stiffness of the fiber kf is the product of the fiber cross section Af and the Young's
modulus Ef of the fiber. Considering a real filament, the cross section will certainly have a
unique geometrical relation to the filament circumference. A variation in the cross section
would mean a variation of the circumference and have an influence on the bond stiffness
kb = PfG. However, the fiber in this model can either represent a single filament or a
group of filaments with similar properties. In the case of filament groups the relation
between cross section and bond perimeter does not have to be geometrical. Therefore,
in this study the fiber stiffness kf and the bond stiffness kb are treated as if they were
independent.
With increasing fiber stiffness both the initial and the final composite stiffness increase
(Fig. 5.9b). The stress transfer from the fiber to the matrix gets faster (Fig. 5.9c) and
maximum contribution of the matrix between the cracks is reached earlier. The maximum
of the matrix contribution (Fig. 5.9a) is not influenced as the transferable stress does
not depend on the fiber stiffness. The crack opening decreases with increasing filament
stiffness, but this influence is almost negligible (Fig. 5.9d).
Having studied the influence of the matrix and the fiber stiffness in the following sections
the influence of the bond between them will be illustrated.
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Figure 5.9: Variation of the filament stiffness.
5.2.4 Effect of initial bond stiffness kb
The initial stiffness of the bond kb = G ·Pf has been modified assuming a bi-linear bond
law with a constant frictional stress level τfr. Keeping the frictional stress level constant
a decreasing bond stiffness leads to an increasing critical slip scrit at which the frictional
stress level is reached and the debonding initiates. This leads to larger elastic deformations
in the interface.
With decreasing stiffness the stress transfer length increases (Fig. 5.10c). Especially at
the initial stages of the loading this influence is very pronounced due to the larger elastic
deformations. Considering the crack opening (Fig. 5.10d) and the fiber stress at the crack
(Fig. 5.10b) the influence of the bond stiffness is negligible.
Nevertheless, the stress transfer length will influence the performance of the composite
during the multiple cracking. An increasing stress transfer length leads to increasing crack
distances and may even influence the tensile strength of the matrix due to the reduced
ability of the fiber to prevent microcracks from opening.
The stress transfer to the matrix is delayed with decreasing values of kb (Fig. 5.10a). As
long as the critical slip is smaller than one percent of the crack opening the influence on
the contribution of the matrix between the cracks is negligible.
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Figure 5.10: Variation of the bond stiffness.
5.2.5 Effect of shear flow T
The shear flow T = τfr ·Pf between the filament and the matrix has been varied assuming
a bi-linear bond law with a constant initial stiffness Gb. In order to keep the initial bond
stiffness constant the bond stress has been varied. Therefore, the critical slip scrit on
which the frictional bond stress τfr is reached increases with increasing τfr. A variation of
the fiber perimeter Pf would keep the critical slip constant and lead to a variation in the
stiffness. As illustrated in the last study this influence is only significant for a much lower
bond stiffness.
With increasing shear flow the stress transfer to the matrix increases, reducing the stress
transfer length (Fig. 5.11c). Furthermore, the total amount of stress that can be trans-
ferred to the matrix increases leading to a higher contribution of the matrix between the
cracks (Fig. 5.11a). This increasing contribution of the matrix results in larger matrix
strains and reduces the crack opening (Fig. 5.11d). The shorter stress transfer length
leads to a higher effective length of the fiber and to an increasing stiffness of the crack
bridge (Fig. 5.11b).
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Figure 5.11: Crack Bridge - Variation of the shear flow T .
5.2.6 Effect of adhesional stress level τmax
The adhesional stress level τmax has been varied keeping the frictional stress level τfr and
the initial stiffness G constant. With increasing adhesional stress level τmax the critical
slip scrit for which the stress level drops to frictional bond stress τfr increases. This leads to
and increasing stress that can be transferred to the matrix before the debonding begins.
With successive debonding the additional stress transfer moves along the fiber and starts
to fade when the stress transfer length is equal to half the crack distance. When the fiber
is completely debonded the influence of the adhesional stress has vanished.
Fig. 5.12 illustrates the described effect. With increasing τmax the additional stress transfer
leads to a decreasing stress transfer length (Fig. 5.12c) and to a higher contribution of
the matrix between the cracks (Fig. 5.12a). The shorter stress transfer length results in
a higher stiffness of the fiber leading to higher fiber forces at the crack face (Fig. 5.12b).
Both, the influence on the fiber and the influence on the matrix, have vanished when the
fiber is completely debonded. The influence on the crack opening (Fig. 5.12d) is negligible.
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Figure 5.12: Crack Bridge - Variation of the adhesional stress level τmax.
5.2.7 Effect of tangential stiffness in the softening branch GT
Considering pure softening without a frictional lower threshold in the bond-stress slip
relation, the degree of the softening is varied by changing the tangential stiffness of the
softening branch GT. The bond stress has reached its zero threshold when the slip is
equal to s = scrit+ τmax/GT. At this point the stress transfer to the matrix is zero. When
all material points along the fiber have reached this state the initial contribution of the
matrix between the cracks has vanished.
The initial stiffness of the composite (Fig. 5.13b) is not influenced by the softening. With
the initiation of the debonding the stiffness decreases faster with increasing GT. When the
stress transfer length (Fig. 5.13c) has reached a half crack distance the contribution of the
matrix starts to decrease(Fig. 5.13a). From this point on the stiffness of the composite
begins to increase towards the fiber stiffness until the contribution of the matrix has
vanished. The crack opening increases with increasing GT due to the smaller deformations
in the matrix.
The influence of the softening on the evolution of the composite stiffness is very important.
In the analysis of the results of tensile tests on composites the stiffness of the composite
after the multiple cracking is usually compared to the stiffness of the reinforcement. In the
saturated state a lower composite stiffness is an indicator for damage in the reinforcement.
The present study illustrates that in the presence of a softening branch in BSR this
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Figure 5.13: Crack Bridge - Tangential stiffness GT.
comparison is only valid if the bond stress has reached its lower threshold. Otherwise the
influence of the softening can be misinterpreted as damage of the reinforcement.
Chapter 6
Crack Bridge Model
In this Chapter the elementary effects in the bond layer of a multifilament yarn are
discussed and the parameters describing the heterogeneity are introduced. Two different
approaches shall be presented:
 Statistical Crack Bridge Model (S-CBM) representing material parameters in form
of statistical distributions, with the possibility to derive the statistical moments of
the material response
 Deterministic Crack Bridge Model (D-CBM) describing the spatial variability of the
material in form of cross-sectional profiles, with the aim to enable the analysis of
complex interactions and loading histories
Figure 6.1: Matrix penetrating into the yarn.
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6.1 Material structure of the multifilament crack bridge
The main source of heterogeneity in the single crack bridge is the penetration of the
cementitious matrix into the multifilament yarn (Chapter 1.1). The cementitious matrix
penetrates the multifilament yarn from the outside to the inside and the closely packed
filaments act as a filter.
This filter effect on the bond structure depends on the filament diameter and on the
packing of the filaments. In any case, however, the amount of matrix and the maximum
size of the aggregate particles decrease from the outside of the yarn to the inside. Further
effect influencing the packing and bond quality is the development of capillary forces
leading to a transfer of water from the matrix into the yarn. The reduced water cement
ratio can lead to a poor hydration of the matrix in the vicinity of the multifilament yarn.
The resulting heterogeneity along and across the crack bridge calls for detailed reproduc-
tion of the material structure. The reproduction of individual filaments is too extensive
in terms of numerical cost and number of parameters that would be necessary to describe
such a system. Therefore, the bundle has to be divided into representative groups of
filaments (fibers). The question arises how the interaction of these fibers is organized.
There are two principle forms of load sharing:
 Global load sharing (GLS) - The fibers are interacting over the matrix. Applied load
is redistributed directly between all fibers.
 Local load sharing (LLS) - The interaction between the fibers is concentrated within
a small range. The redistribution of the load is limited to neighboring fibers.
While global load sharing corresponds to a parallel coupling of all fibers to the matrix,
the local load sharing has to be represented by serial and parallel coupling of neighboring
fibers and only the outer fibers are connected to the matrix. If the fibers are representing
a layered ring structure the coupling may be only serial.
The heterogeneous penetration of the matrix generates both forms of interaction. While
the interaction over the matrix is dominant for the outer filaments it is vanishing towards
the inside of the bundle. Compared to the interaction over the matrix the direct interac-
tion between the filaments is several orders of magnitude weaker. However, if the fraction
of filaments without direct contact to the matrix is sufficiently high, their contribution to
the stress transfer might be not negligible for large crack distances.
Lepenies et al. [2007] argue that the poor penetration of the matrix into the roving
results in weak adhesive linkages that connect only neighboring filaments and only the
outer filaments have a direct connection with the matrix. Nevertheless it is questionable if
these very short ranged interactions can be reproduced by a layered ring model. Dividing
each layer into a number of segments as suggested by Häußler-Combe and Hartig [2006]
seems to be a much more realistic representation. The computational effort and number
of parameters that would be necessary to describe such a model seem to prevent the
application of such a realistic idealization, as up to now only simulations with two
layers without subsections have been published. In Banholzer [2004] and Bruckermann
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[2007] a parallel coupling is applied assuming that the short range interaction is negligible
compared to the interaction over the matrix.
The choice of the appropriate load sharing mechanism obviously depends on the penetra-
tion of the matrix into the roving and on the quality of local filament-filament interaction.
For the material combination that shall be discussed in this chapter the quality of the
matrix penetrating into the roving is comparable to the bulk matrix and the interaction
over the matrix is dominating. The filament-filament interaction is negligible small, es-
pecially for the small crack distances that are achieved in the state of saturated cracking.
Therefore, this chapter will be focused on the parallel coupling of the fibers. The serial
coupling of the fibers will be thoroughly discussed for the impregnated yarns in Chapter 8.
6.2 Elementary effects occurring in the bond layer
The fine grained concrete matrix exhibits the evolution of microcracks in the fracture
process zone that gradually close up to the macro crack. However, for the purpose of the
present work focused solely on the role of heterogeneity for the crack bridging behavior
of the multifilament yarn, this influence will be disregarded.
In the multifilament yarn, the elementary mechanisms in the material behavior are as-
cribed to the filaments with linear elastic behavior and brittle failure. The filament
ensemble constituting the yarn exhibits nonlinear behavior due to the heterogeneity in
the roving structure. The heterogeneity leads to differences in filament stiffness, filament
strength and even in the activation strain of the filaments.
Chudoba et al. [2006b] and Vo°echovský and Chudoba [2006] have thoroughly described
the influence of the statistical variability of filament properties on the performance of the
bundle in tensile tests. The production process leads to variations of the cross-sectional
area and of the Young's modulus of the filaments in the bundle. Variations in the clamping
due to the bond heterogeneity lead to differences between nominal length of the individual
filaments (distance between fixing points) and the nominal length of the bundle.
The waviness of the filaments results in an extra length of the filaments in the stretched
state compared to the initial unstretched state. This extra length (slack length) results in
a delayed activation of the filaments, i.e. a higher activation strain. The delayed activation
of individual filaments leads to the gradual growth of the stiffness in the beginning of the
loading process.
The interaction between the filaments and the cementitious matrix involves the phases
of adhesive bond and debonding. The debonding includes plastic deformation between
filament and matrix and introduces damage to the interface as well as to the filament. Due
to the heterogeneous penetration of the matrix into the bundle the contact area between
filament and matrix and the quality of the interface surrounding the filament vary over
the cross-section and along the filament.
Towards the inside of the bundle the interaction between filament and matrix is replaced
by the interaction between neighboring filaments due to direct contact or small matrix
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bridges that are not directly interacting with the bulk matrix. Compared to the fila-
ment matrix interaction the stress transfer between the filaments is much lower. For the
behavior of crack bridges with a small crack distance this interaction can be neglected.
6.3 Material characteristics
Figure 6.2: Heterogeneity in the material structure with the sought distributions of microme-
chanical parameters.
The irregular penetration of the matrix and its influence on the stress transfer length of
an individual filament is represented by the bond quality ϕ and by the bond-free length `
(see Fig. 6.2).
The bond quality ϕ describes the variation of the contact area between matrix and filament
and of the quality of the interface itself across the bundle. It is a dimensionless factor that
is used to scale the bond law of a perfectly embedded filament to reflect the situation of
a filament inside the bundle. The bond stress slip relation for this filament in the bundle
is defined as follows:
τ (s, ϕ) = ϕτ1 (s) (6.1)
The bond-free length ` represents the variation of the contact area along the bundle and
considers the presence of voids and imperfections in the matrix. Along the bond-free
length the bond quality is reduced to zero1. The local bond stress slip relation of a
material point at the global position x in the distance dc (x) = |x− xc| to the next crack
is defined as:
τ (s, x, ϕ, `) =
{
ϕτ1 (s) dc (x) > `
0 else
(6.2)
1In the finite element discretization the bond quality is reduced 0.1% of the value in the bonded length.
In this way a constant stain in all elements in the bond free-length leading to a failure of neighboring
elements is prevented
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Utilizing the Heaviside function, which is defined as:
H (x) =
{
0 x < 0
1 x >= 0
(6.3)
Eqn. 6.2 can be rewritten as follows:
τ (s, x, ϕ, `) = H(dc (x)− `)ϕτ1 (s) (6.4)
While the bond quality influences the progression of the crack bridge stiffness, the bond-
free length is responsible for the initial value. Both parameters influence the stress transfer
length, the bond-free length corresponds to its initial value while the bond quality influ-
ences its evolution.
The waviness of the yarn is described by the activation strain ε0 of the filament. Until the
activation strain is reached, the stiffness of the filament is zero. When it is reached the
filament gains its full stiffness and starts to contribute to the stress transfer. Therefore,
the activation strain influences both, the initial stiffness and the evolution of the stiffness.
Assuming that the filament waviness leads to delayed activation only if the filament is not
embedded in the matrix, the activation strain at a material point in the distance dc (x)
to the next crack is defined depending on the bond-free length:
ε0(x, `) = H (`− dc (x)) ε0 (6.5)
The product of the bond-free length and the activation strain provides additional length
of the filament due to its waviness. The length L`,ε0 of the stretched filament is evaluated
as:
L`,ε0 = ` · (1 + ε0) (6.6)
Considering stretched length of the filament and the breaking strain of the material κεcr,
the breaking strain with respect to the bond-free length κεcr,` is evaluated as:
κεcr,` =
L`,ε0 (1 + κ
ε
cr)− `
`
= ε0 + κ
ε
cr (1 + ε0) (6.7)
The filament law describing both the delayed activation and the brittle failure can be
defined as follows:
σ (ε, ε0, κ
ε
cr) = H(ε− ε0) ·H(ε0 + κεcr (1 + ε0)− ε) ·Ef · (ε− ε0) (6.8)
In contrast to bond quality and bond-free length the delayed activation has no influence
on the stress transfer length.
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6.4 Statistical Crack Bridge Model
The Statistical Crack Bridge Model (S-CBM) belongs to the class of fiber bundle models.
With the strain based formulation of the statistical fiber bundle model (Phoenix and
Taylor [1973]) it is possible to evaluate the mean response of the bundle under tensile
loading analytically:
µθ (e) =
∫
θ
qe (e; θ) dGθ (θ) . (6.9)
Where qe(e, θ) represents the filament constitutive law with global strain e and the vector
of material parameters θ and Gθ (θ) is the cumulative probability distribution function of
the parameter(s) θ.
This class of models is limited to the global load sharing between filaments upon filament
break. In other words, the load of the lost filament gets uniformly distributed across the
bundle. Based on the experimental evidence of low friction between filaments presented in
Chudoba et al. [2005a] the interaction effect between the filaments with effective lengths
in the range of several millimeters as they occur in the crack bridge is neglected.
A thorough study of sources of randomness/disorder in the multi-filament yarn that are
relevant for its performance in textile reinforced concrete has been presented in Chudoba
et al. [2006b]. For the analysis of bundles with infinite number of fibers a continuous
analytical model with refined kinematic relation has been developed.
The considered distributions of material properties include both the variations of param-
eters from filament to filament and the variations of local strength and material stiffness
across the bundle. In the companion paper Vo°echovský and Chudoba [2006] the varia-
tions of material properties over the length are considered.
The Statistical Crack Bridge Model provides a flexible framework for the numerical eval-
uation of the integral in Eq. (6.9). The response of the single filament can be either
represented by an analytical law or by a finite element implementation.
The utilization of the analytical filament law introduced in Chudoba et al. [2006b] allows
to consider the statistical variability of filament properties. In combination with Fiber
Interface Model (FIM) introduced in the previous chapter, the additional influence of the
scatter in the bond between filament and matrix can be analyzed and its interaction with
the influence of the scatter in the filament properties can be studied.
In the following sections the influence of the heterogeneous penetration of the matrix
on the mean crack bridging performance of the multifilament yarn shall be studied. For
reference, the parametric study starts with an example taken from Chudoba et al. [2006b].
The obtained response curves are then compared with the results obtained from the
extended S-CBM including the debonding effect.
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6.4.1 Effect of scatter in effective length
The scatter in filament stiffness parameters leads to a reduced strength of a bundle with a
very short length. In a crack bridge the strength reduction is in particular caused by the
scatter in filament lengths and their delayed activation (slack). Besides that, the scatter
in filament strength across the bundle leads to a further reduction of the bundle peak
force (Smith and Phoenix [1981]).
In order to demonstrate the effect on an example a crack bridge with a scatter in fila-
ment lengths is considered. In particular, the relative difference of the filament length
is introduced with respect to the minimum length as λ = (`max − `min) /`min with a uni-
form distribution, i.e. Gλ (λ) = λ/λmax where 0 ≤ λ ≤ λmax. The other parameters of
the filament, i.e. Young's modulus Ef , area Af and breaking strain κεcr are considered
constant. For the chosen distribution, it is possible to derive analytical formulas for the
bundle mean strength at a given control strain e as:
µλ (e;λ) =
∫
λ
qe (e;λ) dGλ (λ)
=

EAe
ln (1 + λmax)
λmax
for 0 ≤ e ≤ κεcr
EAe
ln (1 + λmax)− ln(e/κεcr)
λmax
for e ≥ κεcr
(6.10)
The calculated mean load strain diagrams for a bundle with 1743 filaments and constant
diameter D = 25.5µm, Young's modulus Ef = 70000N/mm2 and breaking strain κεcr =
1.79% are exemplified in Fig. 6.3 for several levels of scatter represented by λmax.
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Figure 6.3: Mean load-displacement diagrams of one crack bridge with uniform distribution of
additional fiber length λ ∈ (0, λmax). λmax = a) 0.0, b) 0.25, c) 0.5, d) 0.75, e) 1.0, f) 1.25 and
g) 1.5 plotted with a scatterband (mean ± standard deviation).
The introducing example demonstrates the modeling concept used in the first part of
this chapter. The scatter in filaments lengths leads to a inhomogeneous stress profile in
the bundle and to a successive failure of the filaments starting with the shortest ones.
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With increasing scatter the inhomogeneity in the stress profiles increases. This leads to a
reduction of the bundle strength, while the scatter in the bundle strength increases. For
λmax = 1.5 only 60 % of the strength of a perfect bundle can be achieved. In addition to
the scatter in filament lengths, the scatter in the bond quality ϕ across the bundle shall
be included.
6.4.2 Effect of finite bond strength
The procedure for evaluating the total strength described in Sec. 6.4 can be used with more
complex idealizations of a crack bridge taking into account further failure and damage
mechanisms. In addition to filament rupture considered in the previous section now
the influence of debonding between filament and matrix is included. The performance
of a multifilament yarn bridging a crack is evaluated by replacing the constitutive law
qe(e, θ) in Eqn. (3.1) with a filament pull-out response pu (u, θ) that could be derived
analytically using a shear lag model (Stang et al. [1990]) with a frictional interface between
the filament and matrix. In the following examples pu (u, θ) will be evaluated utilizing
the Fiber Interface Model (FIM).
In the next example, we consider again scattered length as in the previous section. How-
ever, now the filament can debond and thus distribute its deformation on a longer distance.
The bond-level is considered constant for all filaments in the bundle.
In Banholzer [2004] filament matrix bond laws for fully enclosed filaments have been
derived as multi linear functions τ1 (s) (with s representing the slip) using the filament
pull-out test and the cohesive interface model. In the particular case of the Vetrotex
AR-glass roving with 2400 tex the derived function shows that almost no adhesional bond
is developing and thus the interfacial properties are predominated by friction. Therefore,
τ1 (s) can be represented in the following bi-linear form:
τ1 (s) = τfr ·
{
s/κscr 0 ≤ s ≤ κscr
1 s ≥ κscr
(6.11)
Again all other parameters including the interface characteristics, are kept constant.
Fig. 6.4 shows the load displacement diagrams for the varied range of lengths with
λmax ∈ [0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1, 1.25, 1.5] and a constant bond stress τ1 = 3.14 N/mm2. It
exemplifies that the crack opening at peak load increases due to the debonding of the
filaments.
To demonstrate this effect now λmax = 1.5 is kept constant and the bond stress is varied in
the range τ1 = c · 3.14N/mm2, c ∈ [10, 1, 0.5, 0.25, 0.125]. The resulting load displacement
diagram Fig. 6.5 shows that the mean crack bridge strength increases significantly with
decreasing bond stress τ1.
The reason for this increased strength is the homogenizing effect of the debonding causing
a more uniform stress distribution across the bundle (more filaments can act simultane-
ously before they break). The homogenization also leads to a significant reduction in the
scatter in the bundle strength compared to Fig. 6.4: 206 N/mm2 for a bond stress of
31.4 N/mm2 and 56 N/mm2 for a bond stress of 0.4 N/mm2.
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Figure 6.4: Mean load-displacement diagrams of one crack bridge with debonding τfr =
3.14N/mm2 and λmax = a) 0.0, b) 0.25, c) 0.5, d) 0.75, e) 1.0, f) 1.25 and g) 1.5 plotted
with a scatterband (mean ± standard deviation).
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Figure 6.5: Mean load-displacement diagrams of one crack bridge with debonding τfr and with
uniform distribution of additional fiber length λ ∈ (0, λmax). λmax = 1.5 and τfr = c · 3.14
N/mm2. c = a) 10.0, b) 1.0, c) 0.5, d) 0.25, e) 0.125 plotted with a scatterband (mean ±
standard deviation).
6.4.3 Effect of scatter in bond strength
Due to the irregular penetration of the matrix into the yarn, the quality of the interface
between matrix and filament varies. As discussed in Sec. 1.1, the reason for this scatter in
bond quality are the varying contact area between filament and matrix and variations in
the quality of the matrix itself due to the heterogeneous infiltration of aggregate particles.
To evaluate the influence of the scatter in the interface the bond quality ϕ of an individual
filament has been introduced in Eq. (6.1) as a dimensionless scaling factor for the bond
law.
The influence of a bond quality uniformly distributed over the bundle cross section with
Gϕ (ϕ) and λmax = 0 (all filaments have the same bond-free length) is exemplified in
Fig. 6.6. The bond quality ϕ has significant influence on the bundle stiffness. With de-
creasing mean bond quality µϕ the stiffness decreases due to the large amount of debonding
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(a) Variation of mean: µϕ = a) 0.75, b) 0.5, c) 0.25, σϕ = 0.125
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Figure 6.6: Mean load-displacement diagrams of one crack bridge with constant bond-free
length (λmax = 0) and uniform distribution of bond quality ϕ[−].
(Fig. 6.6a). The peak load is reached at larger displacements. An increased scatter (σϕ)
leads to reduced peak load and more ductile post peak behavior as a result of more
inhomogeneous stress transfer in the interface (Fig. 6.6b).
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(a) Cross section (b) Longitudinal section
Figure 6.7: SEM micrographs of a multifilament yarn embedded in the cementitious matrix.
6.4.4 Effect of correlation
The micrographs in Fig. 6.7 suggest that there is a positional dependence for the two
studied parameters ` = λ `min and ϕ. Regarding the outside filaments of the cross section
it can be seen that they are very well embedded (ϕ ≈ 1) while their free length is very
short (` ≈ 0). For the inner filaments the opposite can be observed. This raises the
question of correlation between these two random parameters.
In order to evaluate the effect of correlation, the bundle mean response (Eq. (3.1)) shall
now be evaluated with bi-variate distribution of ` and ϕ. An analytical form is given for
normal distributions (with the correlation coefficient ρϕ,`).
G(ϕ, `) =
1
2piσϕσ`
√
1− ρ2ϕ,`
exp
[
− z
2
(
1− ρ2ϕ,`
)]
z =
(ϕ− µϕ)2
σϕ2
− 2 ρϕ,` (ϕ− µϕ) (`− µ`)
σϕ σ`
+
(`− µ`)2
σ`2
(6.12)
The bond-quality shall first be considered alone using normal distribution (Fig. 6.8) and
then the effect of correlation between ` and ϕ shall be studied for different correlation
coefficients ρϕ,` (Fig. 6.9). Fig. 6.8 demonstrates that the qualitative effects described in
the sections above can be reproduced using normal distributions. The load strain diagrams
show a smoothed response at the peak load and at the tails due to the concentration of
the normal distribution at the mean values.
The effect of the correlation between the bond quality ϕ and the bond-free length `
is demonstrated in Fig. 6.9 for a correlation coefficient ρϕ,` ∈ (−1, 1). The correlation
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Figure 6.8: Mean load-displacement diagrams of one crack bridge with constant bond-free
length (`max = 0) and normal distribution of bond quality ϕ[−].
coefficient ρϕ,` = 0 indicates that ϕ and ` are completely independent. For ρϕ,` = 1 the
minimum values of ϕ (poor bond) coincide with the minimum values of ` (short filaments)
for ρϕ,` = −1 the minimum values of ϕ (poor bond) coincide with the maximum values
of ` (long filaments).
Compared to the uncorrelated reference (Fig. 6.9-b: ρϕ,` = 0 ), a strong negative corre-
lation (Fig. 6.9-a: ρϕ,` ≈ −1.0) leads to a reduced crack bridge performance while the
scatter increases. The negative correlation leads to more inhomogeneous stress transfer
reducing the peak load and associate crack opening and increasing the stress in the soft-
ening branch. This corresponds to the combination of short filaments with high bond and
long filaments with low bond quality.
If it would be technically feasible to achieve the other extreme and combine high bond
quality with long filaments and vice versa, it would be possible to obtain an increased bond
performance. Fig. 6.9-a demonstrates that for a strong positive correlation (ρϕ,` ≈ 1.0)
the peak load of the perfect bundle is almost reached while the scatter is significantly
reduced. In this case the debonding compensates for the negative effect different lengths.
The long filaments have very short stress transfer length due to their good bond qual-
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Figure 6.9: Effect of correlation between bond-free length ` and bond quality ϕ (Variation
of correlation coefficient ρϕ,` = a) -0.99, b) 0.0, c) 0.99) plotted with a scatterband (mean ±
standard deviation).
ity. The debonding of the short filaments with poor bond quality leads to a successive
homogenization of the stress profile with increasing load.
The reason for the strong impact of the correlation is that for the present parameter
combination the stress transfer length at maximum load and the bond free filament lengths
have a similar scale. If either one of both lengths is one order of magnitude higher its
variation dominates the performance of the bundle and the influence of the correlation
becomes insignificant. However, the correlation has to be considered for the length scales
that are present in textile reinforced concrete.
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Figure 6.10: Comparison if the influence of 1) correlation coefficient and 2) scatter in bond
quality (Variation of correlation coefficient: ρϕ,` = a) -0.99, b) -0.5, c) 0.0, d) 0.5, e) 0.99,
σϕ = 0.125; Variation of scatter in bond quality: ρϕ,` = 0.0, σϕ = a) 0.25, b) 0.125, c) 0.0625).
Comparing the influence of an decreasing coefficient of correlation and the influence of
an increasing scatter in bond quality (Fig. 6.10), shows that the influence is qualitatively
similar (decreasing peak force, more ductile post peak behavior). This illustrates the
difficulty to derive a statistical description (statistical moments, correlation coefficient) of
the material directly from experimental results (load displacement diagrams).
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In order to capture the influence of the correlation we shall again focus on the penetration
of the matrix into the roving. The statistical distributions of the material properties reflect
only their variability independently of their position within the bundle cross section. The
direction of the matrix penetration from the boundary of the yarn towards the center
leads to a spatial concentration of the extreme values.
The filaments with good bond quality and short bond-free length are located near the
boundary, while the center is predominated by poor bond qualities and large bond-free
lengths. This corresponds to a strong negative correlation between the bond quality and
the bond-free length. Fig. 6.10 shows that the difference in the peak force for a correlation
coefficient varying between ρϕ,` = 0.5 and ρϕ,` = 1.0 is less than 5%.
As shown in Chudoba et al. [2006b], the mean bundle response can be obtained using
a deterministic model of a bundle with material parameters assigned according to the
probabilistic distribution. As shall be shown in the next section identical results shall
be obtained for a single random variable. If more variables are considered then, the
equivalence is not given due to the existence of correlation effects. However, if the model
is insensitive with respect to the correlation coefficient, we can use the deterministic
(mean-value-model) and apply the distribution as a profile for a single computation.
6.4.5 Deterministic evaluation of mean crack bridge response
The crack bridging force of the bundle is evaluated by summation of the crack bridging
forces of the individual fibers representing the mean properties of group of filaments with
similar properties. Thus, the space of random variables gets discretized into deterministic
mean bundles that are then summed up to the mean bundle response.
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Figure 6.11: Evaluation of the effective responses.
Fig. 6.11a illustrates the summation of the forces of four fibers. If one of the fibers
fails, the force drops to zero resulting in jump in the crack bridging force (displacement
controlled loading) or in the crack opening (load controlled loading). These jumps in the
response of the fibers are utilized to identify the failure and to evaluate the fraction of
the unbroken filaments. Fig. 6.11b illustrates that with each failed fiber the fraction of
unbroken filaments decreases by the respective fraction.
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Fig. 6.12a and Fig. 6.12b show the response curves for an increasing number of fibers.
With increasing number of fibers the deterministic solution converges against the mean
bundle response. Comparing a rough and a fine resolution, it becomes apparent that the
curves of the finer resolution cross the curves of the rough resolution always near the
center of the jumps. Obviously a good approximation of the mean bundle response can
be achieved by connecting the centers of the jumps instead of using the evaluated values.
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Figure 6.12: Influence of the number of layers n on the crack bridge response.
This approach is utilized in the deterministic evaluation of the mean responses to achieve
good approximations of the responses using a small number of fibers. Each time a layer
fails the evaluated responses are replaced by values connecting the centers of the jumps.
The gradient evaluated for the interpolation between the jumps is used for the extrapo-
lation of the following values until the next fiber fails and a better approximation can be
achieved by interpolation (effective sum in Fig. 6.11).
Fig. 6.13b shows that using this approach the fraction of unbroken filaments can already
be approximated using two fibers while for a good approximation of the force (Fig. 6.13a)
between four fibers (approximation of the tail of the response) and sixteen fibers (evalu-
ation of the maximum load) are necessary.
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Figure 6.13: Smoothed approximation of the crack bridge responses.
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6.5 Deterministic Crack Bridge Model
In Deterministic Crack Bridge Model (D-CBM) the interface layer between the yarn and
the matrix is regarded as a set of laminas interacting with the matrix through the given
bond law. The laminas correspond to groups of filaments with the same characteristics
and are represented by instances of the Fiber Interface Model (FIM) that are coupled with
the matrix. Based on the assumption of spatial dependence of the material properties,
three cross-sectional profiles are utilized to describe the heterogeneity:
(1) profile of the bond quality ϕ, diminishing from the outside to the inside of the yarn
(2) profile of the bond-free length `, increasing from the outside to the inside of the yarn
(3) profile of the delayed activation ε0 of filaments within the bond-free length
Figure 6.14: Deterministic Crack Bridge Model (D-CBM).
6.5.1 Cross-sectional profiles
The evolution of a parameter over the cross-section is described in form of profiles. These
profiles are defined by polynomials of third degree:
p (ξ) = a3ξ
3 + a2ξ
2 + a1ξ + a0 (6.13)
ξ is a parametric variable describing the distance to the matrix. It is zero at the boundary
to the matrix and one at the center of the yarn.
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Figure 6.15: Cross-sectional profiles.
The coefficients of the profile are defined in terms of the value at the boundary to the
matrix (sleeve) ps, the value in the center of the yarn (core) pc and the relative slope at
the boundary to the matrix kp,s and at the center kp,c.
ps = p(0.0), pc = p(1.0) (6.14)
kp,s =
∂p(0.0)
∂ξ
p(1.0)− p(0.0) , kp,c =
∂p(1.0)
∂ξ
p(1.0)− p(0.0) (6.15)
a0 = ps (6.16)
a1 = (kp,s) (pc − ps) (6.17)
a2 = (3− 2kp,s − kp,c) (pc − ps) (6.18)
a3 = (kp,s + kp,c − 2) (pc − ps) (6.19)
A cross sectional profile that increases (ps < pc) from the outer boundary of the yarn
(sleeve, ξ = 0) towards the center (core, ξ = 1) is defined as follows (bond-free length,
activation strain).
p (ξ) = (pc − ps)
(
(kp,s + kp,c − 2) ξ3 + (3− 2kp,s − kp,c) ξ2 + kp,sξ
)
+ ps (6.20)
A decreasing profile (bond quality) is obtained by using the same definition for the profile
and swapping the values of ps and pc. As demonstrated in Fig. 6.15 this will change only
the sign of the slope the absolute value is not influenced. This characteristic will be used
in Sec. 6.5.3.2 to define profiles for bond quality and bond-free length that have the same
relative slope (Fig. 6.16).
The parameter functions for the FIM are defined in two dimensions in order to describe the
evolution of a parameter along and across the bundle. These two-dimensional functions are
utilized to reproduce the variation of the bond-quality across the bundle and to reproduce
the bond-free length in form of a significant reduction of the bond quality.
Assuming that the bond quality ϕ varies between ϕc in the center of the bundle (core)
and ϕs at the boundary to the matrix (sleeve) the evolution of the bond quality can be
described as:
ϕ (ξ) = (ϕc − ϕs)
(
(kϕ,s + kϕ,c − 2) ξ3 + (3− 2kp,s − kp,c) ξ2 + kϕ,sξ
)
+ ϕs (6.21)
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(a) Bond quality ϕ (b) Bond-free length `
Figure 6.16: Cross-sectional profiles of bond quality ϕ and bond-free length `.
The bond-free length ` varies between `max in the center of the bundle and zero at the
boundary to the matrix.
` (ξ) = `max
(
(k`,s + k`,c − 2) ξ3 + (3− 2k`,s − k`,c) ξ2 + k`,sξ
)
(6.22)
Figure 6.17: Two-dimensional profile of the bond quality ϕ.
The bond-free length is implicitly reproduced by a reduced2 bond quality (0.1%) on both
sides of the crack.
2The reduction of the bond quality to a finite value is motivated by the finite element discretization.
Choosing a finite value for the bond quality leads small variations in the strain field that enable the global
algorithm to limit the failure to a single element by reducing the load step.
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The bond quality of a material point is reduced if the distance dc to the next crack is
smaller than the bond-free length ` (ξ), otherwise it is the value defined by the profile of
the bond quality ϕ (ξ).
ϕ (ξ, x) =
{
ϕ (ξ) dc > ` (ξ)
0.001ϕ (ξ) else
(6.23)
The resulting two dimensional profile of the bond quality ϕ (ξ, x) is illustrated by Fig. 6.17.
The delayed activation of the filaments is a result of the waviness. The filaments straighten
stress-free until the activation strain is reached. The profile of the activation strain is zero
at the sleeve and increases towards the core:
ε0 (ξ) = ε0,max
(
(kε0,s + kε0,c − 2) ξ3 + (3− 2kε0,s − kε0,c) ξ2 + kε0,sξ
)
(6.24)
(a) Bond-free length ` (b) Activation strain ε0
Figure 6.18: Cross-sectional profiles of bond-free length ` and activation strain ε0.
The straightening is prevented if the filaments are embedded in the matrix. Therefore,
the activation strain of a material point is zero if the distance to the next crack dc is
greater than the bond-free length `, otherwise it is defined by the profile of the activation
strain ε0 (ξ).
ε0 (ξ, x) =
{
ε0 (ξ) dc < ` (ξ)
0.0 else
(6.25)
The resulting two dimensional profile of the activation strain ε0 (ξ, x) is illustrated by
Fig. 6.19.
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Figure 6.19: Two dimensional profile of the activation strain ε0.
6.5.2 Parametric study - influence of the profiles
In this section the effect of the bond quality ϕ, the bond-free length ` and the activation
strain ε0 on the performance of the crack bridge shall be discussed. A detailed parametric
study is presented in Appendix A. The qualitative results shall be summarized in the
following.
6.5.2.1 Bond quality ϕ
The bond quality ϕ affects the stress transfer length of the layers, which increases with
decreasing bond quality. While the crack opening at peak load is influenced by the outer
bond quality, the inner bond quality affects the crack opening at which the last filament
fails. The progression of the crack bridging force between these points is defined by the
form of the profile.
A faster decrease of the outer bond quality represents a smaller amount of well embedded
filaments with a high stress level. The result is a drastic reduction of the peak load and a
higher load after the peak. A slower decrease of the outer bond quality leads to a higher
peak load. The reason is the higher amount of well embedded filaments with a short stress
transfer length and a high stress level. These filaments fail near the peak load leading to
a more brittle failure after the peak.
Considering the stiffness of the crack bridge the bond quality has only influence on its
evolution. An increasing number of filaments with poor bond quality leads to a faster
decrease of the stiffness due to the debonding. The influence on the initial stiffness is not
significant.
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6.5.2.2 Bond-free length `
In contrast to the bond quality ϕ the main impact of the bond-free length ` is on the initial
stiffness. With increasing bond free length in the core the initial stiffness of the crack
bridge decreases as the stress transfer length to the matrix increases. As the stress-profile
of the filaments gets more inhomogeneous the peak load of the crack bridge decreases
and the post peak behavior gets more ductile, as long as bond-free length in the core is
smaller than the embedding length (distance to the clamping). If the distance is shorter
an increasing number of filaments acts as reinforcement without bond. The successive
homogenization in the core leads to an increasing peak load.
While the maximum value of the bond-free length primarily affects the initial stiffness
and the crack opening upon the rupture of the last filament, the profile shape influences
the post peak behavior and the maximum load. With increasing number of filaments
having a short bond-free length the peak load increases and is reached earlier, while the
post peak behavior gets more brittle.
6.5.2.3 Activation strain ε0
The influence of the activation strain is similar to the influence of the bond-free length.
The maximum activation strain primarily affects the initial stiffness and its evolution
at the beginning of the loading. Due to the successive activation of the filaments the
stiffness increases until the stiffness reduction due to debonding or the gradual failure of
the filaments becomes dominant.
With increasing upper level of activation strain the stress-profile of the filaments gets
more inhomogeneous. The result of the inhomogeneity is a decreasing peak load and a
more ductile post peak behavior. If the rate of filament activation is equal the rate of
filament failure a constant stress level can be achieved.
Similar to the bond-free length the form of the progression of filament fracture shows
a resemblance to the form of the profile. The reason is the linear relation between the
activation strain and the failure strain of a filament.
The presented parametric study has demonstrated the influence of the profiles describing
the heterogeneity. They all have in common that an increasing variation of the material
properties leads to an increasing inhomogeneity in the stress level across the bundle.
This inhomogeneity is the reason for decreasing stiffness, reduced peak load and ductile
behavior.
Having described the influence of the heterogeneity in the material structure the identifi-
cation of the parameters characterizing it shall be described in the following section.
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6.5.3 Identification of the characteristic parameters for the bond
layer
For a combination of the yarn and the matrix the parameters characterizing the tensile
behavior of the filaments and the parameters of the bond between the filament surface and
the matrix could be determined from preliminary numerical and experimental studies.
In particular, the characteristics of the yarn and of the filaments could be derived from
the tensile tests on yarn. The statistical modeling of the multi-filament bundle allows one
to obtain also statistical distributions of strength and stiffness along the yarn as described
thoroughly in Vo°echovský and Chudoba [2006]. The local bonding between the filament
surface and the matrix has been characterized by a bond model with parameters calibrated
using the single filament pull-out experiment (Banholzer [2004]).
The sought material characteristics are the distributions of the bond quality, bond-free
length and activation strain across the filament bundle in the bond layer. The calibration
is based on the experimental data shown in Fig. 6.20. Here, the left diagram shows
the load-displacement curves and the right diagram the diminishing fraction of unbroken
filaments during the double-sided pull-out test for the seven specimens of a test series.
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Figure 6.20: Experimental data - double-sided pull-out test.
The framework for the automated calibration procedure introduced by Peiffer [2002] uti-
lizes evolutionary strategies (Bäck et al. [1997]). These strategies are based on the biolog-
ical principles of mutation and selection. Starting with a generation of initial parameter
sets (parents) the parameters are varied in a randomizing process (mutation).
In doing so the new parameter sets (children) are normally distributed in the neighborhood
of the initial parameter sets. Those parameter sets which lead to a better approximation
of the target function are kept while the others are discarded (selection). The advantage
of the evolutionary strategies is their ability to evade local minima that have been found
during the calibration.
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6.5.3.1 Double-sided pull-out tests
The crack bridge model is calibrated using the results of double-sided pull-out experiments
with a embedding length of two times 30 mm (Kang and Brameshuber [2006]). The pull-
out specimen consists of two symmetric parts with a separating foil in the middle. The
specimens have been cured in the mold for 24 hours. Then they have been stored for 27
days at 20 and 95 % relative humility. The tests have been conducted at a displacement
rate of 0.1 mm/min using a universal testing machine (Fig. 6.21).
Figure 6.21: Setup of the double-sided pull-out test (Kang and Brameshuber [2006]).
(a) COD: 0.476 mm, F: 508 N (b) COD: 0.606 mm, F: 221 N (c) COD: 1.032 mm, F: 82 N
Figure 6.22: FILT Test - binary images (Banholzer [2004]).
For the identification of the filament rupture the so called FILT test (Failure Investigation
using Light Transmission properties) introduced by Banholzer [2004] is used. Utilizing
the light transmission abilities of the glass the pull-out specimen is additionally exposed
to an artificial light source from one side, while a small charge coupled device camera
(CCD-camera) equipped with a zoom lens is used to record the evolution of the light
transmissions.
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After the rupture, a filament does not transmit light any more. Therefore, the bright
appearance vanishes for the next load step in the next image. The recorded images are
converted into a binary format (black and white pixels). A computer-aided procedure
(Kob [2003]) is used to evaluate the number of white pixels contained in the micrograph.
Then the number of white pixels can be related to the cross sectional area of the yarn
and thus to the percentage of filaments that are still unbroken.
Additionally to the FILT test an acoustic sensor can be applied to the specimen in order
to analyze the acoustic emissions during the test. In Kang et al. [2005] it has been shown
that there is a strong correlation between the acoustic events and the fraction of broken
filaments detected by the FILT test, especially if the penetration of the matrix is good and
more of the acoustic events correspond to filament breaks. In Hegger [2008] it has been
demonstrated that by frequency analysis of the acoustic signal it is possible to distinguish
whether the event corresponds to a filament rupture or micro-cracking of the interface
between the filament and the matrix.
This makes the acoustic analysis a possible substitution for the FILT test if the filament
material does not transmit light (e.g. carbon). Furthermore, using four acoustic sensors
the acoustic emission analysis allows a spatially localization of the acoustic events (Kang
et al. [2005]). Up to now the acoustic analysis is at the stage of prototype application,
therefore only the results from the FILT test are used to calibrate the crack bridge model.
In future especially the information about the positions of the filament breaks will be very
valuable for the validation of the calibrated profile of bond-free lengths.
The experimental data used for the calibration of the model is depicted in Fig. 6.20 both
form of the load displacement cures (Fig. 6.20a) and the curves representing the fraction
of unbroken filaments (Fig. 6.20b) for a double-sided pull-out test with an embedding
length of two times 30 mm.
6.5.3.2 Calibrated parameters
The characteristics that have to be calibrated are the profiles of the bond quality ϕ,
the bond-free length ` and the activation strain ε0 describing the delayed activation of
the filaments. Using the cubic profiles described in Sec. 6.5.1, which are defined by four
parameters, this leads to twelve parameters that have to be calibrated. This number can
be reduced by the following assumptions:
 There are filaments at the sleeve that are perfectly embedded
 The maximum bond quality filaments is 100 % (ϕs = 100)
 The minimum bond-free length is zero (`s = 0)
 The minimum activation strain and its initial slope are zero (ε0,s = 0, kε0,s = 0)
 There are filaments at the core that have almost no contact to the matrix.
 The minimum bond quality at the core is almost zero (ϕc = 0)
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 Both, the decrease of the bond quality and the increase of the bond-free length
from the sleeve of the yarn towards the core depend on the profile of the matrix
penetration leading to an affinity of the profiles.
 The relative decrease of the bond quality corresponds to the relative increase
of the bond-free length (kϕ,s = k`,s, kϕ,c = k`,c)
This leaves five parameters that need to be calibrated:
1. The slope of the bond quality at the sleeve kϕ,s
2. The slope of the bond quality at the core kϕ,c
3. The maximum bond-free length at the core `c
4. The maximum activation strain at the core ε0,c
5. The slope of the activation strain at the core kε0,c
Tab. 6.1 presents the calibrated parameters for the seven different specimens of a test
series. The corresponding response curves are presented in Fig. 6.23 to Fig. 6.29 demon-
strating that using the presented crack bridge model the test results can be reproduced.
Table 6.1: Calibrated properties for the discrete crack bridge model.
No. kϕ,s kϕ,c `c ε0,c kε0,c
[−] [−] [−] [mm] [−] [−]
1 1.308 2.109 9.093 0.04321 3.336
2 1.612 2.233 10.579 0.04420 4.808
3 1.492 2.668 8.664 0.00023 2.708
4 1.756 1.929 9.803 0.00714 3.319
5 0.369 1.834 5.546 0.00036 2.820
6 1.276 2.607 3.995 0.02162 3.177
7 1.179 2.989 4.244 0.01497 4.499
mean 1.285 2.338 7.418 0.01882 3.524
std.-dev. 0.451 0.426 2.749 0.01864 0.812
The calibrated profiles of bond quality, bond-free length and activation strain are pre-
sented in Fig. 6.30, Fig. 6.31 and Fig. 6.32.
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Figure 6.23: Comparison of simulation and experiment - specimen 1.
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Figure 6.24: Comparison of simulation and experiment - specimen 2.
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Figure 6.25: Comparison of simulation and experiment - specimen 3.
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Figure 6.26: Comparison of simulation and experiment - specimen 4.
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Figure 6.27: Comparison of simulation and experiment - specimen 5.
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Figure 6.28: Comparison of simulation and experiment - specimen 6.
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Figure 6.29: Comparison of simulation and experiment - specimen 7.
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Figure 6.30: Calibrated profile bond quality.
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Figure 6.31: Calibrated profile of bond-free length.
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Figure 6.32: Calibrated profile of delayed activation.
Comparing the profiles of bond quality and free length the affinity of these profiles becomes
obvious. Specimens with a strongly decreasing bond quality at the sleeve filaments also
exhibit rapidly growing bond-free length. In this cases (e.g. specimen 1) the maximum
value of the bond-free length is higher compared to other specimen.
On the other hand specimens with a slowly decreasing bond quality have a bond-free
length that also growths slower towards a low maximum value (e.g. specimen 6). Fur-
thermore, specimens with a slower increase of the bond-free length at the sleeve show a
faster increase at the core.
Usually a long bond-free length is combined with a high maximum activation strain, both
leading to lower maximum forces (specimen 1). Only if the penetration of the matrix is
poor the waviness can lead to a delayed activation of the filaments. On the other hand the
he sensitivity to delayed activation becomes stronger if the bond-free length gets shorter.
If a long bond-free length is not combined with high activation strains higher pull-out
forces can be achieved (specimen 4).
6.5.4 Sensitivity analysis of the influence of local bond quality
In the previous section the characteristics of the material structure in the bond layer
have been introduced and their influence on the bond performance has been shown. In
the following we will study the influence of the local bond quality on the overall crack
bridge performance. As already specified, the bond behavior is described by a bi-linear
bond law (Fig. 6.33) including the phases of adhesive bond, debonding and friction. The
local bond quality can be modified by changing the maximum bonding stress τmax, the
frictional stress τfr and their ratio τmax/τfr. The profiles of the bond quality ϕ, the bond-
free length ` and the activation strain ε0 are chosen according to calibrated parameters
for specimen 4 (line 4 in Tab. 6.1).
The influence of the maximum bond stress τmax and the ratio of maximum bond stress
and frictional stress τmax/τfr for a pull-out test with an embedding length of 30 mm is
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Figure 6.33: Bi-linear bond law.
shown in Fig. 6.34. It is obvious that the effect of the maximum shear stress τmax on the
maximum pull-out force and the associated crack opening is negligible . This is a result of
the large embedding length of 30 mm accumulating a high amount of the frictional stress.
Therefore, the maximum pull-out force is essentially depending only on the frictional
stress τfr.
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Figure 6.34: Influence of the maximum bond stress τmax and the ratio of maximum bond stress
and frictional stress τmax/τfr on the pull-out behavior.
Independent of the maximum bond stress τmax the maximum pull-out force and the asso-
ciated displacement decrease with increasing frictional stress τfr. At first sight this effect is
rather surprising. It means that the improvement of the bond performance of the filament
surface results in the reduction of the resulting bond performance of the bundle.
In order to illuminate this effect, the stress evolution along the filament at maximum
pull-out force is displayed for each lamina in Fig. 6.35. The laminas in front represent the
filaments inside the bundle with a low bond performance the rear laminas represent the
outer filaments with a high bond performance. A constant stress characterizes the bond-
free length, while a linear decreasing stress indicates that up to this length the filaments
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have debonded.
The left diagram shows the stress distribution across the bond layer for a low level of the
frictional stress τfr. The length activated for the stress transfer between the filaments and
the matrix is much longer than in the right diagram showing the stress distribution for a
higher frictional stress. The longer stress transfer length results in a lower strain of the
filaments and leads to filament rupture at larger control displacements.
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Figure 6.35: Stress distribution along the layers.
The reduction of the maximum pull-out force with increasing local bond strength is ex-
plained using the Fig. 6.36. The two diagrams show the accumulative pull-out response
(thick curve) and the pull-out curves for each lamina separately. For the lower level of
frictional stress (τfr = 0.78N/mm2) it is possible to activate more filaments simultane-
ously (left diagram). At the maximum pull-out force there are 90% of filaments active
and the other 10% of filaments have already failed. At the end of the pull-out 40 % get
pulled out without breaking.
On the other hand, for the yarn with a higher level of friction (τfr = 12.56N/mm2) there
are only 75% of filaments active at the maximum pull-out force (5% are still inactive and
20 % are already broken). At the end of the loading all the filaments are broken. Thus,
even though the inner filaments could transfer a higher amount of force to the matrix the
resulting pull-out force has been reduced due to the non-uniformity of the transfer.
Fig. 6.37 demonstrates the positive influence of a more uniform stress transfer is not
limited to pull-out boundary conditions (PO 30mm). The effect on the maximum force
is identical if the boundary conditions of a crack bridge (CB 30mm) are applied to the
model. For smaller crack distances (CB 10mm) the increase of the maximum is even more
pronounced.
This qualitative comparison demonstrates the role of disorder represented by the vary-
ing bond-free length, delayed activation and spatial variations in the bond quality: The
improvement of the local bond performance is counterproductive and results in an ear-
lier failure of the outer filaments with higher bond performance. Due to an increased
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Figure 6.36: Failure process for τfr = 0.5N/mm2 and τfr = 6N/mm2.
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Figure 6.37: Influence of the boundary conditions.
stiffness, the maximum force reaches its maximum at a smaller control displacement. At
this displacement most of the inner filaments with lower bond performance have not been
activated and can not contribute to the total force.
Note that the negative impact of an increasing local bond quality on the performance
of a crack bridge might be compensated during the multiple cracking due an increasing
contribution of the matrix between the cracks. Furthermore, an increasing bond quality
leads to a decreasing stress transfer length which increases the crack preventing influence
of the reinforcement and may lead to a higher tensile strength of the matrix.
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6.6 Summary
In this chapter the influence of the heterogeneous matrix penetration on the performance
of a single crack bridge has been discussed. Two different crack bridge models capable of
reproducing the heterogeneity have been introduced, the Statistic and the Deterministic
Crack Bridge Model. In both models the heterogeneity is represented by the variation of
the bond quality, the bond-free length representing the inhomogeneous penetration of the
yarn and the activation strain representing the delayed activation of the filaments due to
the waviness of the yarn.
The Statistical Crack Bridge Model (S-CBM), based on the fiber bundle model presents
the heterogeneity in form of statistical distributions. The model provides statistical repre-
sentation of both the heterogeneity and of the computed response. The SCBM is limited
to conditions that do not lead to local load sharing between the filaments. Using the
SCBM the the strength-reduction due to the heterogeneity has been demonstrated on the
example bond quality and of the bond-free length.
The Deterministic Crack Bridge Model (D-CBM) divides the bond layer into a set of lam-
inas. The heterogeneity is represented in form of cross sectional profiles. The Utilization
of the Fiber Interface Model for the representation of the layers allows the reproduction of
the stress redistribution between the layers for complex boundary conditions and a serial
or parallel coupling of the layers.
The calibration of the D-CBM using the results of double-sided pull-out experiments
has demonstrated the ability of the model to reproduce influence of the heterogeneity in
the material structure. The parametric study on the influence of the local bond quality
illustrated that the improvement of a single characteristic does not automatically lead to
an improved behavior of the crack bridge. The reason is the interaction of the different
influences of bond quality, bond-free length and delayed activation.
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Chapter 7
Cyclic loading
In this Chapter the application of the deterministic crack bridge model for complex bound-
ary conditions shall be demonstrated on the example of cyclic loading. Starting with the
single fiber the influence of the damage process of the bond and of the fiber shall be dis-
cussed. Then the influence of the heterogeneity in the cross-section shall be demonstrated
for linear profiles of the bond quality and of the bond-free length.
The previous studies using the Crack Bridge Model have shown the significant influence
of local imperfections on the performance of the crack bridge. The effect of local imper-
fections appears in a new light when considering cyclic loading.
In general, the accumulation of dislocations and local failures in the material structure
leads to fatigue effects that need to be considered when assessing the overall performance.
Furthermore, the cyclic behavior is of special importance for modeling the series of crack
bridges as they appear in the tensile test on TRC specimen exhibiting gradually evolving
fine crack pattern (tension stiffening). During the development of a large number of
cracks the existing cracks open and close repeatedly in a way similar to the cyclic test on
a single crack bridge. Therefore, a consistent reproduction of the failure process under
cyclic loading is essential for the simulation of the crack bridge performance in structural
elements.
The present model and associated studies is focused on uniaxial performance of a crack
bridge. Similarly, the influence of the interfacial bond on the form of the hysteresis
loops has been studied in Cuypers and Wastiels [2002] and Pryce and Smith [1993]. In
contrast to the present paper, the multi-filament yarn is represented as a monofilament
with constant bond stress based on the ACK model (Aveston et al. [1971]; Aveston and
Kelly [1973]). The influence of interfacial bond degradation on fatigue crack growth has
been analyzed by Li and Matsumoto [1998]. General model coupling plasticity and damage
in 3D has been presented in Ganczarski [2004]. In Yang [2003] the damage in ceramic
composites under cyclic loading has been described using a one dimensional cohesive shear
lag model.
In the next section the influence of the damage process of the bond and of the fiber will
be demonstrated on the example of a single fiber.
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7.1 Damage process
The most important topic in modeling the cyclic behavior is the reproduction of the
damage in the bond layer. The failure process in the bond layer next to the crack bridge
involves both filaments and the bond between the filaments and the matrix. The damage
mechanism have already been presented together with the material model in Sec. 5.1.
In this section the influence of the cyclic loading leading to a accumulation of plastic
deformations an damage will be discussed.
7.1.1 Bond - combined damage and plasticity
In the case of the bond the interface degradation includes damage and plastic deformation.
A material model that is capable of combining plastic softening with damage evolution has
been introduced in Sec. 5.1. The amount of plastic deformation in the interface depends
on the damage ratio β (see Fig. 7.1a).
The damage ratio controls the progression of the plastic deformation and the damage
during the accumulation of the inelastic slip. While for a damage ratio of β = 1.0 only
damage accumulates and for a damage ratio of β = 0.0 the damage is completely replaced
by accumulating plastic deformation, a damage ratio between these boundaries scales
linearly between these extremes.
For example for β = 0.75 only 75% of the potential maximum damage accumulates,
and the other 25% are replaced with a plastic deformation that corresponds to 25% of
maximum deformation that would be achieved using a plastic model.
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Figure 7.1: Damage in bond.
The influence of the damage on the form of the hysteretic loop shall be illustrated in
the following parametric study on the example of a single crack bridge. The material
parameters have been chosen according the example in Sec. 5.1.2 showing the influence
of the damage ratio β. Initially a bi-linear bond stress slip relation is assumed, later the
influence of the softening is exemplified.
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Figure 7.2: Plastic bond behavior (β = 0).
As a reference, Fig. 7.2 shows the crack bridge behavior for β = 0 (pure plasticity) in terms
of the load displacement diagram (Fig. 7.2a) and the bond stress slip diagram (Fig. 7.2b)
for the material point at the crack face.
After the monotonic loading the material point at the crack face has already reached
the plastic branch of the bond law and has accumulated about 0.45 mm of plastic slip.
The frictional bond in the vicinity of the crack still transfers the stress to the matrix but
has no contribution to the overall crack bridge stiffness. Therefore, the stiffness of the
load displacement diagram at the end of the monotonic loading is lower than the initial
stiffness.
At the beginning of the unloading (A) all material points along the debonded length start
to unload with their initial bond stiffness. Therefore, the stiffness of the load-displacement
diagram is the same as at the beginning. With each material point reaching the other
side of the yield surface (B) the stiffness decreases.
The fact that the stiffness of the load displacement diagram after the complete unloading
of the fiber (C) is still higher than the stiffness at the end of the loading indicates that
not all material points along the debonded length have reached the other side of the yield
surface. At the end of the unloading the plastic slip at each side of the crack face has
been reduced to about 0.2 mm leading to about 0.4 mm plastic crack opening.
At the beginning of the reloading the described process evolves in the opposite direction
(C-D-A) until the plastic deformation has been restored and the crack bridge is in the
same state as at the beginning of the unloading (A). All further cycles evolve along the
path of the first one. There is no change in the form or the position of the hysteresis.
The influence of the damage ratio β is demonstrated in Fig. 7.3 (for β = 0.125) and in
Fig. 7.4 (for β = 0.25). The bond stress slip diagrams show that with increasing damage
factor the accumulated plastic slip after the monotonic loading decreases proportionally
(β = 0.125 - 12.5% reduction, β = 0.25 - 25% reduction).
The same reduction can be observed for the unloading stiffness due to the accumulated
damage of the bond. The lower bond stiffness leads to larger displacements during the
unloading and to a smaller hysteresis. The other side of the yield surface is reached
later and the inelastic slip on the yield surface decreases with increasing damage factor.
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Figure 7.3: Damage ratio - β = 0.125.
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Figure 7.4: Damage ratio - β = 0.25.
Nevertheless, the inelastic slip on the yield surface leads to further damage of the bond
and the reloading initiates with a lower stiffness than the unloading.
The reduction of the bond stiffness during the cyclic loading leads to a successive closure
of the hysteresis. After a certain number of cycles the bond stiffness is too low and the
yield surface is not reached during the unloading. When this point is reached, the crack
bridge loads and unloads with constant stiffness and no further damage takes place. For
damage ratios higher than 0.5 the other side of the yield surface is not even reached during
the first unloading, therefore no hysteresis develops.
While the damage leads to a closure of the hysteresis loops, even for the pure plastic
behavior (no damage) an opening or moving of the hysteresis loops has not been observed
due to the constant frictional stress level. In the next example the influence of a softening
inelastic branch of the bond law shall be demonstrated.
Fig. 7.5 (GT = −0.01 N/mm2) and Fig. 7.5 (GT = −0.02 N/mm2) show the crack bridge
behavior for β = 0. The softening of the bond leads to a reduction of the stress transfer
between the fiber and the matrix. With each loop the transferable stress decreases and
the debonded length increases, while the plastic deformations after the unloading stay
rather constant.
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Figure 7.5: Softening stiffness GT = −0.01 N.
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Figure 7.6: Softening stiffness GT = −0.02 N.
With stronger softening this effect is more pronounced. Fig. 7.6b illustrates that with
increasing number of loops the transferable stress approaches zero at the crack face. When
zero has been reached, the plastic deformation after the unloading starts to decrease.
When the transferable stress has reached zero in all material points along the fiber, the
crack bridge loads and unloads with fiber stiffness.
Having demonstrated the influence of the softening for a plastic bond behavior (β = 0)
the interaction with the damage shall be studied in the next example. Fig. 7.7 and
Fig. 7.8 illustrate the combined influence of the damage ratio for a softening stiffness of
GT = −0.02 N/mm2.
The combination of softening and damage leads to two opposing tendencies. While the
softening leads to an opening of the hysteric loops, the damage leads to a closure. In the
first example the influence of the softening is dominating, although the opening of the
hysteretic loops is slowed down compared to the example without damage. In the second
example the stiffness reduction due to the damage proceeds faster than the opening of
the hysteresis due to the softening. After a few loops the bond stiffness is to low and the
yield surface is not reached anymore.
The parametric studies have shown that the presence of a large number of hysteresis loops
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Figure 7.7: Damage ratio β = 0.125 - softening stiffness GT = −0.02.
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Figure 7.8: Damage ratio β = 0.25 - softening stiffness GT = −0.02.
is a sign that the plastic debonding is dominating. The opening of the hysteresis indicates
the BSR has a softening branch. In the presented studies the influence of the damage of
the bond on the cyclic behavior has been studied, in the next section the influence of the
damage of the fibers during the cyclic loading shall be investigated.
7.1.2 Damage effects of the fibers
The glass filaments are assumed to exhibit linear elastic - brittle behavior. Furthermore,
fibers can accumulate additional damage resulting from the slip between matrix and
fiber. In order to capture both sources of damage in Sec. 5.1.3 a damage model has been
introduced that considers both, the maximum strain level reached by the fibers κε and
accumulated inelastic slip between fiber and matrix κs.
Two possible mechanisms leading to fiber damage during the debonding have been imple-
mented:
 Accumulation of notches: the contact with sharp edged matrix particles produces
additional notches in the fiber surface and due to this effect the fiber strength is
reduced.
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 Abrasion: the surface of the fiber gets abraded while the fiber is pulled out of the
matrix. This mechanism reduces the stiffness of the fiber and the strength.
In Sec. 5.1.3 the effect of both mechanisms on the crack bridge performance under mono-
tonic loading has been presented. In this section the influence of a cyclic load will be
demonstrated.
The introduction of additional notches to the fibers during the debonding leads to a
reduction of the fiber strength while the stiffness of the fiber is not influenced. In order
to illustrate the mechanism we assume that the relation between damage caused by the
introduced notches and the accumulated inelastic slip κs is linear. This means that the
fiber will be completely damaged (gf (κs, κε) = 1.0) when the accumulated inelastic slip
reaches a critical value κscr. The Resulting damage law is gf (κs, κε) described by Eqn.7.1
and diagrammed in Fig. 7.9a.
gf (κ
ε, κs) =
{
0 forκε < (1− κs/κscr) κεcr
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Figure 7.9: Introduction of additional notches - Damage law and stress strain relation.
The effect of the accumulated inelastic slip κs on the fiber strength is illustrated in Fig.
7.9b. With increasing κs the fiber strength and the failure strain get reduced proportion-
ally so the fiber stiffness is not influenced.
The influence on the performance of a single fiber under cyclic loading is illuminated in
Fig. 7.10 in terms of the load displacement diagram at the crack face. The fiber fails
when the reduced fiber strength meets the current stress level. The number of cycles until
failure decreases with increasing damage (decreasing κscr). As the stiffness is not influenced
by this mechanism the progression of the two curves (the first x cycles) is identical until
failure.
The abrasion of the filament surface by sharp edged aggregate particles leads to a reduction
of the fiber cross section. The effective strength and the stiffness decrease with increasing
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Figure 7.10: Fiber force at crack face - Influence of the introduction of additional notches.
damage. Analogically to the first mechanism it is assumed that there is a linear relation
between the damage and the accumulated slip κs. The resulting damage law is gf (κs, κε)
described by Eqn.7.2 and depicted in Fig. 7.11a.
gf (κ
ε, κs) =
{
κs/κscr forκs < κscr andκε < κεcr
1
(7.2)
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Figure 7.11: Abrasion of the fiber surface - Damage law and stress strain relation depending
on accumulated inelastic slip.
The influence of the abrasion on the evolution of the stiffness is illustrated in Fig. 7.11b.
With increasing accumulated slip the stiffness and the effective strength decreases while
the critical strain is not influenced.
Fig. 7.12 shows the effect of the abrasion on the performance of a single fiber under cyclic
loading. The fiber fails when the stress in the reduced cross section reaches the fiber
strength. Again the possible number of cycles decreases with increasing damage. The
successive reduction of the stiffness leads to larger crack openings.
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Figure 7.12: Fiber force at crack face - Influence of the introduction of additional notches.
7.2 Influence of the heterogeneity in the cross section
The following section illuminates the influence of the heterogeneity on the cyclic behavior
of a single crack bridge on the example of two different idealizations of the material
structure. In the first idealization a variation in the bond quality will be assumed while
keeping the bond-free length constant. In the second example the focus will be on the
influence of the bond-free length assuming a constant bond quality. For both idealizations
the effect on the cyclic behavior will be studied first on the example of a single fiber then
the influence on the bundle will be shown.
7.2.1 Bond quality
In Fig. 7.13 the influence of a reduced bond quality on the performance of a single
filament is exemplified. With decreasing bond quality the stress transfer length to the
matrix increases reducing the pull-out stiffness and increasing the curvature and the crack
opening. This leads to an increased slip between filament and matrix and to higher plastic
deformation in each cycle resulting in a larger distance between the hysteresis loops.
In order to illustrate the effect bond quality on the filament ensemble the roving has been
divided into five layers with the same cross sectional area. A linear profile of bond quality
has been assumed (descending from 100% at the boundary to 0% in the center of the
roving) keeping all other parameters constant.
Fig. 7.14 shows the force  displacement curves for each layer and the resulting curve
for the roving as sum over all layers. Each layer participates in the stress transfer almost
proportionally to its bond quality. The influence of the bond quality on the stress transfer
length of the filaments of a bundle is identical. In the bundle, the displacements of the
filaments are controlled by the crack opening. Therefore, the plastic deformations of the
layers are equal and the decreasing bond quality leads to a decreasing load share of the
laminas. This type of dependence does not change during the cyclic loading. The stress
levels reached after each cycle are almost constant for each layer.
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Figure 7.13: Single fiber crack bridge - Influence of bond quality ϕ.
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Figure 7.14: Multifilament crack bridge - Influence of bond quality ϕ.
7.2.2 Bond-free length
The effect of the bond-free lengths on the cyclic loading behavior is shown in Fig. 7.15.
The reduced stiffness due to the bond-free length leads to larger crack openings while
plastic deformations are identical due to the constant bond quality.
For the bundle (Fig. 7.16) a linear profile of bond-free length has been assumed (increasing
from 0.0 mm at the boundary to 1.0 mm in the center of the roving). On the filaments
the effect of the bond-free length is similar to that of the bond quality. The laminas
with shorter bond-free length take up more load due to their higher stiffness. The higher
stiffness of the outer laminas results in a faster unloading until at the lower bound of the
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Figure 7.16: Multifilament crack bridge - Influence of bond-free length `.
cyclic load the stress profile of the bundle is reversed. The inner laminas take the highest
share of the load while the outer laminas are almost unloaded. The higher load amplitudes
of the outer laminas result in larger debonding and reduce the length differences between
the layers.
The homogenizing effect on the stress profile of the bundle becomes obvious by comparing
the maximum load levels of the layers. The maximum load of the outer layers decreases
with each loading cycle while it increases for the inner filaments. This can be seen as
a tendency to homogenized stress transfer across the bundle. The phenomenon that
the debonding drowns the effect of the length differences has already been described in
Sec. 6.4.2 and is amplified by the cyclic loading.
Fig. 7.17 shows the relation between the maximum monotonic load and the maximum load
after a cyclic loading depending on the number of cycles for tensile test on textile reinforced
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Figure 7.17: Influence of the cyclic loading on the maximum load of textile reinforced specimen
(Voss [2008]).
specimen. It demonstrates that there is no significant reduction of the maximum load due
to the cyclic loading. What is significantly decreasing with increasing number of cycles is
the scatter. Obviously the homogenizing effect that has been introduced in this section
can be observed in the test and compensates or even prevents the damage of filaments
during the cyclic loading.
Note that the loading branches for the two different idealizations are quite similar. Obvi-
ously, the information about the cyclic behavior is required to validate the material char-
acterization calibrated in monotonic experiments. As mentioned before, proper treatment
of cyclic behavior is important not only with respect to the cyclic loading of structural
members. It is also relevant for correctly assessing the crack bridge performance during
the loading and unloading due to the formation of new cracks in the specimen. The given
examples illustrate the complexity of the phenomena introduced by the heterogeneity in
the roving cross section and underline the importance of a thorough analysis of their
interactions.
Chapter 8
Impregnated yarns
Chapter 6 has demonstrated that the performance of components made of textile rein-
forced concrete strongly depends on the heterogeneous penetration of the matrix into the
multifilament yarn. The poor performance of the filaments inside the bundle is the result
of a low bond quality, large bond-free lengths and a delayed activation due to the waviness
of the filaments. The interaction of these effects leads to an inhomogeneous stress profile
that prevents the bundle from developing its full potential.
As a matter of course, the performance of textile reinforced concrete can be significantly
improved by homogenizing the activation level of filaments during the loading. One
strategy to achieve such a homogenization of the reinforcement is its impregnation with
liquid polymers.
In this chapter, the Deterministic Crack Bridge Model (D-CBM) introduced in Sec. 6.5
shall be utilized to reflect the stress concentration and damage evolution in impregnated
yarns. Microscopic investigations of the impregnated rovings showed that their cross
section is fully penetrated with the polymer (Fig. 8.1). The heterogeneous penetration of
the matrix is replaced by a homogeneous polymer impregnation.
Figure 8.1: AR glass roving 2400tex penetrated with EP RIG STD.
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Compared to the stiffness of the matrix, the stiffness of the polymer is much lower. The
global load sharing over the matrix is replaced by a local load sharing via the polymer.
The interaction with the matrix is now limited to the boundary of the yarn leading to a
stress concentration in the outer filaments.
As already discussed in Sec. 6.1 the local load sharing corresponds to a combination
of serial and parallel coupling of the filaments. Considering the almost circular cross
section of the yarn and the homogeneity of the polymer, an axially symmetry of the stress
profile of the impregnated yarn shall be assumed. Therefore, the material structure of the
impregnated yarn shall be represented by a set of ring-shaped layers with serial coupling.
After a short discussion of the material characteristics of the polymer, the construction
of the model shall be described in detail in the following section. The model parameters
will be evaluated by calibration of the model with the results of double sided pull-out
tests. Then the model shall be validated by simulation of tensile tests on yarns and on
reinforced specimens using the calibrated parameters and comparison with experimental
results. Finally the number of layers shall be discussed. It shall be shown that, while a
reproduction of the pull-out test is possible using a single layer model, the validation of
the model on composite tensile test fails.
8.1 Characterization of polymer material
The impregnation of the textiles was carried out with commercially available rigid and
flexible epoxy resins combined with standard amine hardener as well as waterborne hard-
eners. To ensure a wide variety of material properties, various polymer systems were
applied. The description of the systems as well as results of experimental investigations
are shown in Dilthey et al. [2007b]. In the following sections only the EP-RIG-STD shall
be considered to demonstrate the salient features of the impregnated yarns.
EP-RIG-STD is a solvent-free and filler-free laminar resin based on bisphenolAepichlor-
hydrine resin and an amine curing agent. According to its good mechanical behavior
this system is well suited for the production of high strength components for static and
dynamic load.
In order to obtain the material characteristics of the polymer bulk material, the stress-
strain behavior was tested in film tensile tests according to DIN EN ISO 527. The test
setup is shown in Fig. 8.2a. The results of the film tensile test in form of stress strain
curves (Fig. 8.2b) were used to evaluate the Young's modulus of the epoxy resin.
Fig. 8.2b shows that the epoxy resin behaves slightly nonlinear and fails at strains between
1.7% and 2.1% reaching stress levels between 54 N/mm2 and 63 N/mm2. In order to
capture the nonlinear contribution of the epoxy resin, the stress strain diagrams are fitted
by a 2nd-degree polynomial.
σE (ε) = a2ε
2 + a1ε (8.1)
The resulting coefficients are listed in Tab. 8.1
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Figure 8.2: Tensile behavior of the epoxies (Raupach et al. [2006]).
Table 8.1: Coefficients for the polynomial.
No. a1 a2
1 3858 -42900
2 4060 -43700
3 3843 -40200
4 3958 -41700
mean 3930 -43000
The evolution of the Young's modulus of the epoxy resin EE is evaluated by differentiating
the polynomial (Eq. (8.1)) with respect to strain:
EE (ε) =
d
dε
σE (ε) = a1 + 2a2ε (8.2)
By factoring out a1, Eq. (8.2) can written as:
EE (ε) =
(
1 +
2a2
a1
ε
)
a1
=ˆ (1− gE (κε))EE,0
(8.3)
and it becomes obvious that a1 corresponds to the initial Young's modulus EE,0 of the
epoxy resin and that the damage law gE depending on the maximum strain κε can be
formulated as:
gE (κ
ε) =
 −
2a2
a1
κε < κεcr
1 else
(8.4)
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8.2 Idealization of the impregnated yarn structure
In order to reflect the axially symmetry of the stress profile and the stress concentration
at the boundary to the matrix, the applied version of the DCBM divides the bundle cross
section into a set of ring-shaped serially coupled layers. The outer layer is coupled with
the matrix through a bond law representing the bond between the impregnated yarn and
the cementitious matrix, while the inner layers are coupled with their direct neighbors.
The coupling is described by an effective interaction stiffness GE representing the shear
deformation of the epoxy resin. In this way a serial system is realized that has the ability
to reproduce the inhomogeneous stress and strain transfer over the yarn cross section.
Figure 8.3: Crack bridge model for the impregnated yarn.
The effective cross section AY of the impregnated yarn is given as the sum of the AR-glass
filament cross sections AG and of the epoxy resin AE. Assuming a circular cross section
the effective contact area (perimeter) PY to the matrix can be evaluated.
AY = AG + AE (8.5)
PY = 2pi
√
AY/pi =
√
4AYpi (8.6)
The cross section of the layer i and the contact area to the next layer i + 1 decrease
linearly towards the center of the yarn.
Ai =
(1 + 2 (n− i))
n2
·AY (8.7)
Pi,j−1 =
(
1− i− 1
n
)
·PY (8.8)
The shear stress slip relation of the bond between fiber and matrix is assumed to be
bi-linear.
τ (s) = τfr ·
{
s/scrit 0 ≤ s ≤ scrit
1 s ≥ scrit
(8.9)
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As the slip between the layers is much smaller than the slip between the yarn and the
matrix the effective shear stress slip relation representing the interaction between the
layers is assumed linear-elastic.
τE (s) = s ·GE (8.10)
The effective material properties of the impregnated yarn are described by a damage model
considering an effective initial Young's modulus EY,0 and a damage law gY (ε) depending
on the maximum strain κε. The damage law reflects the degradation of the epoxy resin
and the brittle failure of the filaments.
σ (ε) = (1− gY (κε))EY,0ε, f (ε, κε) ≤ 0, κ˙ε ≥ 0 (8.11)
The initial Young's modulus of the non-impregnated yarn is evaluated with the Young's
modulus of AR-Glass EG and the initial Young's modulus of the epoxy resin EE,0 with
respect to the particular volume fractions (VG and VE).
EY,0 = EG ·VG + EE,0 ·VE (8.12)
The damage law of the impregnated yarn describes the degradation of both materials
considering their interaction.
EY = (1− gY (κε))EY,0 = VEEE,0 (1− gE (κε)) + VGEG (1− gG (κε)) (8.13)
The filaments behave linear elastically until the strength of the AR-glass is reached. This
behavior is based on the assumption that the epoxy resin reduces the impact of existing
flaws and prevents any further damage during the hydration process. The damage of the
epoxy resin is assumed to evolve according to the damage law evaluated in the tensile
tests (Eq. (8.4)).
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Figure 8.4: Damage law impregnated yarn.
Based on Eq. (8.12) and Eq. (8.13) the damage law of the impregnated yarn (Fig. 8.4) is
defined as follows:
gY (κ
ε) = 1− VEEE,0 (1− gE (κ
ε)) + VGEG (1− gG (κε))
VEEE + VGEG
(8.14)
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8.2.1 Calibration of the model parameters
The calibration of the model parameters is performed using the results of double-sided
pull-out tests using the framework that has been described in Sec. 6.5.3. The test setup
and the load-displacement curves are presented in Fig. 8.5.
(a) Test setup
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(b) Load-displacement curves
Figure 8.5: Double-sided pull-out tests of impregnated yarns (Raupach et al. [2006]).
The unknown parameters that are calibrated are the critical slip scrit and the frictional
bond stress τfr of the yarn-matrix bond law, the interaction stiffness GE and the cross
sectional area of the epoxy resin AE. Tab. 8.2 shows the calibrated parameters. Fig. 8.6
illustrates that using the calibrated parameters a good agreement between the simulation
and the experiment can be achieved.
Table 8.2: Calibrated properties of the layered model.
No. AE scrit τfr GE
[−] [mm2] [mm] [N/mm2] [N/mm2]
1 2.05 0.016 7.96 1006
2 1.52 0.006 9.03 847
3 1.72 0.005 7.71 457
mean 1.76 0.009 8.23 770
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Figure 8.6: Comparison pull-out test and simulation.
8.2.2 Sensitivity analysis of crack bridging behavior
With a calibrated set of parameters on hand, the sensitivity of the crack bridging behavior
on variations of the model parameters shall be analyzed. A detailed parametric study on
the effect of the modeling parameters on the pull-out and crack bridging behavior of the
impregnated yarn is presented in Appendix B.1. The qualitative effects1 of an increasing
parameter are summarized in Tab. 8.4.
Table 8.3: Qualitative effects of the modelling parameters.
τfr scrit GE AE
stress transfer length - + 0 -
initial stiffness + - + +
crack opening - + - -
peak load - 0 + 0
The maximum bond stress τmax influences the stress transfer over the contact area between
yarn and matrix. With increasing τmax the stress transfer length decreases leading to an
increasing initial stiffness. The decreasing slip between matrix and yarn results in reduced
crack opening. The stress concentration in the outer layers increases reducing the peak
load.
The critical slip scrit defines the beginning of the debonding. In that way it influences
both the length of the linear elastic behavior of the crack bridge and the initial stiffness.
1(+: increase, 0: no influence, -: decrease)
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A larger scrit leads to a more pronounced elastic behavior with lower initial stiffness and
larger initial crack opening. With increasing debonding the influence of scrit on the crack
opening vanishes. Therefore, scrit has no influence on the peak load.
The interaction stiffness GE reflects the shear deformations of the epoxy resin. A higher
GE corresponds either to a higher Young's modulus of the epoxy resin or to a more compact
packing of the filaments. Both leads to more homogeneous stress profile improving the
crack bridge behavior in terms of initial stiffness and higher peak load.
A growing cross-sectional area of the epoxy resin AE increases both the yarn cross section
and the contact area to the matrix. Due to the lower stiffness of the epoxy resin the influ-
ence of the increasing contact area is dominating. It is similar to the effect of an increasing
maximum bond stress τmax. The stress transfer length decreases leading to smaller crack
opening and higher stiffness. The negative effect on the peak load is compensated by the
positive effect of the additional cross section.
Regarding the uniqueness of the calibrated values, the fact that the cross-sectional area of
the epoxy resin AE influences the results in a very similar manner as the maximum shear
stress τmax does is certainly a problem. For the pull-out tests the cross sectional area of
the epoxy resin AE can be easily determined by weighting the yarns before the production
of the test specimen, which should be done in prospective test series. This would reduce
the numerical effort for the calibration and improve the quality of the calibrated results.
8.3 Validation of the model
The motivation for the detailed idealization of the material structure is the appropriate
reproduction of the essential mechanism. The validity of the model depends on the ability
to describe the material behavior for different boundary conditions with the same material
parameters. In order to demonstrate that the present model fulfills this ambition the
calibrated parameters shall be used to predict the behavior of tensile tests on yarns and
on reinforced specimens.
8.3.1 Tensile tests on yarns
The tensile behavior of the impregnated rovings has been evaluated using tensile tests.
In order to enable a defined restraint and load transmission into the impregnated yarns,
the ends were sealed into resin cuboids (Fig.8.7a). A more detailed description of the
testing procedure can be found in Dilthey et al. [2006a]. The specimens were tested using
a universal tension testing machine with a free test length of 125 mm and 500 mm and a
testing speed of 10 mm/min. Fig.8.7b shows the force strain diagrams for both lengths.
The strain has been obtained by dividing the control displacement by the free length.
The stiffness of the AR-glass is indicated by a doted line. While the tests with a free
length of 500 mm reproduce a stiffness that is slightly higher than that of the pure
glass (due to additional cross section of epoxy resin), the tests with a free length of 125
mm indicate a lower stiffness. This reduction is due to the finite stress transfer length
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Figure 8.7: Tensile test of impregnated yarns (Dilthey et al. [2007a]).
at the clamping which obviously cannot be neglected for shorter test specimens. This
effect has already been thoroughly described for tensile tests on non-impregnated yarns
in Chudoba et al. [2006b].
u = u/2 
f
u = 0 
m
L /2 50 mm 
f
Figure 8.8: Boundary conditions for the simulation of the tensile tests on yarns.
Fig. 8.13 illustrates the boundary conditions for the simulation. The tensile test has been
simulated using the same boundary conditions that have been chosen for the double-
sided pull-out. Additionally, the embedding length has been set to 50 mm (length of the
cuboids) and a free length has been added between the embedded areas corresponding to
the test length.
Fig. 8.9 shows a comparison between tensile tests with a free length of 125 mm and
500 mm and simulations in the same range. It demonstrates that the model is able to
reproduce the reduction of the stiffness due to the inhomogeneous stress profile.
In Fig. 8.10 the stress profile at the clamping is shown for simulations with free lengths
of Lf = 0.1 mm and Lf = 500 mm. It illustrates that the stress profile gets more
homogeneous with increasing free length. This leads to a higher effective strength σeffY and
to a higher effective stiffness EeffY of the impregnated yarn with respect to the maximum
load Fmax and associated failure strain εmax.
σeffY = Fmax/AY (8.15)
EeffY = σ
eff
Y /εmax (8.16)
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Figure 8.9: Comparison of tensile tests and simulations with different free lengths.
This effect is illustrated in Fig. 8.11 showing evolution the effective stiffness and the
effective strength for simulations with different free lengths.
(a) Lf = 0.01 mm (b) Lf = 500 mm
Figure 8.10: Stress profiles for different free lengths Lf .
The simulations illuminated the influence of inhomogeneous stress profile across the im-
pregnated yarn on both stiffness and ultimate load. The effect gets amplified for very
small crack openings that are typical for textile reinforced concrete. In the next section
the crack bridge model shall be utilized to reflect the interaction of cracks occurring during
the multiple cracking in the tensile tests on reinforced specimens.
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(a) Effective yarn strength σeffY (b) Effective stiffness EeffY
Figure 8.11: Effective yarn strength and Young's modulus for different free lengths Lf .
8.3.2 Tensile tests on reinforced specimens
The influence of the multiple cracking on load bearing capacity has been tested using
tensile test on concrete specimens reinforced with impregnated textiles. A detailed de-
scription of test setup (Fig. 8.12a) and the testing procedure can be found in Dilthey
et al. [2007b]. The load-displacement curves for specimen reinforced with textiles with 12
rovings in the loading direction are presented in Fig. 8.12b.
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(b) Force-strain curves
Figure 8.12: Tensile tests of reinforced specimen (Dilthey et al. [2007b]).
The tensile test has been modeled assuming a perfect clamping. Both the matrix and the
each layer are fixed at one end and are exposed to a controlled displacement at the other
end.
In order to reproduce the successive cracking of the matrix, the scatter of the tensile
strength fmt has been considered by means of a random field according to a two-parameter
Weibull distribution.
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Figure 8.13: Boundary conditions for the simulation of the tensile tests on reinforced specimens.
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Figure 8.14: Probability density function of the two-parameter Weibull distribution.
The probability density function (PDF) is described as follows:
PDF (fmt; k, λ) =
k
λ
(
fmt
λ
)k−1
e−(k/λ) (8.17)
Where λ > 0 is the scale parameter and k is the shape parameter. The n-th moment of
the Weibull distribution is given by:
mn = λ
nΓ (1 + n/k) (8.18)
The mean matrix strength µfmt and the variance σfmt are given by:
µfmt = λΓ (1 + 1/k) (8.19)
σfmt = λ
2Γ (1 + 2/k)− µ2fmt (8.20)
The Weibull parameters λ and k for the random field have been obtained by inserting
the mean strength of the the matrix µfmt and its variance σfmt given in Brockmann [2006]
(µfmt = 4.0 N/mm2, σfmt = 0.41 N/mm2) into Eq. (8.19) and Eq. (8.20) and solving for λ
and k.
λ = 4.2, k = 11.8 (8.21)
Fig. 8.15 shows a comparison of the resulting load displacement curve with a representative
curves from a tensile tests on a reinforced composite. It demonstrates that the bridge can
reproduce the multiple cracking and the behavior in the saturated cracking state. Both
stiffness and ultimate load are in good agreement with the test results.
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Figure 8.15: Layered approach - Comparison of Simulation and Experiment.
8.3.3 Sensitivity analysis of multiple cracking behavior
Having demonstrated the validity of the model for the boundary conditions of tensile test
on reinforced specimen, the sensitivity of the multiple cracking behavior on variations
of the model parameters shall analyzed. A detailed parametric study on the effect of
the modeling parameters is presented in Appendix B.2. The qualitative effects2 of an
increasing parameter are summarized in Tab. 8.4.
Table 8.4: Qualitative effect of the modelling parameters.
τfr scrit GE AE
crack spacing - 0 0 -
crack opening + 0 - +
peak load - 0 + -
The main influnce of the maximum bond stress τmax influnces the stress transfer length,
which decreases with increasing τmax. The result is a smaller crack spacing and a reduced
maximum load due to higher stress concentration in the outer filaments. This combination
leads to larger crack openings.
The critical slip scrit affects the debonding only at the beginning of the crack opening.
With increasing scrit the cracks occur later. The final crack spacing and the ultimate load
are not significantly influenced.
2(+: increase, 0: no influence, -: decrease)
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A growing interaction stiffness GE results in a higher contribution of the inner filaments.
This loads to a higher peak load, while the final crack spacing is not influenced. Therefore,
the crack opening decreases.
The influence of an increasing cross-sectional of the epoxy resin is comparable to the
influence of an increasing τmax
8.4 Resolution of the yarn cross section
8.4.1 Influence of the number of layers
The serial coupling of the layers introduces a dependency of the bundle stiffness on the
number of layers. Comparable to a system of serially coupled springs where the stiffness
decreases with increasing number of springs, an increasing number of layers leads to a
decreasing contribution of the inner layers. Furthermore, the fraction of filaments that is
coupled directly to the matrix decreases with increasing number of layers.
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Figure 8.16: Influence of the number of layers for a system with serial coupling.
This effect is illustrated in Fig. 8.16 for constant interaction stiffness and an increasing
number of serially coupled layers. With increasing number of layers the initial stiffness
decreases as expected. The reduction of the number of outer filaments that are directly
coupled with the matrix, results a growing stress concentration in these filaments. The
successive failure of the layers is initiated earlier leading to a reduced bundle performance.
The number of filaments that is directly coupled to the matrix is a geometrical property of
the impregnated yarn and can be evaluated from micrographs (Fig. 8.1) of the embedded
yarn. Fig. 8.17 shows that keeping the cross section of the outer layer constant, a linear
relation between the number of inner layers and the interaction stiffness can be derived
that results in the same stiffness.
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Figure 8.17: Influence of the number of layers for a system with serial coupling.
The previous results motivated the question if the homogenizing influence of the epox
resin enables an appropriate reproduction of the material structure with a single fiber
representation of the material structure.
8.4.2 Single fiber idealization of the impregnated yarn
The single fiber idealization shall be callibrated using the results of the double-sided
pull-out test. The average cross sectional area of the epoxy resin shall be assumed to be
AE = 1.76 mm2 according to Tab. 8.2. The parameters that are calibrated are the Young's
modulus EeffY , the strength of the yarn σeffY , the critical slip scrit and the maximum shear
stress τfr of the bond law. Tab. 8.5 shows the calibrated parameters. Fig. 8.18 illustrates
that the simulations using the calibrated parameters show a good agreement with the
experimental results.
Table 8.5: Calibrated properties of the fiber model.
No. EYeff σeffY scrit τfr
[−] [N/mm2] [mm2] [mm2] [N/mm2]
1 16901 608.4 0.028 12.5
2 16711 601.6 0.017 14.8
3 18928 586.8 0.038 12.6
In order to assess the validity of the single fiber idealization, the calibrated parameters
have been used to simulate tensile tests on reinforced specimen. Fig. 8.19 demonstrates
that the parameters calibrated for the single fiber approach are only valid for crack dis-
tances similar to the doubled embedding length of the pull-out test.
The beginning of the multiple cracking is represented quite well, but with decreasing crack
distance, the stiffness of the crack bridges is too low. Furthermore, the ultimate load is
underestimated as the increase of the load capacity due to the homogenizing effect of a
decreasing crack distance cannot be reproduced.
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Figure 8.18: Comparison pullout test and simulation with fiber model.
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Figure 8.19: Single fiber approach - Comparison of Simulation and Experiment.
The reason for the missing ability to reproduce the test results can be illustrated by focus-
ing on the evolution of the crack bridge stiffness and the maximum load with decreasing
crack spacing. Fig. 8.20 shows the force in dependence on the effective crack bridge strain
for crack bridges with different average crack spacings 〈cs〉. The effective crack bridge
strain has been evaluated by dividing the displacement between two cracks by the crack
spacing 〈cs〉. Fig. 8.20a presents the results of the single fiber idealization, Fig. 8.20b the
results of the layered idealization.
Both idealizations reproduce the decreasing stiffness of the crack bridge with decreasing
crack distance due to the decreasing contribution of the matrix between the cracks. The
layered approach is furthermore able to reproduce the increasing stiffness of the yarn due
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Figure 8.20: Force in dependence on the effective crack bridge strain for crack bridges with
different average crack spacings 〈cs〉.
to the increasing contribution of the inner layers with decreasing crack distance. As a
result the single fiber approach overestimates the stiffness reduction in the crack bridge.
Focusing on the maximum load, only the layered approach is able to reproduce the influ-
ence of the crack distance on the strength of the impregnated yarn. While the strength
of the single fiber is constant it increases in the layered approach with decreasing crack
distance. Once again, the reason of this increase is the result of an increasing contribution
of the inner layers.
The previous examples have demonstrated the necessity to reproduce the heterogeneous
stress profile in the yarn as it has significant influence on the composite performance.
8.5 Summary
The major goal of the impregnation of the yarns is to homogenize the stress transfer in
the cross section in order to achieve a higher exploitation of the yarn. Considering the
results of the sensitivity analyses a higher load capacity can be achieved by increasing
the interaction between the filaments (higher interaction stiffness) or the stress transfer
length (lower bond stress or cross section of the epoxy resin or higher critical slip), both
leading to a decreasing stress concentration in the outer filaments.
An increasing stress transfer length leads to a larger crack distance which is not desir-
able. The aim of optimization of the impregnation has to be to increase the interaction
between the filaments so that a sufficient crack distance is possible without reduction of
the utilization of the yarn.
The increasing interaction can be achieved by either increasing the stiffness of the epoxy
or by decreasing the distance between the filaments leading to a higher shear stiffness
of the epoxy layer between them. As the Young's modulus of epoxy resin cannot be
significantly increased, the packing of the filaments has to be improved.
In the SFB 532 various yarn packing modifications (twisting, cabling, friction spinning)
have been tested in order to increase the interaction between the filaments. All of them
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suffer from a poor penetration of the matrix into the roving. Utilizing the much better
penetration of the epoxy resin the compact structure of the modified yarns would be no
longer a problem but an advantage. An auspicious possibility would be to twist the yarn
directly after the impregnation.
Chapter 9
Multiple cracking
This chapter completes the numerical framework by providing an efficient method to
transfer the micromechanical characterization of the material structure to a prediction of
the multiple cracking performance on the macro level.
The micromechanical Crack Bridge Model (CBM) is combined with an analytical model
capturing the chained evolution of cracks in the reinforced tensile test specimen. The
chaining of the crack bridges is formulated using the stochastic cracking theory proposed
by Cuypers [2002]. The constructed model is used to study the influence of the hetero-
geneity at the micro level on the meso-scopic performance of the composite during the
multiple cracking.
The studies in Chapter 6 using the CBM have shown the significant influence of local
imperfections on the performance of the crack bridge. These imperfections are exemplified
by non-parallel orientation of filaments within the bundle or by varying bond quality
between filaments and matrix across the bundle. As a result, the damage localization
process of textile reinforced concrete exhibits interactions between the elementary failure
mechanism in the matrix, in the reinforcement and in the bond.
The hot spots of the micro-scopic damage of reinforcement and bond occur in the vicinity
of the cracks. In addition, the damage evolves simultaneously in multiple interacting
meso-level
micro-level
Figure 9.1: Idealization of the material structure at micro- and meso-level.
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cracks distributed along the tensile specimen. In order to establish the link between the
micro-scopic effects and the overall response of the specimen the CBM is combined with
the meso-scopic representation of the chain of crack bridges (see Fig. 9.1).
9.1 Analytical models for multiple cracking
In this section two analytical models for the multiple cracking of composites will be
introduced: The ACK-model proposed by Aveston, Cooper, and Kelly [1971] and the
Stochastic Cracking Theory introduced by Cuypers [2002] which is based on the ACK-
Model. Both models describe the multiple cracking of the reinforced composite under
uniaxial tension. The reinforcement is in both cases represented by a single fiber with a
frictional interface to the matrix.
strain
st
re
ss
zone I zone II zone III
ACK- Model
Cuypers- Model
Figure 9.2: Multi-cracking represented by the ACK model and by the Stochastic Cracking
Theory.
9.1.1 Aveston-Cooper-Kelly
The ACK-model is one of the most frequently utilized analytical approaches for the de-
scription of the stress strain behavior of a composite under tensile load. The ACK-model
divides the stress strain behavior into three distinct zones:
 zone I, linear elastic behavior that can be described by classical homogenization
theory
 zone II, multiple cracking of the matrix at a constant stress level
 zone III, post cracking, only the reinforcement provides stiffness
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In the linear elastic zone the stiffness of the composite is a function of the volume fractions
of the fiber Vf and of the matrix Vm and of the the respective Young's moduli Ef and Em.
Ec1 = VfEf + VmEm (9.1)
In the ACK-Model for the matrix a constant tensile failure stress σmu and corresponding
failure strain εmu is assumed. The multiple cracking zone begins when the composite
reaches the cracking stress level σmc at which all matrix cracks are initiated and propa-
gated.
σmc =
σmuEc1
Em
(9.2)
The load carried by the matrix σmu Vm has to be taken over by the filaments bridging the
matrix. If the breaking strain of the filaments εfu higher than that of the matrix and
σfu Vf ≥ σmuVm + σ′f Vf (9.3)
is fulfilled the fibers will not break and multiple matrix cracking is possible.
The additional load gets transmitted back to the matrix over the distance δ0 on each side
of the crack. Assuming a constant limiting shear stress τ0 the load transmission can be
described by:
σmuVm = N2pir τ0 δ0 =
2Vf τ0
r
δ0, (9.4)
where N = Vf/pir2 is the number of filaments per unit area. The length of the debonded
zone can be calculated as follows:
δ0 =
σmur
2τ0
Vm
Vf
(9.5)
The additional stress in the filaments varies linearly between zero at a distance of δ0
and a maximum σf,max = σmu (Vm/Vf) at the crack. The mean additional strain over the
distance of 2δ0 is therefore:
4ε = εmu
2
Em
Ef
Vm
Vf
=
εmu
2
α (9.6)
If we assume a constant breaking strain for the matrix the cracking will continue until the
matrix is broken into blocks of a length between δ0 and 2δ0. The spatial introduction of
new cracks occurs randomly until no place is left to introduce a new crack. The average
final crack spacing has been derived byWidom [1966], Kimber and Keer [1982] and Kimber
[1992] and is:
〈cs〉f = 1.337δ0 (9.7)
The overall strain after completed cracking is:
εzoneIIc = εmu (1 + 0.666α) (9.8)
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On further increase of the load of the composite the matrix will take no further share of
the load, while the filaments are stretched further and slip through the blocks of matrix.
Therefore, the Young's modulus of the composite will be only dedicated by the filaments.
Ec = EfVf (9.9)
The composite will fail at the stress level
σcu = σfuVf (9.10)
and composite strain
εzoneIIIc = εmu (1 + 0.666α) +
σcu − σmc
EfVf
= εfu − 0.334α εmu (9.11)
9.1.2 Stochastic cracking theory by Cuypers
Based on the ACK-Model which assumes a constant matrix cracking stress [Cuypers,
2002] developed a stochastic cracking theory by describing the failure properties of the
matrix using the two-parameter Weibull model:
P (σ) = 1− exp
[
−
(σ
λ
)k]
(9.12)
with σ standing for the tensile stress level in the specimen, λ for the reference failure
stress and k for the Weibull modulus (Weibull [1951]). The stochastic cracking theory
assumes that the crack spacing 〈cs〉 evolves according to the failure probability given in
equation (9.12) as
〈cs〉
〈cs〉f
=
(
1− exp
[
−
(σ
λ
)k])−1
(9.13)
where 〈cs〉f represents the crack spacing in a saturated state.
At this level of idealization, the reinforcement is represented as a single fiber with effective
properties. Assuming a constant frictional shear stress τ0 along the debonded interface,
the debonding length δ0 can be evaluated analytically. Then, explicit stressstrain relation
can be constructed for two distinguished cases: 〈cs〉 > 2δ0 and 〈cs〉 < 2δ0.
The representation of the bundle as a single fiber can be used to derive effective properties
to fit the experimental data (Cuypers [2002]). However, it is insufficient to derive an
objective characterization of the reinforcement and its bond to the matrix. As mentioned
before, the quality of the bond between the individual filaments and the matrix exhibits
high scatter along the bundle and within its cross section.
In Sec. 6.4 the strong impact of the scatter in the bond properties on the mean performance
of the bundle bridging a single crack has been demonstrated. Already small variations
in the bonded length can lead to a drastic reduction of the ultimate load. To study the
influence of the scatter on the behavior of the composite during the multiple cracking it is
inevitable to extend the model with the micro-scopic resolution of the material structure.
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9.2 Stochastic cracking model
In the Stochastic Cracking Model (SCM) the micromechanical representation of the ma-
terial structure is provided by the Crack Bridge Model (CBM). It is utilized to determine
the average composite strain 〈cs〉 and the stress transfer length.
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Figure 9.3: Procedure for evaluating the stress-strain diagram.
The procedure for evaluating the stress-strain diagram (Fig. 9.3) for a composite during
the multiple cracking can be described as follows:
1. Maximum stress transfer length δmax is evaluated for the mean composite stress σ¯c.
σ¯c = σR ·Γ
(
1 +
1
m
)
. (9.14)
The value of the average final crack spacing 〈cs〉f is computed according to Eq. (9.7).
〈cs〉f = 1.337 · δmax (9.15)
2. Failure stress of the composite σc,max is determined by evaluating the ultimate load
using the CBM for the average final crack spacing 〈cs〉f .
3. Using Eq. (9.13) in connection with the CBM the nominal composite strains εc for
various stress levels between zero and σc,max and the associated crack spacings 〈cs〉
are evaluated.
The algorithm uses load control neglecting the rate effects within the crack bridges. Effects
arising from this kind of cyclic loading go beyond the scope of this study and have been
disregarded here.
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9.3 Parametric study
In this section, the effect of variations in the bond quality ϕ and in the bond-free length `
on the performance of the composite is illustrated using parametric studies. The material
parameters for the matrix are given in Tab. 9.1. They are taken from the standard test
setup for tensile test on textile reinforced composites at the collaborative research center
532 on textile reinforced concrete at the RWTH Aachen University.
Table 9.1: Material properties of the matrix.
λ k Em Vm
[MPa] [−] [MPa] [%]
5.45 10.6 35000 97.9
9.3.1 Effect of bond strength
As reference we shall study the influence of a constant bond quality. This example cor-
responds to the single fiber representation of the yarn. Fig. 9.4 shows the effect of a
varying bond quality on the stress-strain diagram for the composite under tensile loading.
It illustrates that a higher bond quality leads to slightly increased strains1.
The reason is the decreasing stress transfer length which results in smaller crack distances
and a larger number of cracks. The constant bond quality has no effect on the ultimate
stress level as the homogeneity in the stress profile of the bundle is not influenced by the
multiple cracking. The inhomogeneity shall be introduced by a varying bond quality in
the next section.
9.3.2 Effect of scatter in the bond strength
In order to demonstrate the effect of scatter, the bond quality is described by a uniform
distribution corresponding to a linear evolution over the bundle cross section. To sep-
arate the influence of the mean µ and of the coefficient of variation cv, the cumulative
distribution function is described in terms of µϕ and cv,ϕ:
Gϕ (ϕ) =

0 a ≤ ϕ
x−a
b−a a < ϕ < b
1 b ≥ ϕ
(9.16)
a = µϕ
(
1−
√
3cv,ϕ
)
, b = µϕ
(
1 +
√
3cv,ϕ
)
(9.17)
1Note that this effect is a result of the bi-linear bond law leading to a non-linear relation between
the bond quality and the stress transfer length. The effect vanishes with increasing initial bond stiffness
and does not appear for a pure frictional bond as it is assumed in the analytical models of Aveston et al.
[1971] or Cuypers et al. [2003]
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Figure 9.4: Composite-stress-strain diagrams for variation of constant bond quality ϕ = a) 0.1,
b) 0.2, c) 0.4, d) 0.5.
Fig. 9.5 demonstrates the effect of different mean bond qualities keeping the coefficient
of variation constant (cv,ϕ = 0.58). This adjusts the distribution in such a way that cu-
mulative distribution the bond quality Gϕ varies linearly between zero and the maximum
value.
Similar to the last example with constant bond quality the strains increase with increasing
mean bond quality, but the effect is more pronounced. The scatter increases the crack
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Figure 9.5: Composite-stress-strain diagrams for different mean bond qualities µϕ =a) 0.1, b)
0.2, c) 0.4, d) 0.5 and constant coefficient of variation cv,ϕ = 0.58.
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Figure 9.6: Composite-stress-strain diagrams for coefficient of variation cv,ϕ =a) 0.58, b) 0.46,
c) 0.23, d) 0.12 and constant mean bond quality µϕ = 0.5.
distance as the stress transfer length of the filaments with very poor bond quality is much
longer than that of the average filament.
The ultimate stress is much lower than in the example with constant bond quality. This is
a result of the inhomogeneity in the stress profile that has been introduced by the scatter.
The scatter in the bond quality leads to a non-uniform stress profile in the bundle as the
filaments with higher bond quality transfer their load to the matrix much faster compared
to those with poor bond quality. This leads to a reduced performance of the bundle. This
effect has been thoroughly described in Chapter 6. There is no significant influence of the
mean value on the ultimate load, because the scatter (coefficient of variation) is constant.
Now we shall focus on the scatter by keeping the mean value constant and varying the co-
efficient of variation. Fig. 9.6 demonstrates that ultimate stress decreases with increasing
scatter (coefficient of variation cv,ϕ). Furthermore, with increasing scatter the influence
on the strain is much more pronounced, as the number of filaments with a very long stress
transfer length increases.
9.3.3 Effect of scatter in the bond-free length
The irregular penetration of the matrix along the roving leads to varying lengths at
which the filament has no or low-quality contact to the matrix. Similarly to the previous
example we assume that the variation of bond-free length ` is represented by a uniform
distribution. The cumulative density function G` (`) is expressed in terms of µ` and cv,`.
Fig. 9.7 demonstrates the influence of the mean bond-free length µ`. With growing bond-
free length the stress transfer length increases and the initial stiffness of the composite
decreases. With increasing load the crack distance decreases. When the crack distance
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Figure 9.7: Composite-stress-strain diagrams for different mean bond qualities µ` = a) 10 mm,
b) 15 mm, c) 20 mm, d) 25 mm, e) 30 mm and constant coefficient of variation cv,` = 0.35.
gets smaller than the maximum bond-free length, all filaments with a bond-free length
larger than the crack distance have the same strain. This leads to a successive homoge-
nization of the stress profile in the bundle and to an increasing stiffness of the composite.
Nevertheless the stress distribution in the filaments with large mean value is still more
inhomogeneous than in a bundle with a smaller mean value. Therefore, the ultimate stress
of the composite decreases with increasing mean value.
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Figure 9.8: Composite-stress-strain diagrams for coefficient of variation cv,` = a) 0.58 b) 0.43
d) 0.29 d) 0.14 and constant mean bond quality µ` = 20 mm.
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With increasing bond-free length the curves show a plateau with a very low stiffness
just before the ultimate load is reached (dotted line). The stiffness reduction is due to
successive filament failure in the single crack bridge model. This effect does not exist
in reality. The failure localizes one crack bridge instead of successive filament failure in
all crack bridges. In other words, the ultimate failure is governed by the weakest link
behavior of the chain of crack bridges as it has been presented in Chudoba et al. [2006a].
The effect of the scatter in the bond-free length is illustrated by Fig. 9.8. With increasing
scatter the stress transfer length increases resulting in an increasing crack distance and
stiffness. Furthermore, the scatter in bond-free length causes an inhomogeneous stress
profile in the bundle and reduces the performance in the bundle. This effect has been
studied for single crack bridges in Chapter 6.
9.3.4 Effect of scatter in the bond quality and the bond-free
length
In Sec. 6.4 the influence of the correlation between bond quality and bond-free length
has been discussed and it has been shown that it is justified to assume a strong negative
correlation. In this study it has been assumed that the lowest bond quality coincides with
the largest bond-free length.
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Figure 9.9: Interaction of scatter in bond quality ϕ and bond-free length `. a) µϕ = 0.25,
cv,ϕ = 0.58, µ` = 20 mm, cv,` = 0.58, b) ϕ = 0.25, µ` = 20 mm, cv,` = 0.58, c) µϕ = 0.25,
cv,ϕ = 0.58, ` = 0 mm, d) ϕ = 0.25, ` = 0 mm.
Fig. 9.9 illustrates the interaction of scatter in bond quality and bond-free length. While
both, the scatter in bond quality (c) and the scatter in bond-free length (b), lead to a
distinct reduction of the failure stress, the additional reduction due to the interaction (a)
is less pronounced. The debonding has a homogenizing effect on the stress profile and
reduces the impact of the bond-free length.
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9.4 Summary
The coupling of the micromechanical Crack Bridge Model (CBM) with the Stochastic
Cracking Model (SCM) establishes a link between the heterogeneity in the micro structure
and the performance of the composite during the multiple cracking.
The presented parametric studies have illustrated that variations in the scatter of the mi-
cromechanical properties have a much higher impact on the performance of the composite
than variations in the mean value. The severe reduction of the ultimate stress due to the
scatter emphasizes the importance of a micromechanical representation of the single crack
bridge and justifies the increased numerical effort.
The presented numerical framework provides a first step towards a complex statistical
evaluation of the ultimate performance of specimen reinforced with multifilament yarns.
The next step has to be the consideration of the strength reduction due to the chaining
of the cracks by studying the weakest link effect [Chudoba et al., 2006a].
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Chapter 10
Summary and outlook
10.1 Summary
The objective of this work was the development of a framework for the detailed description
of the heterogeneity in the material structure of textile reinforced concrete (TRC) under
uniaxial loading.
An introduction to the work was given in Chapter 1 emphasizing the importance of a
detailed representation of the heterogeneity. Chapters 2 and 3 addressed TRC and the
existing modeling approaches, while Chapters 4 to 6 were focused on the development of
the framework for the micro level. In Chapters 7 and 8 the application of the framework
was demonstrated on the examples of cyclic loading and impregnated yarns. Finally, in
Chapter 9 the framework was completed by combining the micromechanical model with
an analytical model capturing the chained evolution of cracks. In the following, the main
results of the respective chapters shall be briefly summarized.
In Chapter 2, the ingredients of textile reinforced concrete, namely the filaments, yarns,
textiles and concrete mixtures, were described and an overview of the available production
technologies was given.
In Chapter 3, the state-of-the-art in numerical modeling or textile reinforced concrete was
presented. Then, the modeling strategy of the collaborative research center 532 (SFB 532)
was introduced as a framework for the models that have been developed in this work.
In Chapter 4, the description of material structure in the vicinity of the fiber using the
concept of a zero thickness interface was presented and the analytical and numerical
methods used to solve the governing differential equations have been introduced. The
Fiber Interface Model (FIM) was introduced reflecting the interaction between two fibers
via an interface within a single material point. Four different finite element formulations
have been derived and their ability to reproduce the crack bridging behavior of single
fiber has been assessed. Comparative studies considering the numerical cost demonstrated
the superior performance of the LRH-elements based the interface element provided by
Herrmann [1978].
In Chapter 5, the material model for the fiber and its interface to the matrix was described.
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The compound formulation combines plasticity and damage allowing to construct damage
laws including both the fiber strain and slip with respect to the enclosing matrix. Besides
the elastic-brittle behavior two additional hypotheses considering the damage of the fiber
during the debonding have been implemented. On the one hand, it has been shown that
the accumulation of additional notches in the fiber surfaces results in a successive reduction
of the strength without influencing the stiffness. On the other hand, the abrasion of the
fiber surface corresponds to a reduction of the fiber cross-section reducing both strength
and stiffness. Finally, the influence of the material parameters on the behavior of a
mono-fiber idealization of the crack bridge has been studied in detail.
Chapter 6 was focused on the bond layer of a multifilament crack bridge. The effect
of the heterogeneous matrix penetration on the load sharing between the filaments has
been discussed leading to the conclusion that the dominating interaction of the filaments
over the matrix corresponds to parallel coupling of the filaments (global load sharing).
The study of the elementary effects in the bond layers led to a characterization of the
material structure in terms of three parameters: The bond quality describes the varia-
tion of the matrix penetration across the bundle, while the bond-free length reflects the
variation along the fibers. The waviness leading to a delayed activation of the filaments
is represented by the activation strain.
Two different modeling approaches have been introduced to describe the variation of these
material parameters. The Statistical Crack Bridge Model is focused on the statistical
characterization of the crack bridge response. The Deterministic Crack Bridge Model
enables the representation of complex interactions and loading histories.
The Statistical Crack Bridge Model (SCBM) represents the heterogeneity in form of sta-
tistical distributions, with the possibility to derive the statistical moments of the response.
It has been demonstrated that the scatter in the bond-free length and in the bond quality
is responsible for the decreasing performance of the crack bridge in terms of maximum
force and crack opening.
It has been illustrated that the debonding of the filaments has the potential to compen-
sate the negative influence of scatter in the bond-free lengths on the crack bridge force.
The analysis of the influence of the correlation between both parameters revealed that
a positive effect can only be expected for a positive correlation. A negative correlation
which is in fact the result of the matrix penetration leads to a further reduction of the
mean strength and an increase of its scatter.
Assuming a strong negative correlation as a conservative approximation, the Deterministic
Crack Bridge Model (DCBM) represents the spatial variability of the material parameters
in form of cross-sectional profiles. These profiles have been calibrated using the results
of double-sided pull-out test. The sensitivity analysis of the local bond quality on the
crack bridge response illustrated that the isolated improvement of a single characteristic
can be counterproductive, if it is not combined with a homogenization of the matrix
penetration. The reason is the interaction of the influences of bond quality, bond-free
length and delayed activation.
Chapter 7 demonstrated the application of theDeterministic Crack Bridge Model (DCBM)
for complex boundary conditions on the example of cyclic loading. Starting with the sin-
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gle fiber the influence of the damage process of the bond and the fiber has been discussed.
It has been exemplified that the evolution of the hysteretic loops depends on the relation
of plastic deformation and damage in the bond layer. The presence of a large number
of hysteretic loops in the tests indicates that the plastic debonding is dominating. The
opening of the loop can be either the result of a softening branch in the bond law or of
the successive abrasion of the filaments.
The influence of the heterogeneity in the cross-section on the cyclic behavior has been
demonstrated for linear profiles of the bond quality and of the bond-free length. It has
been illustrated that the successive debonding during the cyclic loading reduces the in-
fluence of the bond-free length on the stress profile across the bundle. This homogenizing
effect on the stress transfer across the bundle is in good agreement with the observations
made in tensile tests on reinforced specimens.
In Chapter 8, the application of the Deterministic Crack Bridge Model (DCBM) with
serial coupling of the layers has been demonstrated on the example of impregnated yarns.
The model has been calibrated using the results of double sided pull-out tests. Then the
validity of the calibrated parameters for different boundary conditions has been tested
by predicting the behavior of tensile tests on yarns and tensile tests on reinforced speci-
mens. In both cases the simulations showed a good agreement with the test results. The
sensitivity analysis of the model illuminated that the key to a good performance is the
reduction of the stress concentrations in the outer filaments by increasing the interaction
between the inner filaments.
In Chapter 9, the micromechanical Crack Bridge Model (CBM) has been combined with
the Stochastic Cracking Model (SCM) capturing the chained evolution of cracks in the
tensile test on reinforced specimen. This combination completes the numerical framework
by providing an efficient method to predict the uniaxial tensile behavior on the macro level
by means of the detailed micromechanical representation of material structure. The para-
metric studies on the influence scatter in bond quality and bond-free length emphasized
the importance of this transfer by demonstrating again that the source of the performance
reduction on the macro level is the heterogeneity on the micro level.
10.2 Outlook
The introduced framework for the micromechanical evaluation of the crack bridging be-
havior of textile reinforced concrete presents the basis for a statistical characterization of
the material. The possible enhancements can be summarized in three objectives:
 Extension of the Fiber Interface Model
 Statistical characterization of the cross-sectional profiles
 Homogenization of the material characteristics
Since the Fiber Interface Model is the basic model component of the chain of models,
extension made to this model are automatically available in the Crack Bridge Model. The
following extensions of the fiber interface model are desirable:
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 Accounting for the two-dimensional effects in the crack bridge. The fiber interface
elements should be extended with an additional displacement variable orthogonal
to the fiber axis. This extension would enable the reproduction of the effects due to
fiber alignment at the crack face.
 Consideration of the time dependent material behavior. The material model of the
Fiber Interface Model should be extended with a time variable. This extension
would enable to study the redistribution of the load due to the time dependent
deterioration of the material properties.
The cross-sectional profiles describing the heterogeneous penetration of the matrix in
terms of bond quality, bond-free length and activation strain should be transferred into a
statistical characterization of the material structure in form of a multivariate distribution
with correlation coefficients describing the multiple correlation between these parameters.
Equipped with such a characterization the statistical crack bridge model could be utilized
to evaluate the scatter in the crack bridge response. This information is essential for the
evaluation of the strength of textile reinforced specimens considering the chaining of the
crack bridges in terms of weakest link statistics.
The validation of the crack bridge model in Chapter 8 has demonstrated the dependence
of the crack bridge performance on the particular crack distance. The Deterministic
Crack Bridge Model should be utilized to evaluate effective properties depending on the
crack distance for representative crack patterns. Equipped with a function describing this
relation the Fiber Interface Model would be able to represent the influence of the hetero-
geneity with a single fiber. Combined with the Discrete Crack Model (DCM, Sec. 3.3) this
would enable a detailed analysis of the influence of the crack pattern on the performance
of the composite.
Finally, the combination of Crack Bridge Model and Stochastic Cracking Model should be
utilized for the systematic evaluation of crack distance dependent damage functions for
the microplanes of the Composite Microplane Damage Model (CMDM, Sec. 3.3) in order
to enable an efficient reproduction of the heterogeneity on the macro level.
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Appendix A
Parametric study of the multi-filament
crack bridge
In this Appendix, the effect of the bond quality ϕ, the bond-free length ` and the activation
strain ε0 on the performance of the crack bridge will be illustrated. The embedding length
of the bundle on both sides of the crack is 30 mm corresponding to a periodic crack pattern
with a crack distance of 60 mm (see Chapter 5).
The influence of the variations in the extreme values of the parameters at the core and
at the sleeve of the yarn shall be demonstrated using linear profiles. Then the effect of
the profile shape representing the evolution of the parameter between the extreme values
shall be exemplified using four representative profiles:
kp,s = 1.0, kp,c = 1.0⇒ p (ξ) = (pc − ps) ξ + ps (A.1)
kp,s = 0.0, kp,c = 2.0⇒ p (ξ) = (pc − ps) ξ2 + ps (A.2)
kp,s = 2.0, kp,c = 0.0⇒ p (ξ) = (pc − ps)
(−ξ2 + 2ξ)+ ps (A.3)
kp,s = 2.0, kp,c = 2.0⇒ p (ξ) = (pc − ps)
(
2ξ3 − 3ξ2 + 2ξ)+ ps (A.4)
While Eq. (A.1) describes a linear profile, Eq. (A.2) and Eq. (A.3) represent quadratic
profiles with converse slopes at the core and the sleeve and Eq. (A.4) defines a cubic profile
with identical slope at the core and the sleve and a point of contraflexure in between.
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A.1 Bond quality ϕ
A.1.1 Effect of the inner bond quality
The bond quality ϕ affects the stress transfer length of the layers, which increases with de-
creasing bond quality. Fig. A.2 shows the influence of the inner bond quality, represented
by the minimum at the core ϕc (Fig. A.1), on the crack bridge performance.
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Figure A.1: Linear profiles - Variation of inner bond quality ϕc.
Keeping the outer bond quality constant and improving the inner bond quality leads to
a more homogeneous stress transfer to the matrix. The crack opening at which the last
filament fails decreases, demonstrating that the load of the inner filaments has increased.
The result is an increasing peak load, which is reached when the first filaments start to
fail. The failure is more brittle.
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Figure A.2: Influence of the inner bond (minimum bond quality at the core ϕc).
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A.1.2 Effect of the outer bond quality
sleeve
core
 0  20  40  60  80  100
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ϕs = 100ϕs =   90ϕs =   80ϕs =   70ϕs =   60
Figure A.3: Linear profiles - Variation of outer bond quality ϕs.
Fig. A.2 demonstrates the influence of outer bond quality (maximum at the sleeve ϕs),
keeping the inner bond quality constant (Fig. A.3). With decreasing outer bond quality
the crack opening at peak load increases, as the strain in the outer filaments increases
slower due to the increased debonding length. The peak load increases slightly since
(similar to the last example) the loading of the filaments gets more homogeneous. The
behavior after the peak load gets more ductile, as it is reached at larger crack openings
at which the load of the inner filaments is higher.
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Figure A.4: Influence of the inner bond (minimum bond quality ϕc at the core ).
While the crack opening at peak load is influenced by the outer bond quality the inner
bond quality affects the crack opening at which the last filament fails. The progression
of the crack bridging force between these points is defined by the form of the profile.
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A.1.3 Effect of the profile shape of the bond quality
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Figure A.5: Representative profiles of the bond quality ϕ.
The influence of the form of the bond quality profile (Fig. A.5) is demonstrated in Fig. A.6.
Compared to the linear profile the first quadratic profile showing a faster decrease of the
outer bond quality represents a smaller amount of well embedded filaments with a high
stress level. The result is a drastic reduction of the peak load and a higher load after the
peak.
The second quadratic profile representing a slower decrease of the outer bond quality leads
to a higher peak load. The reason is the higher amount of well embedded filaments with a
short stress transfer length and a high stress level. These filaments fail near the peak load
leading to a more brittle failure after the peak. The cubic profile combines the influences
of the two quadratic profiles. The peak load is slightly increased, while the failure is less
brittle.
Considering the stiffness of the crack bridge the bond quality has only influence on its
evolution. An increasing number of filaments with poor bond quality leads to a faster
decrease of the stiffness due to the debonding. The influence on the initial stiffness is not
significant.
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Figure A.6: Influence of the shape of the bond quality profile.
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A.2 Bond-free length `
A.2.1 Effect of the maximum bond free-length at the core
In contrast to the bond quality ϕ the main impact of the bond-free length ` is on the
initial stiffness. Assuming that the free length at the sleeve is zero and increases linearly
towards the core (Fig. A.7), the influence of the maximum bond-free length at the core
`c is illustrated in Fig. A.8.
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Figure A.7: Linear profiles - variation of the maximum bond-free length `c at the core.
With increasing `c the initial stiffness of the crack bridge decreases as the stress transfer
length to the matrix grows. Due the more inhomogeneous stress-profile of the filaments,
the peak load of the crack bridge decreases and the post peak behavior gets more ductile,
as long as `c is smaller than the embedding length (distance to the clamping).
If the distance is longer a growing number of filaments acts as reinforcement without bond
and fails at the same crack opening. If the number of filaments is sufficiently high the
peak is reached when these filaments fail. In this case the successive homogenization in
the core leads to an increasing peak load with in increasing `c.
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Figure A.8: Influence of the maximum free length `c at the core.
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A.2.2 Effect of the profile shape of the bond-free length
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Figure A.9: Representative profiles of the bond-free length `.
Fig. A.10 exemplifies the influence of the profile shape for a bond-free length varying
between 0 and 8 mm. While the maximum value of the bond-free length primarily affects
the initial stiffness and the crack opening upon the rupture of the last filament, the profile
shape influences the post peak behavior and the maximum load. With increasing number
of filaments having a short bond-free length the peak load increases and is reached earlier,
while the post peak behavior gets more brittle. This is exemplified by the first quadratic
profile with a slowly increasing bond-free length.
The second quadratic profile represents a slow growth of the bond-free length leading to a
lower peak load at larger crack opening with a more ductile behavior. Using a cubic profile
a quite ductile behavior can be achieved combined with a high peak load. Comparing the
profiles (Fig. A.9) with the evolution of filament fracture (Fig. A.10b) there is a strong
affinity between the corresponding curves. In other words, the bond-free length profile
re-appears as the fracture of broken filaments in the response of the crack bridge.
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Figure A.10: Influence of the shape of the bond-free length profile.
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A.3 Activation strain ε0
A.3.1 Effect of the maximum activation strain at the core
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Figure A.11: Linear profiles - Variation of the maximum activation strain ε0,c at the core.
The influence of the activation strain is similar to the influence of the bond-free length.
Fig. A.12 demonstrates that with increasing upper level of activation strain ε0,c (Fig. A.11),
the stress-profile of the filaments gets more inhomogeneous. The result of the inhomo-
geneity is a decreasing peak load and a more ductile post peak behavior. If the rate
of filament activation is equal the rate of filament failure a constant stress level can be
achieved.
The maximum activation strain ε0,c primarily affects the initial stiffness and its evolution
at the beginning of the loading. Due to the successive activation of the filaments the
stiffness increases until the stiffness reduction due to debonding or the gradual failure of
the filaments becomes dominant.
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Figure A.12: Influence of the maximum activation strain ε0,c at the core.
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A.3.2 Effect of the profile shape of the activation strain
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Figure A.13: Representative profiles of the activation strain ε0.
The influence of the profile shape is illustrated in Fig. A.14. Similar to the bond-free
length the form of the progression of filament fracture shows a resemblance to the form of
the profile. The reason is the linear relation between the activation strain and the failure
strain of a filament.
Compared to the linear profile the first quadratic profile with a slowly increasing acti-
vation strain shows the highest initial stiffness, the gradual increase of the stiffness is
almost negligible. The homogeneous activation of the outer filaments, which fail nearly
simultaneously, leads to a high peak load and a very brittle post peak behavior. The
second quadratic profile shows the opposite effect, very slow increase of the stiffness, low
peak force and ductile post peak behavior. The cubic profile combines load increasing
effect due to the fast activation of the sleeve filaments with a larger number of very late
activated core filaments leading to a more ductile behavior.
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Figure A.14: Influence of the shape of the activation strain profile.
The presented parametric study has demonstrated the influence of the profiles describing
the heterogeneity. They all have in common that an increasing variation of the material
properties leads to an increasing inhomogeneity in the stress level across the bundle.
This inhomogeneity is the reason for decreasing stiffness, reduced peak load and ductile
behavior.
Appendix B
Sensitivity analysis of impregnated
yarns
B.1 Single crack bridge
In the following parametric studies the influence of the different model parameters on the
performance of the impregnated yarn shall be studied. For each parameter the behavior
of the yarn shall be analyzed for two different sets of boundary conditions (1) the double-
sided pull-out test and (2) the single crack bridge. The pull-out test is used to calibrate
the model, while the single crack bridge is used to reflect the processes in the crack
bridges of reinforced specimen under unixaial tensile loading. The boundary conditions
are formulated as follows:
Double-sided pull-out test: In the double-sided pull-out test the matrix is fixed at
one end and a controlled displacement is applied at the other end. Both ends of the
yarn can be pulled out of the concrete block. Considering the symmetry, only one
half of the system needs to be modeled. The halved control displacement is applied
to the yarn at the axis of symmetry.
Single crack bridge: Assuming a periodic crack pattern the stress evolution along the
yarn is symmetric with respect to the crack and to the center-line between to cracks.
A single crack bridge can be modeled by fixing both matrix and yarn at the center
between two cracks applying the displacement at the axis of symmetry.
B.1.1 Effect of maximum bond stress τmax
In this study the maximum bond stress τmax has been varied between 6.0 N/mm2 and 14.0
N/mm2. The maximum bond stress τmax influences the length at which the stress transfer
between the yarn and the matrix takes place. Fig. B.1 demonstrates that with increasing
τmax the stress transfer length decreases leading to an increasing initial stiffness.
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Figure B.1: Influence of the maximum bond stress τmax on the pull-out and crack bridging
behavior.
In the double-sided pull-out test (Fig. B.1a) the yarn gets pulled out before it fails if
the stress transfer length is longer than the embedded length. The pull-out stress-level
increases with increasing bond stress or increasing embedding length. If the embedding
length is sufficient for the stress transfer to reach the strength of the outer-layer a brittle
failure occurs. The reason for the brittleness is that once the outer layers fail the inner
layers are not able to compensate for the stress redistribution.
In the crack bridge (Fig. B.1b) when the stress transfer length has reached its maximum
value at the center between two cracks, the contribution of the matrix has reached its
maximum value and the stress in the yarn increases linearly until the failure stress is
reached. The failure load decreases with increasing τmax. The reason is an increasing
stress in the outer layer as the contribution of the inner layers decreases with decreasing
stress transfer length.
B.1.2 Effect of critical slip scrit
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Figure B.2: Influence of the critical slip scrit on the pull-out and crack bridging behavior.
The critical slip scrit defines the beginning of the debonding. Up to the critical slip the
bond behaves linear elastic. When the critical slip is reached the maximum transferable
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stress has been reached and the stress transfer length starts to increase. The force dis-
placement diagram (Fig B.1.2) is linear until the first material point at the crack faces
reaches the critical slip. Then the stiffness decreases due to the increasing stress transfer
length.
In this way, the critical slip influences both the initial stiffness and the length of the linear
elastic part of the force displacement diagrams. With increasing critical slip the initial
stiffness decreases while the length of the elastic part increases. While under pull-out
conditions (Fig B.2a) the critical slip has no influence on the stiffness at failure, it leads
to an increased stiffness under crack bridge conditions (Fig B.2b). The failure load is not
influenced by the critical slip.
B.1.3 Effect of interaction stiffness GE
The stiffness GE describes the interaction between the layers. It is influenced by the
stiffness of the epoxy resin and by the distance between the filaments. While an increasing
stiffness of the epoxy resin increases the interaction of the filaments, a growing distance
between the filaments leads to a reduced interaction. The influence of the interaction
stiffness on the performance of the impregnated yarn is illustrated in Fig. B.3.
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Figure B.3: Influence of the interaction stiffnessGE on the pull-out and crack bridging behavior.
With increasing interaction stiffness, the contribution of the inner filaments increases,
leading to a higher initial stiffness. Furthermore, the homogenization of the stress profile
across the yarn leads to a higher strength. In case of the pull-out test the yarn gets
pulled out when the embedding length is not sufficient, while in the crack bridge a higher
interaction stiffness always leads to higher maximum forces.
B.1.4 Effect of polymer cross section AE
The cross sectional area of the epoxy resin AE influences the stiffness and certainly the
overall cross section of the impregnated yarn. Due to the low stiffness of the epoxy resin
compared to the filaments the influence on the stiffness is not very significant. Much
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more influence has the increasing overall cross section leading to a higher circumference.
Fig. B.4 illustrates that with increasing circumference the stress that can be transferred
to the matrix increases and the stress transfer length decreases.
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Figure B.4: Influence of the polymer cross section AE on the pull-out and crack bridging
behavior.
The effect is similar to the influence of an increasing maximum bond stress τmax. With
increasing polymer cross section the contact area to the matrix increases leading to a
shorter stress transfer length and a stress concentration in the outer layer. The result is
a decreasing strength.
Note that by increasing AE the influence of an increasing polymer content on the interac-
tion between the filaments or between the filaments and the matrix is not automatically
reflected by the model. Increasing polymer content may lead to larger distance between
the filaments. This effect has to be considered by a reduced interaction stiffness. Fur-
thermore, an increasing amount of polymer between the outer filaments and the matrix
reduces the stiffness of the interface, which has to be considered by decreasing the critical
slip scrit or the maximum bond stress τmax.
B.2 Multiple cracking
In the following, the influence of the modeling parameters on the performance of the com-
posite during the tensile test shall be studied and compared with the results of Sec. B.1.
In each study tendencies shall be studied with respect to the reference state calibrated
using a test. The parameters are chosen according to the first parameter set in Tab. 8.2.
The second simulation (continous line) always corresponds to the calibrated value of the
studied parameter while it is decreased in the first simulation an increased in the third
one.
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B.2.1 Effect of maximum bond stress τmax
The maximum bond stress describes the maximum stress that can be transferred between
yarn and matrix over the common interface. An increasing bond stress reduces the length
which is needed for the stress transfer and increases the stress that can be transferred if
the length is limited by the crack distance. The decreasing stress transfer length leads to
a decreasing crack distance, i.e. an increasing number of cracks (Fig. B.5b) as the tensile
strength of the matrix is reached within a shorter distance. The increasing stress that can
be transferred to the matrix increases the contribution of the matrix between the cracks.
In Sec. B.1.1 it has been demonstrated that an increasing bond stress reduces the max-
imum load of a crack bridge as the stress concentration in the outer filaments increases.
This effect can also be observed in the tensile test as illustrated in Fig. B.5a.
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Figure B.5: Influence of the maximum bond stress τmax on the performance during the multiple
cracking.
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B.2.2 Effect of critical slip scrit
The critical slip influences the initial stiffness of the crack bridge. An increasing crit-
ical slip leads to a decreasing stiffness and larger crack openings. Fig. B.6b illustrates
that the absolute number of cracks is hardly influenced but the cracks develop a larger
displacements. Concerning the ultimate load there is a slight decrease for the smallest
critical slip, which is the result of an increasing stress concentration in the outer layer.
The influence of the critical slip on the ultimate load is less pronounced than the influence
of the maximum bond stress.
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Figure B.6: Influence of the critical slip scrit on the performance during the multiple cracking.
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B.2.3 Effect of interaction stiffness GE
The interaction stiffness increases the contribution of the inner layers. Increasing inter-
action stiffness results in slight increase of crack bridge stiffness leading to smaller crack
openings. While the number of cracks increases faster with increasing interaction stiffness,
the absolute number of cracks is not influenced. The stiffness in the saturated crack stage
is identical for all of the tree combinations.
The most significant influence is on the maximum load of the impregnated yarn. As the
increasing interaction stiffness reduces the stress concentration in the outer filament layer,
the more homogeneous stress distribution in the yarn results in its higher strength.
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Figure B.7: Influence of the interaction stiffness GE on the performance during the multiple
cracking.
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B.2.4 Effect of polymer cross section AE
The cross-sectional area has (as already demonstrated in Sec. B.1.4) an influence on
stiffness and strength, but the most significant influence is on the contact area to the
matrix. In the present study the effect on the strength, which was not very significant
already for the single crack bridge is drowned by the multiple cracking.
However, the influence on the stress transfer length is still significant. With an increasing
cross sectional area the contact area to the matrix increases and hence the stress that
can be transferred as well. This leads to a decreasing stress transfer length, shorter crack
distance and increasing number of cracks. The contribution of the matrix between the
cracks is increased leading to higher loads at the same strains.
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Figure B.8: Influence of the polymer cross section AE on the performance during the multiple
cracking.
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